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A new King & Queen take the throne with
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Students immediately focuson service in
the aftermath ofa deadly natuial disaster
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Imagine this. . .It's a quiet, beautiful Spring evening on La Salle's campus, the kind of evening that signals
a new beginning for many. As you look at Holroyd Hall, you notice a Professor talking quietly to a group
of young men. Later that same evening, the same professor is sitting in the Union lobby with the same
students, with a rapt attention that is often unseen in a formal classroom setting. Is this an Admissions
tour? Is this a class meeting outside of the four walls of an academic building?
Actually, it's Dr. Vincent Kling, or Vince, as he easily allows, talking with new pledges to Sigma Phi
Lambda, and he's discussing the legacy of the fraternity with them, extorting them to understand not just
the value of the present, but also the need to remember such greats as Dr. Roland Holroyd and Dan
Rodden. What Vince Kling won't allow, though, is for anyone to consider him on that "great" side of the
equation. Students in his English classes, however, beg to differ.
One student, an experienced adult learner, chose Dr. Kling' s English class as her last undergraduate class,
largely because she had heard from other students what a wonderful experience awaited her. "From the
first class to the last, I have to say that Vince never conducted class without being engaged with us, his
students. His enthusiasm for the topics in our literature class was infectious. Everyone participated in his
"circle" class, whether because they had volunteered their participation or because Vince drew them in.
After taking this class with Vince, I realized how much some of my other teachers would benefit from
observing and adopting some of his teaching style. Vince is a very special teacher, he reached his
students in a very special way, and everyone is better for it."
Dr. Vincent Kling is part of the fabric of our Lasallian community. From the time he attended as an
undergraduate student himself, he's been identified as a special person. He was awarded the Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship upon graduation in 1968 - an achievement made even more remarkable for this
maxima cum laude graduate, because he attended in the Evening Division. He's gone on to win many
more awards and acknowledgements. There are so many: the Lindback Distinguished Teaching Award in
1984, a Fulbright Fellowship to the University of Vienna in 1997, an invitation to be a guest Professor at
the same University for the summer of 2003. He's a specialist in the works of 20th century Austrian
novelist Heimito von Doderer, which is evidenced by the publication of several monographs on this topic.
In addition to presenting countless articles, presentations, and essays on von Doderer and other
contemporary authors. Dr. Kling was also one of the original University participants in the Lasallian
Leadership Institute.
So, it's easy to see why Dr. Vincent Kling is a valued member of this Lasallian community. But why do
the students choose to dedicate the yearbook to him this year? Well, it's because when speaking with
Vince, and asking about his greatest accomplishment, he's not very likely to tell you about all of the
awards and publications. He's likely to tell you that he hopes that he's had an effect on just one student.
He might tell you about the discussions he has had with fraternity pledges, or the students who visit his
office, or with whom he shares a soda on a quad bench or in the Food Court.
Dr. Kling, we can tell you that you've impacted countless students, and in just the same way that your La
Salle education gave you firm footing and confidence, you've done the same for many, many students.
You've given students challenge, hope, and a desire to leave La Salle and our world a better place than
we found it. On behalf of all of those students, we thank you, and are proud to dedicate this publication to
you.
By Daniel Sandiford. '09
Tnere is a new buzz around campus and it isn' t just
about a new dining hall and new domis. The Division of
Student AfFaii-s (DSA) in a partnei^ship witli the Student
GoveiTirnent Association (SGA), have come up with an
Affinnation to define what it means to be a student
member of tlie La Salle community.
'The AtBnnation is the product of several months
discussion among members of tlie Division of Student
Affairs and a number of our student leadera n
notably die representatives elected to both iln'
2004-2005 and 2005-2006 rosters of our Studeiii
Government Association," said Dean of Students Joseph
Cicala.
The Affirmahon is intended to sum up tlie Lasallian
mission in a simple but powerful and visible way.
Students are now expected to live up to the ideals set
forth by the Affrrmatioa
"Our goal was to create a statement that really captures
what it means to be a member of this La Salle University
community." Cicala said.
The Affirmation has already been used in several ways
It has been the theme of Day One and Opening Weekend
activities Many faculty members around campus are
planning to include the Affirmation in their respective
departments The School of Nursing's faculty and staff
have already made plans to include it in several of their
publications
Throughout this process the internet has played a major
roU in the communication of die Affirmation.
'Tm sure that working vWth Mike Nielsea Information
Associate in DSA we wiU continue to bring die
Affirmation to the forefront by utilizing die portal as a
vehicle," James Self director of Portal Communications
said.
"However, more indirectiy, I tiiink die components of die
Affirmation permeate through die portal in other less
obvious ways For example, ifyou were to review the La
SaUe News Bytes archives in the portal where Lasallian
achievements are posted, one can see how members of
die community have modeled some of die values
associated widi die Affirmation. Also, in terms of
building community, I believe die portal is an online
extension or an enhancement of Lasallian face-to-face
interactions and involvement in ±e community," Sell
said
The Affirmation started out as a goal set forth by Dean
Cicala. A group comprised of Associate Dean of Students
Men WendelL Assistant Dean of Students, Anna Allen;
Direct of Health Services Lane Neubauer, Associate
Director ofCommunity Development Mark Badstubner
Coordinator for off campus and commuter students
Ryan Holmes and Resident Coordinator, Ben Cramer
came up widi the initial groundwork of The
Affirmation
"I diink diat die entire SGA is diriUed about die
affirmation" SGA president Ricardo Johnson said. 'The
Affirmation is what La SaUe represents"
Johnson pinted out diat class of 2005 graduate, Leo
Schwartz, recommended the final lines of die
Affinnation This was anotiier step in die highly
successful "I am La SaUe" campaign started last year.
"Based upon ti-ie ways in which people have respnded to
and embraced the Affirmation I diink we are really on





Stars were shining inside and out of the Pyramid Club on i/,;. /. ;. I;;
Salle's Communication Department held its annual awards galri ni^ui-
of the Shining Stars, at the club, which is located on the 52nd floor ol Lfie
city' s third tallest building, the Center City Mellon Bank Center. Faculty
and alumni gathered to honor this year's winner, along with the first
recipient of the Bro. Gerry Molyneaux Scholarship. The event featured
dinner, drinks, dancing and a live and silent auctioa
Celebrated actor Peter Boyle was awarded the Shining Star Award,
which he can now place next to his Emmy Award. Past Shining Stars
include NBC 10 News Anchor Renee Chenault-Fattah and
President/CEO of the Associated Press Tom Curley.
"The Shining Star Award is given to a professional with an outstanding
career in communication and also a record of service to the comimunity,
and Peter certainly meets those standards," Molyneaux said.
Mol3mieaux introduced Boyle with an anecdote about a recent incident
that occurred when the two were in a parking lot together. Someone
approached Boyle and asked him if anyone ever told him that he looked
Kke Peter Boyle. He responded by saying, "AH my life."
Boyle began his acceptance speech by saying, "Holy crap.'" He spoke
about the need for good communicators and said that "sometimes it's
hard to accept it when people love yoa"
Boyle was quiet during the ceremony, which included the showing ofa
video produced by Communication Professors Sid MacLeod and BiU
Wine. The video chronicled Boyle's career widr clips from The
Candidate, The hi Crowd Joe, Malcolm X, Taxi Driver, Young
Frankenstein, Monster's Ball, Honeymoon in Vegas, Everybody Loves
Raymond and an appearance on Monday Night Football President Bro.
Michael McGinniss said that Boyle "has a strong sense of social justice"
and that he is a "true LasaOian" before presenting him with die Shining
Star Award
Senior communication major Michelle Bauer was the odier "star" of the
night CoH±air of the Communication Advisory Board and alum from
the first class of communication majors at La Salle. Paul PerreUo,
presented Bauer witii die first Bro. Gerry Molyneaux Scholarship. The
Advisory Board established die private scholarship, named in honor of
die founder of die Communication Department The Board began
raising funds for die scholarship at die Departmenf s 25di Anniversaiy^
Celebration in 2003 and has since raised $50,000.
Bauer was one of four finalists nominated from among die common
scholarship applications for die Bro. Gerry scholarship. The nominees
completed a second application specifically for die Bro.Geny scholarship,
which asked about die candidates' activities, career goals and
phQandiropic interests. They were also required to submit a faculty
recommendation, essay, resume and complete an interview widi a
panel offour alumni
Chair of die Communication Department Di'. Lynne Texter said, "Our
first scholarship winner, Michelle Bauer, impressed die scholarship
committee widi not only her academic excellence and work experience,
but also widi her motivation, community' service, poise and humility-.
Michelle is an excellent choice as die first recipient and she has set a high
standard for all futui'e communication majors."
By Benjamin Cii'celli '07
For 13 La Salle students and two faculty-
advisera winter break was an^ything but
ordinary. These 15 were part of Proja:t
Mapendo, a service trip and travel
experience that led them to Tanzania.
Africa. The group left for Tanzania on
Dec 27 and returned on Jaa 14 While
there, they visited churchea the
University of Dar Es Salaam an
orphanage and secondaiy schools. The
group's focus was to interact with
students from the secondary schools and
help them improve theii' conversational
English. This proved to be very important
for the chOdren because they are taught
in only English and are expected to read,
write and pai'ticipate using it as well.
"The problem is most of tlie children are
not comfortable with the language and
this, in turn, affects their performance in
school" student coordinator Bonnie
OT^eillsaid.
To combat this problem each group
member worked with two or three
students individually.
"We visited their homea walked around
the city widi diem learned their culture
and introduced them to our own," student
coordinator Katie Leaiy said. "Most
importandy, though, we broke the
barriers oflanguage."
Plans for Project Mapendo began
two-and-a-half years ago. University
Ministry and Service (UMAS) came in
contact with MaryknoU Missionaries,
who was willing and able to host the
service trip. Then the process of
preparing for the trip officially began.
In March 2005, 13 students and two
adult supervisors were chosen to
participate. Associate Director of
University Ministry and Service, Louise
Giughano, was one of the advisers chosen,
along with Jean DiSabitino. Bonnie
0' NeUl and Katie Leary were both named
smdent coordlnatora while Kate MuUer,
Mchael FarreU. Mchael Lefthand, Nicole
Wilsoa Joanne Brennan, Amie Kotalia
Nancy Hecker, Bedi Myers-Edwarda Liz
Moreno, Jen Abraczinkskas and Andrea
Stein made up die rest of the "troupe."
Once the group was assembled, they met
once a week to work on fund-raising,
reflection and education to prepare for
the trip.
Each member was emotionally moved
during their time in Tanzania and die
relationsfiips diey made reflected the true
spirit ofAfric?.
For junior . "idrea Steia a special
education major. : Hs was her first trip
outside of die United States. Though she was
afraid at first she said diat die trip exceeded
her expectations so much that she hopes to go
back and teach diose in need of special
education. Junior Michael FarreU shared
similar dioughta He is an education major
and said that this was the best travel
experience at La Salle.
"1 thought tiiat it was going to be awkward at
first but getting a connection came easy
because the people are so open, so comfortable,"
FarreU said.
Senior Michael Leftiiand shared a special
connection to die trip. His uncle, Mike Snyder,
serves for die MaiyknoU Mssionariea and
was anodier influence in getting die tirip
organized. "Growing up 1 heard stories about
Africa because my uncle was Uving there at
die time, so when diis opportunity arose, it
seemed too good to pass up," Leftiiand said.
Like die rest of the group, Lefdiand didn't
know what to expect from the dip.
"My primary objective was to maintain a
focus on die missioa to make as much of a
difference as possible and to enjoy die
relationships diat were offered," he said. "In
die end, it was real to see how happy die
people were to simply be aUve. They're so
impoverished that aU tiiey have is their Ufe
and die Uves of diose around diem."
As of now, die group Is evaluating die trip
and possibly making plans for a second
"1 think it is safe to say diat Africa wiU be a
part of each of us for die rest of our Uvea"
O'Neill said, "A lesson of love and Ufe was
learned and, hopefully, diis can be passed
from each of us to die rest of die La SaUe
community over time."
ProjectMapendo
They take the sand that they
used and destroy it They
take the sand and pur it into
a body of flowing water,
because the idea is that it will
be carried to the world and to
nature and so on.




Red - Amitabha; The delusion of attachment
becomes the wisdom ofdiscernment
Gieen ^ AmogtiasiddhtThe delusion of
jealous)' becomes the wisdom of
aocomplishment.
Blue - Akshobhya; The delusion ofanger




The Beauty of Ifflperinanencc
If you have walked through the Union or visited the Art Museum By Tara Pizzo, 08
during the opening days of the school year, then you most likely have
seen the friendly faces of many Tibetan monks. They are from the
Drepung Gomang Monastery in India, and have come to La Salle lo
picscnt their sacred works of art as well as to share stories of tho;ir
culture. The University's Diplomat-in-Residence Program and Ail
Museum hosted the Tibetan monka and their visit had been sponsore(J
by \he Provost
Dr. CorneliaA Tsakiridou, an Associate Professor of Philosophy and tht;
Diplomat-in-Residence Director, explained \he purpose of the program.
"It is a program that is intended to bring to La Salle students
distinguished diplomats and government officials from other countries
and the U.S. and to inform students on current world affairs," she said.
This was the first time that the program did a large event in
collaboration with the Art Museum Tsakiridou actually found oul
that the Tibetan monks were coming through friends in the Tibetan
Buddhist Community.
"We had the option of hosting the monks and showing their work.
Many universities do not have art museums or art galleries where
they can show the work. We, however, have the advantage of having
one. The Director of the Art Museum Dr. Madeleine VOjoea was very
enthusiastic about it so it just worked_. it's worked very weU," said
Tsakiridou.
Some of the monks were born with natural artistic talent but they also
have had training at the monastery. The translator for the Tibetan
monks, Tenzin Dolma, came from an artistic family in Canada and,
thua had long been interested in art
I left home and was just traveling and ended up in Tibet and then in
India after that I was asked to teach in the monaster/ for six months
and ended up staying there for eight years instead" Dokna said.
The monks are actually refugees who have found a home in the
monastery. It is there that they have the freedom to study Buddhism
and \heir culture. During the monks' tA'o week visit they have resided
with an older monk living in Northeast Philadelphia. While at La SaUe,
there have been lecturea concerts and opportunities for the community
to view tiieir works of art There was. an exhibition of religious
paintinga or thankga, and also the aeation of a sand mandala.
"The thankga are sacred images so you cannot put diem on the floor.
There is a certain reverence that has to be shown to them" Tsakiridou
said
"Mandala" is a Sanskrit word, which means cosmogram or "world in
harmony." The sand mandala that die monks have been creating at La
SaUe is one of healing. Four monks worked on die piece in die Art
Museum for about seven to eight hours a day. It is consti-ucted from
dyed sand paiticlea and there is a ritual for dismantling it
"They wiU take the sand that they used and destroy it They take the
sand and pour it into a body ofdowtng water, because die idea is that it
wiU be carried to die world and to nature and so on. For thia most
Ukely,we are going to use die only body of natijral water that we have,
which is theMe creek by the Japanese Tea House," Tsakiridou said
As Viljoen said, the monks' art is "about impermanence. It's made widi sand and it's not about keeping it' This is
not necessarily what many students are used to, considering that the Art Mseum is basically about preservation,
so it enabled students to look at art and culture in a new way. La SaUe had been the first University that die
Tibetan monks have visited in die United States and they will later be travelling to Connecticut New Hampshire
and New Jersey. The monks' visit has been beneficial for the University because it has helped spread a cultiural
awareness around the campus dirough faculty, staffand students
'^-'^m ^n.
birdeofSoli'rs
For better or worse. La Salle University is a microcosm of
the world in which we live. In our Lasallian culture, we
aspire to higher standards than what is acceptable in other
environments. But like many strong, positive cultures, we
are occasionally disappointed by the actions of a few, often
so cowardly as to be invisible, individuals. Such was the
case in one of our residence halls this year, when a staff
member and his family became the target of racial
harassment. While all official measures were taken to
notify the community about this harassment, and while
investigations continued, it did not go unnoticed by many
that this staff member, his family, and others were
suffering significant discomfort and pain because of
someone else's actions.
So, on a cold, but very sunny free period afternoon, our
community did what it does so very well. With only 24
hours notice, word spread around campus to encourage us
to join together in a Circle of Solidarity... a visible sign of
support for those targeted, and a visible sign by this
community to the cowardly, that silence is not an option
here when a wrong has been committed. Over 250
student, staff, and faculty quietly, but very deliberately
joined hands around the building where the slurs were
written, and for fifteen minutes or so, passed affirming
messages "down the line" to one another about our firm
belief, as a community, that we will not accept the
intolerance of a few, that we stand in celebration of our
many cultures, and that we support those who have been
|
injured by the ignorance of the few.








Campus to Career - Career Services ca
From your new, "Life after La Salle" vantage point, the best news about Career SeiTices is that you
can continue to use many of our services free of charge - how often do you hear that?
Many exciting things happened at Career Sei-vices in 2005-2006! In addition to hosting 3
on-campus job fairs, which brought over 200 employers to campus. Career Services hosted or
participated in a number of networking events, offered a meal to remember at Dinner with thi'
Deans and managed an active on-campus recruiting program which allowed a wide range of
companies to recruit students for both full-time postgraduate opportunities as well as internships
and co-ops.
Now that you have joined the ranks of La Salle's alumni, what might be of the greatest interest to
you is the number of employers who post opportunities on eXplorenet - Career SeiTices' on-line
database of job openings and employers. eXplorenet gives La Salle students and alumni 24/7
access to thousands of employers and jobs, plus contact information on hundreds of experienced
alumni involved with our alumni networking and mentoring program. In addition, eXplorenet
allows you to post your resume on-line so that we can refer it to employers seeking qualified
candidates.
Career Services offers these additional resources for alumni:
Career Counseling, essential if you aren't sure what your next step should be, provides the
opportunity to formulate or discuss educational plans and vocational goals on a one-on-one basis
with a career counselor. Career planning is an organized, individual process revolving around the
world-of-work and its relationship to one's total life. The Career Sei-vices staff is available to help
clarify career goals by working with individuals to complete an objective self-assessment, define
strengths and goals, and establish how to apply them to the working world.
Resume and Cover Letter critiques will help you prepare the best documents for introducing
yourself to employers and standing out from the crowd.
On-Campus Recruiting allows you to interview with employers coming to campus seeking
qualified candidates. Hundreds of seniors participated in this program and this may still be an
option for recent grads.
Explorer Network, our network of alumni mentors you can access through eXplorenet, is a great
way to get information on career options, industries of interest or specific companies. Some alums
may also be willing to give resume or cover letter critiques.
Job postings are sent to Career Services on a daily basis and posted to eXplorenet . All openings are
posted on-line through our eXplorenet system.
Our Career Resource Library includes various job search directories, business lists, graduate school
guides and catalogs, company literature, as well as resume and cover letter writing guides; all
designed to help you prepare for your job search and identify potential employers or grad schools.
If you're looking for a great on-line resource of career information, we also subscribe to The Vault
which is accessible through the mylasalle portal.
On-Campus Job Fairs include the Nursing and Health Sciences Job Fair and Career Expo. Alumni
are invited and encouraged to attend these events to discuss current and future openings as well as
network with the recruiters (many of whom are La Salle alumni). The Career Expo, which attracts
a wide range of employers looking for candidates for full-time openings, has been moved to the
Fall semester.
Whatever direction you are taking in the future, the Career Services office is available to help you
make connections, both on and off-line!
By Gen Carlton. Asst. Director Career Ser\'ices
By Erin Brodbeck, '08
La Salle's Homecoming King
and Queen were crowned
during the game's haUftime
on Saturday, Oct 29. The
winners were seniors Dino
Dedic and Bonnie O'Neili
After the buzzer signaling
halftime sounded, the aowd
was in good spirits since La
Salle had a seven-point lead
over oppnents Kean
University.
The nominees lined up across the
football field and Assistant Dean
Anna Melnyk Allen announced
the winners to a cheering crowd
of students and alumni despite
technical difficulties presented by
the wireless microphone.
Every year, all members of the
La &ille community are invited
to nominate any senior they
believe deserves the title King or
Queen
Each nominee is approved by
the homecoming committee
and is carefully reviewed by a
board of La Salle faculty and
staff. The winners are chosen
based on their academic
achievement contributions to
La Salle and demonstration of
Lasallian values. After
reviewing a list of nominees,
the committee narrowed the




Dedic said that being selected was
a "nice recognition of my
involvement at La Salle." Dedic
was a Resident Assistant for two
years and was involved with
Project Appalachia. Dedic said
that he loves attending La SaUe,
and that he was especially
honored to share his title with,
"one ofmy best friends, Bonnie."
O'Neill is also an active La Salle
senior who was involved with
Project Mapendo, a new
organization that traveled to
Africa over winter break.
The Explorers'
Recap
- First touchdown - Sophonioi'e
WR Bemie Cevls on a 24-731x1
touchdown pass, tying the game
at 7.
- Found Jiinior WR Lou Russo
along the sideline for a 39-yard
itception setting up Junior RB
Josh Briinillekrs 2-yard
touchdown run putting the
Explorers out front 14-7.
- With Just 26 seconds left in the
quarter Rajue connected with
WR JariXKl Cixiwley from 16
yards out tying the score once
again.
- A fumble on the ensuing kickoiT
by Junior RB Kevin Sullivan
allowd Kean to lake the kiul
just under two minutes into
the second quarter when RB
Travel! Roblason soiiwi from
a yard out, giving Kean the
21-14lead.
- The defense got the team
back into It when L.B Nick
Spies re(»vered a fumble.
Feeding off the dd'eiLse. Jump
thiBW a shovel pass to
Sullivan (6 catches, 81 yards,
2TD), who i:an It for a 24-yand
touchdown, knotting the
game a I 21.
- Thanks Ici a ildi'iislvc
•slandslill M \>y ;<jpli(iiuiiiv
DH J.J. Ltiney and stniior Dli
Nate Moss with 30 seainds
left In the half, the fixplorcrs look
a 28-2 Head into haU'tlme.
- Brumlleld (67 yarda 2TD)
st.rnd< again with an exciting
31 yard loiichdnwn run that put
- KiMii (oadi Charlie Cocuzzi
decided lo }'}> liii' Ihe win instead
of overiiine and was successful as
their two jjoliil tiy put them up
36-35 with 58 seinnds left
- Fotir .siralghl amipletlons left
Iheteain wilh fniirsiniiidsonllie
ch-k ;iiiil a 31 yanl llilii gftil
alleifi|)l. The U\i'i'y:i siruggle this
stui.soii for l,a .Salle has been the
kicking gairie, and with 3, 615
fans on ilic dge of their seats,
fit'shman kicker Nick Scrivens
won the game with a [wrfecl field
g«il.
From OurKing^
"It was an honor to be
recognized for my involvement ^




"Homecoming was a great
experience and an honor to be a
part of. For me, it was less about
^1
being recognized as a Queen
and more about being
^B^i^ 1
recognized as a proud member
of the LaSaUe Community."
Bonnie OTJeill
r
By Katie Daniels. '06
The job working in Admission is in my opinioa hands
down one of the most important jobs on campus. There are
countless people who do numerous things throughout diis
campus who do not receive enough credit for what they do.
The Admission office is just one of them We have given
the student workers the unique acronym ACE - standing
for Admission Campus Explorer
Everyday the ACEs work to get prospective students to
come to La Salle and love it like we do. Mailings, fiUng,
answering phones, sending packets, touring and greeting
families - we do it all The most visible and very important
part of the job is being a tour guide. Rain or shine, sleet or
snow we' U show anyone La Salle if they want to see it. We
know more random trivia about the school than most
Basically, when it comes down to it we just love La SaHe.
Being that all we do is promote La Salle day in and day out
it is something you could only do ifyou had a passion for it.
Each person who works in the office has that passion and it






The heart behind Admission
In order to work in the Admission oliio
students must fill out an application <
dirough an interview prrxEss. After they tiavf,
been hired there is a formal training session in
addition to the ' on the job training everyone
receives. We work in the office whenever our
schedule allows Monday through Friday from
8:30 - 4:30. We also work weekends at every
Open House, big or small, and other workshops
throughout the year.
As said before, it is one of the most important
jobs on campus, and I do believe that has to be
die most rewarding. Everyone wiU tell the
reward is not in the paycheck, but in many
odier ways. One of the best feelings in the world
is when you get a thank you card from
someone who was on one of your tours, or an
email saying 'thank-you'. The best reward
might be when someone decides to confirm
their admittance right in die office and teU you
diat you were a big reason in their deciding to
come to La Salle.
I was hired in the Admission Office in my
freshman year at La SaUe. Tve worked in the
office ever since, and diroughout the years it has
become my second home. When Tm not in.
class or at my house, Fm in die office. The
people who work here, both students and staff
are Kke a family. A number of people I have
had the opportunity to work with over the
years here have been tremendous mentors and
will be my friends for a lifetime. La Salle
University is such a incredible institution itselt
it only makes sense that the office who recruits
prospective LaSaFians would be nothing less.
"GiveA Little, GiveA Lot Everything and Anything is better than Nothing"
It is no surprise that La Salle University would be taking
all steps necessary to help those affected by Hurricane
Katrina. Since a core value of the university is service,
many students and staff, as expected have embraced the
effort to help. "We'll need to commit to service for the long
run, and so it's important that we bmld and, then, sustain
efforts that can have or stimulate lasting impacts," said
Joseph Cicala, Dean of Students at La SaHe. "I believe
members of the La SaHe University community,
particularly our students, have responded and will
continue to respond in association to the needs of our
brothers and sisters who have been affected by liurricane
Katrina."
The University has taken in three displaced students from
the affected area, providing free tuition and board. The
students came with little to no belongings, so La Salle's
RSA donated school supplies and clothes. Each student also
has a mentor from the Community Development Office to
guide them through this transition. La Salle aimed to raise
$5,000 to support relief efforts and surpassed it The Alumni
Association has donated $1,000 in the names of 69 alumni
who live in the affected area. Students in La SaUe's
Leadership and Global Understanding (LGU) program asked
the program director, Robert VogeL a professor of Education
at La SaUe, what they could do to help. A friend of Vogefs
was holding a clothing drive at his residence, the St James
Apartments in Philadelphia, for the victims. Vogel and five
LGU students spent an evening sorting and packing clothes.
Since LGU strives to instill values of leadership in its students,
Vogel was very impressed by the students "initiative to
reach ouf ' and become "engaged citizens."
)n Sept. 2, La Salle extended an invitation to all students
vho were displaced by Hurricane Katrina According to
assistant Dean of Students Anna Melnyk Allen,
im-ollment Services and Student Affairs collaborated
vith Dr. Rich Nigro, the Provost and Ray Ricci, Vice
Resident for Enrollment Services.
Tie group discussed ways to help students who were
ttending schools in the areas affected by the hurricane.
Melissa Yogis, Coordinator of Transfer Admission,
xplained the process of offering assistance to affected
tudents. In addition to the University' s own website. La
alle psted its offer on the websites of die National
vssociation of College Admission and Counseling and
Ihristian Brothers, as well as in various printed
lewspapers.
Ihe said that other area schools also offered similar
tipulations. Students would be able to attend fall
emester classes and receive a meal plan free of charge
vith proof that they had paid tuition at their home
chools.
fogis said that the stipulation was to ensure that the
lamaged schools do not fold because of lack of funds.
lie students would have to pay for books and housing,
fogis said that La Salle received "tons of inquiries" from
nterested students, but only diree decided to attend
)efore the Sept 9 deadline.
rhe deadline was imposed to ensure that students did
lot miss too many classes to complete the fall semester.
Mttany Page and Linda Moton of Xavier University of
jDuisiana and Benjamin Thompson of Delgado
Community College in New Orleans arrived in
Madelphia and have begun classes at La Salle,
rhere were no formal admissions procedures for the
hree students. Yogis said that no transcripts were
Hurricane Katrir:
La Salle focuses on positive patronage despite di
required and the students filled
out a simple application from
memory. The registrar's office
advised the students so that
they wouldn't repeat any
classes and their courses would
be easily transferable.
Dr. Lane Neubauer, Director of
Health Services; Lou Lamorte,
Director of Career Services; and








"When I went with the two
girls to get their IDs, some of
the students in the Gold Card
Office heard that they were
from New Orleans," she said







The community service organizations benefit not only the larger
community, but also the reputation, weUbeing and spirit of La Salle.
Students in these groups volunteer their time and effort to
promoting the welfare of others in need, often with Httie demand for
recognition or praise. However the service to others begins far before
the students get on the buses to travel to their work sites. The service
trip auction is the ultimate drive behind community service. On
Thursday, March 23, the Basket Bidding event raised $3,500; on
Thursday, February 9th, the 3rd annual Lasallian Service Trips
Auction raised $15,500 in one night. All proceeds benefit
organizations such as Los Ninos, Project Appalachia, Week of Hope
and Project Mapendo. The beauty of such giving is the many facets
with which it works-some will donate their talents, possessions,
services or hobbies tu be auctioned off, then others will donate money
to buy those auctions, and fmally the student organizations wUl use
that money to work and live "with materially impoverished but
culturally and spiritually enriched communities." From student
" feedback the volunteers have admitted that not only are they
physically helping others, but they are also immensely
mentally enriching themselves by the act of volunteering.
It is no wonder then that the Service Trip Auction has been
successful for the third year and will continue to be an
annual event. With so much spiritual physical and
emotional benefits, that night is just one perfect example of
Lasallian virtues being upheld
Mr. Bddiijg VisitsLa Salle
ByJenConetta,'07
Hundreds of students stood in line outside the Dan Redden Theatre Friday,
April 7, anxiously awaiting the arrival of television star, Dennis Haskins,
who is best remembered by our generation as having played the tough, yet
hysterical Mr. Belding on the cult classic Saved By the BeU. He has been
touring colleges across the country for die past year, spreading his message
of motivation to students.
The Executive Board of RSA was responsible for bringing Haskins to La
Salle's campus. "We heard he does college tours and we got a hold of his
agent and we just took it from there," sophomore Erin Salvatore, RSA
Director of Area Relations, said. "A few phone calls and e-mails later, we
were booking him."
Haskins show was previewed by a short video, detailing his television and
film work over the past few decades. Altiiough he is mostly associated with
the character of Mr. Belding, he has performed in dozens of other shows,
such as 7th Heaven and The West Wing.
Once the film was over and Salvatore began her introduction of Haskins,
chants of "Belding" could be heard around the theatre. As he walked on
stage, the crowd of nearly 320 students burst into screams and applause.
After Haskins detailed his personal struggles in the businessand the history
of the show for which he is so well-known he invited several La Salle
students up to the stage to compete in a Saved By the BeU trivia session
The winner, who had to answer three correct questions about die show.
received an autographed DVD set of the fifth season of the show. Haskins
closed the program with a short question and answer session
He received a standing ovation from die rowdy crowd, who scrambled out of
die theatre to wait in Une for autographs The line snaked from die dieatre
door all the way down to die entrance to the food court
"I get to go to schools and reminisce with a generation of kids who grew up
watching the show. I know that diis show was die show to this generation
of kids They're not kids an^/more. but to me they are," Haskins said "It's
really fun for me. Everybody has a smile on dieir face. They have somediing
to say. They give me a hug.How bad is diat? It's a really great thing."
Once Haskins signed die last autograph, he even scrawled his John Hancock
on one of die Affirmation signs hanging in die hallway outside of the
theatre.
Haskins said diat purpose of his college tout's is to encourage smdents never
to give up on somediing diat diey vrant
"If s all based in a lot of the truths that we all know. 1 d like to help people to
not make some of die same mistakes diat 1 ve made." Haskins said "And I
want to let diem know diat if they do make mistakes if s okay and to learn
from those mistakes and go forward. But I really just want to encourage
diem to follow their dreams"
Reflectionsfrom the Interns
TT ^HMflm
Exdting. Thai's the best way to
sum up my experiences. I liad
an opponunity to get a firA
hand look at the largest remote
television production in the
world, use the latest
equipment and be among
thousands of journalists from
throughout the world It was
an honor
David Sullivaa '08
I thought it was a great chance
to traveL see the Olympics and
work for NBC Chances like
this don't come around very
oftea and I couldn't let this
pass me by. I also hope that
this trip is successful so that
interning with the Olympics
can be a raxmrring thing at
La Salle.
Maria DiKun. '06
I want to get into sports
broadcasting, so what better place •
to work than at one of the
premiere sporting events in the
entire world? It's certainly
humbling and a very exciting
honor It means a lot to me
personally to be involved so
closely with one of the greatest
events in all of sports
AdamBagni'O/
I applied for this internship not
just because I thought it would
be a great experience, but also
because there are veiy few
opportunities of this caliber that
come your way during collie
When 1 heard about the
internship, it was a no-brainer
decision for ma
MattDeLucia.'07
fm learning that il'simportant
to take that extra step; the one
that we usually tliink is too
much of a hassle to do. because
it is this extra step that shows
future employers how
dedicated and driven we are in
them and their field. It makes
us unique and sets us apart
from the rest
Hannah Loper, '06
It feels great that so many
La Salle students are able to
participate in this historic
event The experiences that
all of us vrill be getting and
the stories that we will h'.
able to tell when we return
will be things the 12 of us
will still be sharing Willi
people 50 years from now.
Brandon Davidow. '07
By Hannah Sussman
On Sunday, Jan. 29, the University Ministry and Services had a unique
addition to its Sunday evening Mass. Twelve communication students
traveling to Torino, Italy were "blessed for safety and success," according to
Sister Eileen McGowan
These 12 students won an NBC competition to work as interns at the 2006
Winter Olympics after applying last March About half of the students
going to Italy were able to attend the Sunday evening Mass.
The ceremony lasted about one hour, with the blessing section lasting about
five minutes. This was a larger ceremony than usual with around 120
e in attendance. Reverend James T. Dever spoke. The blessing focused
on safety, meeting new people and exploring the world. Dever told the
smdents to "take with them, as part of their traveling qulpment hearts
wrapped in wonder with which to rejoice in the lives of all those they meet"
Dever spoke in a clear and poetic manner.
"May all the skies and highways ahead of them be free from harm and
evil" Dever said
The prayer also addressed how important it Is to learn about the world
around them. It elaborated on the learning experience they wiU have,
illustrating how much excitement and stories they wiU be able to teU. When
asked about the special blessing Dever said, "Students were called up as
congregation extended their hands in blessing."
Seniors Anthony Bianco. Maria A. Dikun, Kevin Feeney, Matthew Juliana
Hannah Loper, Benjamin Rosehart, juniors Adam Bagnf Brandon Davidow,
Matthew DeLucia, Nicholas Smalarz and sophomores Trevor Maki and
Daivd Sullivan were selected to attend as NBC 2006 winter interns
2006 Olympics in Torino,




Similar to Opening Weekend freshman year of college, the beginning of
this trip was reminiscent of packing up your belongings, transplanting
yourself into a dorm room with a roommate and meeting a ton of new
faces in a totally new environment. But diis was different, because when
1 started unpacking in my room, I saw suitcases under my roommate'
s
bed and a tag that saw the familiar name "Matt JuHano." I lucked out
with a La SaUe friend as a roommate.
One thing tiiat definitely stands out in my opinion: the majority of us
from La Salle tend to gravitate together, especially the eight of us in the
same housing area called the Riberi Media Village. We don' t just hang
out with La SaHe interns; we've also met a lot of interns from other
schools, including Ithaca and lona. But you can tell we look for eacli
other.
Sunday's general orientation was pretty laid-back, but eveiyone was
looking forward to watching the Super Bowl that evening. Keep in
mind, it didn't start until 1 2:30 ajn here in Italy.
Five La Salle guys watching the Super Bowl until 3:30 ajn, proceeding
to not catch a taxi or bus headed die right direction and ultimately
singing "Afternoon Delight" and die U.SA. National Andiem while
walking for over an hour and a half back to the Riberi Media Village is
something I won't ever forget
On a more serious note, Casey Feeney, who had been in Torino for three
weeks prior to the rest of us getting here, got promoted within five days
from runner to Production Associate. By working hard he already set
the table for all ofus to continue to represent La SaUe weL
Another thing diat jumps out at me is that a number of us are
determined on firmly planting La Salle on die national map for
communication Our name is out there, now it' s time to cement it as the
growing force that it is.
Monday and Tuesday I basically learned the layout of die NBC setup in
the INC, which is Uke a maze of rooms with offices, production and
editing suites and everything from an IT or graphics help desk to an
entire smorgasbord of televisions and tape decks.
This is exciting to be working right next to people who will be in charge
of putting together various feeds of sports as they are happening for die
viewing public. But I know diis will get stressful I am positive things
are going to get crazy in Centi:cQ Tape.
This already is making La SaUe proud and we tiiank you for your
support. TTiis will help the present freshman class and future Explorers
go to die 2008 Olympics in Beijing. This will be an unforgettable
experience for everyone here in Torino.
This is awesome.
Welrame to the Family ^^H
When Carolyn Lemongelli, in her role as Coordinator of new Student
Programs and Administration, welcomes new students and families
to La Salle, she does so on behalf of the University, the Division of
Student Affairs, and her family. Her family? Isn't that a bit
personal? Yes, in fact, it is. and in Carolyn's case, it's not rhetoric.
You see. her daugher, Melissa, graduated in 2002. and this year both
Carolyn and her other daughter, Jillian. became proud alums with the
Class of 2006. So this La Salle experience really has been a family
affair.
Carolyn joined the La Salle community as an Administrative
Assistant in 1998, and almost immediately assumed a more
specialized role as Administrative Assistant of Judicial Affairs.
Upon completing her Associate Degree in 2003, Carolyn was again
advanced to the role of Community Development Associate. As a
result of attaining her BA in Organizational Dynamics, Carolyn now
holds her current position. Her commitment to La Salle, however,
cannot be measured in degrees or titles. Through her unique and
combined roles as student, parent and staff member, Carolyn has
always been in the position to assist students and families in a special
way. From overseeing the many details of programs like Day ONE
and Opening Weekend, to refining the ways we fulfill our stated
mission and goals, Carolyn has always given fully of her talent and
skills.
So, as she welcomes new students and families to our Lasallian
community, she expresses thanks for all that La Salle has offered her
family. We, in turn, express our thanks to her - for her contributions
that make La Salle a positive experience for so many other people.
Thank you, Carolyn, and congratulations on joining your daughters
as alums!
WEXP hasan Engaging Yea:!
Listenership may have been small this year for WEXP, but the strides it made in becoming a
radio station could not have been greater.
The year started off with a new look and a new attitude. New office furniture and a major clean up by
a new, motivated executive board helped to make the office better than ever. With help from a budget
that was healthier than in year's past, the clean up continued with updated equipment, new music
selections and a much needed paint job. Feeling good from within attracted a wealth of new DJ talent
that kept the airwaves live for a greater number of hours.
While most students will remember the basketball game of the year to be the game when the Explorer's
played Villanova, the WEXP Sports Department will remember the game against St. Joe's. It's the
broadcast of this game that earned the station a Pennsylvania Association of Broadcasters Award. The
crew has one more decoration to hang in the newly decorated office now, this one, a First Place
plaque.
WEXP also jumped on the community service bandwagon by helping to raise money for two important
causes. Raffles were held to help the victims of Hurricane Katrina and for injured football player
Preston Plevretes. Over $1,200 was raised through these raffles.
The annual 24 hour live marathon was carried off without a hitch. Many freshman DJ's were
instrumentral in keeping the tradition alive and staying up all night to make it happen. There were
prizes, live music and even mad libs. The station was bustling with traffic and there is already
anticipation building for next year.
November 29 may have been a day like every other for most La Salle students and employees,
however, it's a day Dawn Eraser, WEXP Advisor will never forget. At approximately 1:30 in the
afternoon, station manager Ben Rosehart came into her office and asked her to check out the updated
website, then asked her to listen to the station. Soon after, Dawn, and everyone else listening at that
time, heard her boyfriend express his love to her, and asked her to marry him. In the first ever
marriage proposal on WEXP, Dawn said yes.
2005-2006 was an exciting year for WEXP, and 2006-2007 promises to be just as exciting. In store for
the '06-07 year is the return to AM. Equipment has been purchased to install an antenna on the roof of
the Union Building that will broadcast WEXP on 1600 AM all over campus. Students not logged onto
a computer will now be able to listen to the station not only in their dorm rooms, but in the Union, in
classrooms, and in their cars.
Excitement is building for WEXP. As they say in radio, "Stay Tuned".
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This fairly new major covers
mare than just history and
government
In measurements and beakers or
the close-knit relationships of







The major that knows its sweets:
Fram childhood development to one ofonly 40 schools in the nation
personality disorders that has this Coordinated Program
if*^'^:
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Assistant Provost
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Elizabeth Heenan, M.Ed.
Director of Continuing Studies
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President
Alice L. Hoersch, Ph.D
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Director of Human Resources
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Arthur Grover, B.A.
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Stephen C. Greb, M.Ed.
Director of Food Services
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Raymond A. Ricci, M.Ed.
Vice President of Enrollment Services
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Dean of Admission and Financial
Aid
Michael Wisniewski, M.A.
Director of Student Financial Services
Dominic J. Galante, B.S.
Registrar
PaulJ.Reilly, M.B.A.
Director of Marketing, Graduate and
Adult Programs
Kathryn Payne, B.S.
Director of information Management
Group
Michael Roszkowski, Ph.D.
Director of Institutional Research
R. Brian Elderton, M.Ed.
Vice President of University
Advancement
Theresa Travis, B.S.
Assistant Vice President for
Development
Joseph Donovan,
Assistant Vice President for Marketing
Patrick J. Feeley, M.B.A.
Director, Corporate and Foundation
Relations
Joseph E. Buck, M.Ed.
Charles E. Gresh, F.S.C, M.Litt.
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Support
Trey P. Ulrich, B.B.A., M.B.A.
Director of the Annual Fund
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Director of Advancement Services
Julie Morrison, B.A.
Director of University Events
Thomas Brennan, Ed.D
Director of of Intercollegiate Athletic
Affairs
John Lyons
Associate Director of Athletics
Peter D'Orazio
Assistant Director for Advancement
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Assistant Director for Business Affairs
Mary Ellen Wydan
Assistant Director for Compliance
John Kane, F.S.C.
Director of Academic Services
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Zane Robinson Wolf, Ph.D., RN, FAAN
Dean, School of Nursing and
Health Sciences
Mary T. Dorr, M.S.N., RN
Assistant Dean
Diane M. Wieland, Ph.D., RN
Director of Undergraduate
Nursing Program




Jule Anne Henstenburg, M.S., RD, LPN
Director of the Nutrition Program
Paul Brazina, M.B.A., C.P.A., C.M.A.
Interim Dean, School of Business
Susan E. Mudrick, M.B.A.
Assistant Dean
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Dean, School of Arts and Sciences
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Assistant Dean
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Dean of Students
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Associate Dean of Students
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Assistant Dean of Students
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Director of Administrative Ser\'ices
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. keeping with the mission of La Salle University, the School of Arts and Sciences
Is dedicated to excellence in teaching and to developing the full intellectual,,
.personal, and social potential of our students in an environment of muUi^^
respect and cooperation. The faculty and staff of the School of Arts and Sciei^
provides a liberal education of both general and specialized studies for its -
students and for those from the Schools of Business and Nursing,
undergraduate and graduate programs of the School also aim at preparing
students for lifelong learning, informed service and progressive leadership in fl
communities, and for fulfilling the immediate and final goals of their iM.
Through its graduate programs, especially, the School strives to support the careers
aspirations of students and to meet the needs of society, now and in the future.
Ifcith the shared mission of the Christian Brothers, we are a community
passionately engaged in the process of enriching ourselves as teachers, researchers,
and scholar-leamers through the power of enhanced academic experience.
Faculty and staff in the School of Arts and Sciences believe a liberal academic
experience should provide the opportunity for the mutual advancement and
sharing of the excitement of learning for its own sake.
Although small and failry new to the La Salle community, American Studies is growing
and thriving on campus. The major, which is frequently integrated with the Elementar,^
Special Education program, combines the many facets of American culture to allow
students to understand our diverse nation. Those who study Amercian Studies, under the
direction of Dr. Franics Ryan, take courses in American histoiy, literature, film,
philosophy, religion, political science and in three American Studies courses dealing with
different aspects of American Culture. This diverse major builds a foundation which
students can either continue their education or enter careere such as law, education,
journaHsm and politics.
- Megan McGee, '08
6 feeing an American Studies major, it lias helped me
understand the complexities of our American Culture.5 3
-Mary Conrad, '09
raduating Students:
John Edward Beatty, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of EngHsh
and American Studies
Stuart Leibiger, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History
and American Studies




Assistant Professor of English
and American Studies
Francis J. Ryan. Ed.D..
Director of American Smdies
Professor of American Studies
The Alt Department, which includes both Art Histoiy and Studio Ait, has introduced
new coui-ses in Figure Sculpting, iMuseum Studies, and Museums of Philadelphia. The
department is currently working with La Salle's Art Museum for student projects in the
museum. Recently, art majors have done internships at the Philadelphia Museum of
Alt, the Institute of Contemporaiy Art, the Peggy Guggenheim Museum in Venice, and
the Philadelphia Mural Project. Next year, the department will offer a course in Mural
Painting, where students, collaborating with minors in the Leadership and Global
Understanding program, will paint a mural in Philadelphia.
^ ^ Art History is an interesting way to view the path of the human race










Sandra Camomile, B.F.A., M.F.A
Assistant Professor
La Salle is honestly one of the best
choices that I have made in my life,
especially in terms of gaining proper
preparation for pursuing my career goal
of becoming a physician. Not only
because of the high acceptance rate of
the La Salle University students into
medical school, but also because the
education that I've gained here has given
me both academic as well as life lessons
that will always remain with me.
This is greatly due to the wonderful and
extremely helpful facult)', particularly
those in the Biolog}' and Science
department. Though my curriculum has
consisted mostly of science courees, the
liberal art courses that I have taken have
also helped to enhance my overall
understanding, thus preparing me to be
a well-rounded pereon.
NekaAnyaogu, '06, courtsey of Biology-
website
• feology for me is the most challanging of the concentrations that
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John Lyons, Lecturer
Br. Thomas McPhilUps, FSC. Ph.D.









The Chemistry Department is one of the closest-knit on
cJmpus. I know I can ask any one of the professors
anything and they would be happy to help. ^ ^
-Pamela Woodward, Freshman
The Department of Chemistn' at La Salle Unlversit}' trains
students for their future careers. Students enrolled in the
program spend a significant amount of time in the
classroom and the laboratory, where they learn the
necessar}' concepts of chemistr}'. In the laboratory, they
have the opportunity' to learn techniques and work with
instruments that they will need to know how to use in
graduate school and future careers.
The department is unique because of the relationship
benveen the teachers and students. The small size of the
department fosters both student-teacher and
student-student relationships, forming a close
community of friends and mentors.
One of the main organizations of the Chemistr)'
Department is the Chymian Society, of which all of the
Chemistn' majors and minors are a part. The Chymian
Societ}', which was resurrected this year, plans events for
the chemistiT students, such as trips or guest speakers.
The society also attempts to construct community
outreach programs, one of which involves performing
chemistry experiments with children.
Students in the Department of Chemistiy are
encouraged to undertake independent research projects
outside of classes. In these projects, students do
laboratory research on a topic of interest for a semester
under a faculty member's supervision. From these
projects, students gain experience in research that will
help to prepare them for graduate school or
research-related careers after La Salle. The curriculum
required by the department for a degree in chemistiy
also requires that the student get a diverse, liberal arts
education, which makes them well-rounded individuals



















^ a senior in liigti school, my mom and I toured the Comm Center and
TV studio. Four years later, I know I made the right choice and have
been blessed with what I've learned and accomplished at La Salle 56 and
my internships with the Eagles, Fox 29, and the NBC Olympi^ m
Ben Rosehart, senior
Torino: fine Italian food, covered walkways, stone
streets, the Alps in the distance, the Olympics,
random Olympian and journalist sightings at bars
and restaurants, and of course an internship with
NBC.
NBC hired eleven students from La Salle to intern
for the Winter Games. Since NBC is such a large
organization our tasks as interns were veiy diverse.
Some of us were loggers, while others were runners
or production assistants. We all had different jobs
and were working different schedules. This was
our daily routine for three weeks.
While at NBC there was a chance that you could
run into someone famous while eating lunch in
the NBC commissaiy. We saw sports personalities
Bob Costas andJim Lampley.
There was also the chance of seeing some members of
Team USA; Ted Liget\', Chad Hedrich. Sasha Cohen,
Apollo Anton Ono, the men's Curling Team, or the
women's Bobsleigh Team.
Times in Torino were not just about work and
celebrity sightings. Some of the things we found to fill
our downtime were sightseeing, attempts at skiing,
shopping, walking around, getting lost, and taking in
the Italian culture.
Being in Torino, being at the Olympics, and working
for NBC, is a combination of things that I never
imagined I would ever get to do. I had an amazing
time for those three short weeks. It was definitely an
opportunit)' that I will remember forever.
Maria DiKun, '06
Lynne A. Texter, Ph.D.
Department Chair, Associate Professor
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Assistant Chair, Associate Professor
Gerard Molyneaux, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Director of External & International
Relations, Professor
Michael Smith, Ph.D.
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The Computer Science major offers tfiree undergraduate
programs. Tfiese innovative programs are designed to
prepare stidents with the background necessary to go
directly into the computing profession or to apply to
graduate school.
Two of these major programs provide a traditional,
strong core in the discipline of Computer Science; one
leads to a B.S. degree and the other to a B.A. degree. The
third major program provides a B.S. degree in
Information Technology.
The B.S. program in Computer Science provides a solid
foundation for staying current in computer science.
Students gain the vital background needed whether they
want to pursue one of the numerous positions available
CC
44WB»
such as Computer Program Analyst, or wish to go on to
graduate school
The B.A. program is applications-oriented, stressing both
the development of technology and business skills so
students will be prepared for direct entiy into a
management position upon graduating.
The Information Technology major is designed for those
students interested in the study of networks and client
support systems. Students will be qualified for many
challenging positions within an IT department,
including Network Administrator and Database
Manager.
From La Salle's Computer Science website
Technology is an ever important part of our world. Being a computer science major














Dr. Joseph T. Catanio
Assistant Professor
Richard A. DiDio, Ph.D.
Associate Professor








Gary E Michalek, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Michael A. Redmond, Ph.D.
Associate Professor






Courses in the Criminal Justice major at La Salle University range from a broad ovemew of
what crime is exactly, to the specific types of crime and how to deal with them from a legal
standpoint.
Students must take a course on crime and its causes, a study of the sociological and social
psychological foundations of crime and delinquency, as well as an introducton' course on
criminal law, which covers law enforcement, the administration of justice, and the
punishment and treatment of criminals. Students also take courses that offer in-depth
studies of the organization and function of the police, the courts, and system of
inprisionment, probation and parole.
In addition to their criminal justice classes. Criminal Justice majoi-s must also take courses
in sociololgy, science, philosophy, political science, and psychology.
My experience with the classes I took at La Salle and my
internship with the Philadelphia Police has gotten me
prepared for a career in criminal justice and possibly on to










The Digital Arts and Multimedia Design
program at La Salle University leads to a
Bachelor of Arts degree. The goal of the
programs is to develop a liberal arts
foundation, which is focused on current
technical trends.
Each student selects a track of courses from
their specific interests. Students can
concentrate in Multimedia and Creative
Design, Professional Electronic Publishing, or
Technical Development.
La Salle maintains both state-of-the-art computer
facilities and up-to-date software that are
accessible to students and faculty in the Digital
Arts and Multimedia Design discipline.
Students have gotten jobs as web developers, logo
designers, database specialists, network designers
and private consultants. Some graduates are also
pursuing graduate studies in fine and media arts,
or computer science.
Courtesy of La Salle's DArt website
Q ^rt has given me well-rounded knowledge in many skills. The
courses were taught by approachable professors who really cared
about their students and their progress. They take the time to





John Beatty, Ph. D.
Associate professor of English
Dr. Thomas Blum
Assistant Professor of Math and Computer
Science
Sandra Camomile, M.F.A.
Assistant professor of Digital Arts
and Multimedia Design
Raymond Kirsch , Ph. D.
Associate professor of Math and Computer
Science
Dolores Lehr, Ph. D.
Assistant professor of English
Dr. Stephen Longo
Professor of Math and Computer Science
Margaret McCoey, M.S.
Assistant professor of Math and Computer Science
Susan McDonald, Ph. D.
Assistant professor of Fine Arts
Dr. Michael Redmond
Associate professor of Math and Computer Science
According to David George, chair of the Economics
department, "Economics is a challenging and
rigorous subject. It has served as a pathway to a
variety of fulfilling positions and careers in the
worlds of business, government service, law,
research, and teaching. It is also a fascinating
subject that bridges the age-old questions of what
constitutes a 'good society' with the practical
questions of the day."
In order to provide students with contemporary and
well-rounded knowledge, he and his fellow
colleagues are constantly conducting research in the
field of economics. Dr. George believes research is
one of the building blocks of successful teaching.
Dr. George is president of Association of Social
Economy and has written many articles, one of
which is heavily used by the Harvard Law Review
to study public interest advertisements on junk
food.
Fellow professor, Richard E. Mshomba. was a
2005 Lindback Award recipient for Distinguished
Teaching. He is currently on research leave for the
spring 2006 semester and has a sabbatical in the
fall of 2006. He is working on his second book on
Africa and the World Trade Organization. He is
also studying the effects of world trade
organization agreements on African countries.
Teri Olsen, '07
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Joseph F. Flubacher, A.F.S.C, Ed.D.
(In Memoriam 1914 - 2003)
Emeritus Professor
Joseph P. Mooney, Ph.D.
Emeritus Professor
H. David Robison, Ph.D.
Professor
Richard E. Mshomba, Ph.D.
Professor
John S. Grady, M.A.
Associate Professor
Elizabeth A. Paulin, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Mark J. Ratkus, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
The Education major offers teacher preparation programs in Secondary Education and
Elementai-y/Special Education. These programs are approved by the Pennsylvania Department of
Education. The Secondaiy Education major leads to a recommendation for an Instructional
'
certificate in Citizenship Education, Communications, English, Biology, Chemistry, Mathmatics,
French, General Science, Earth Space Science, German, Italian, Latin, and Spanish. The
Elementary/Special Education program is a dual major which requires students to take a second
major in an academic discipline. American Studies is the designated second major for students
studying Elementar^'/Special Education, although students are able to choose a different major.
The Elementary/Special Education major provides graduating students with recommnedations for
an Instructional I Certification in elementary education as well as in special education, including
cognitive, behavioral, and physical or health disabilities.
I chose Secondary Education because I want to make a positive impact on the lives of
the students I teach and go home at the end of the day feeling like I've done
something meaningful.




Secondary Ed - 1 06
Graduating Students: ESE42,
SE12 >
Honor Society: Pi Lannbda Theta
Francis J. Ryan, Ed.D.,
Director of American Studies
Professor of American Studies




Associate Professor of History
and American Studies
John Edward Beatty, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of English
and American Studies
Judith Musser, Ph.D.




The English Department brought two Irish writers to La Salle during the spring
semester as part of their celebration of hish Literature. Sebastion Barr^' read a
selection from his recent novel, The Long, Long Way, capturing the audience with his
Irish accent and humor. He gave a brief background of the novel, sang two Irish
songs, and answered many questions from the audience. Connor MacPhereon's
one-act play came alive when performed by Stephen Patrick Smith, a Barn- Moore
award-winning actor. Smith, the son of English department assistant chair, Dr.
Stephen Smith, also performed the play at Villanova University'. An estimated three
hundred students attended both events. The speaker were arranged by Dr. Stephen
Smith. The perfomiances were sponsored by the Concert and Lecture Series, the Dean







^ ^I chose La Salle because I couldn't find an English department like this
anywhere else! The professor and staff were so helpful and friendly when
I came to visit that I just knew I'd enjoy everything it had to offer.
Beverly MJ Brown, '06 5 5
Kevin Harty, Ph.D,
Chair
Stephen P. Smith, Ph.D
Assistant Chair
James A. Butler, Ph.D
Professor




Barabara C. Millard, Ph.D
Professor




Marjorie S. Allen, Ph.D
Associate Professor
John E. Beatty, Ph.D
Associate Professor
Br. Gabriel A. Pagan. FSC. Ph.D
Associate Professor
Br. Gerry Mollenhauer. FSC. Ph.D
Associate Professor





















The environmental science program is centered
on core courses which all environmental
science students are required to take, after
which students can concentrate in one of three
areas: Environmental Biolog}', Environmental
Geolog}', or Environmental Chemistr\'.
The program is designed to provide students
with the background necessary for many
positions in the environmental industry and
the necessary skills to enter graduate programs
in the environmental science field.
in the program, many students attend field trips, to
help enhance traditional classroom learnmg
Recent trips taken by the Environmental Science
majors include a trip to a water treatment plant
and wastewater plant, to a trash conversion plant,
and to the Wissahickon River. Students also took
another trip that allowed them to study
sedimentology.
Liz Cerkez, '09
^ ^ By being an Enviormental Science Major, I will be able to get the
education needed to pursue a career at the EPA. 5 3





Dr. Henry A. Bart
Chair. Professor








Dr. Scott C. Smith
Visiting Assistant Professor
Breaking language barriers and facilitating
communication across the world—this is the
goal of the Foreign Languages Department.
The Foreign Languages major allows students
to learn different languages and to obtain
greater social and cultural understanding.
Students in this major can choose from
numerous languages to study: Classics, French,
German, Russian, Italian, Spanish,
Irish-Gaelic, Japanese, Polish, and Ukrainian.
Students can also receive teacher certifications
in French, Gemian, Italian, Latin, and Spanish.
The objective of each program is to produce
graduates who have mastered the skills of
speaking, reading, writing, and
comprehending; who are familiar with the
histoiy and culture of the foreign land; and
who respect the literan' traditions of its people
and their language.
Teri Olsen, '07
g ^ I'm majoring in a foriegn language because its
provides so much for me in everyday life as well
























Our program in Geology is designed to
provide students with tlie experiences and
skills necessary for employment in the
geologic science industry, or prepare students
to enter graduate programs. By taking two
chemistry courees and one math course in
addition to l6 geology courses, students
recieve the education needed to enter the
workforce. Our graduates have been
successful in finding positions in state and
federal agencies, as well as in private
industry. Many of these positions are related
to the environmental field. Our alumni are
also working in the petroleum and mineral
industries as well.
Courtsey of Geology website
6 fecause we are such a small department, we get a great hands on
experience, and get to know each other very well. My favorite part of the
Geology program is studying for a big test in the lounge.3 3
Scott Baietti, '08
{^ad^aoU






Thomas S. Strieb, Ph.D
Assistant Professor
In order to graduate as a History major,
there is an addition to the two core courses
(HIS 151 and 251) and the core
concentration course (HIS 300). History
majors are required to take one additional
U.S. History course, two European History
courees, two Non-Western History courses,
three courses in an area of concentration,
and two senior seminars in an area of
concentration.
The three areas of concentration sludeiib
can choose from are United States histon^
European histor}', or non-Westem histor}'.
History majors who intend post-graduate
study must also, at the direction of their
advisore and with the approval of the
Chair, take at least two courses in a foreign
language.
Courtesy of La Salle's Histon' Website
f you do not know your history you are destined to repeat it.




Honor Society: Phi Alpha
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This question founded La Salle's Integrated
,&ience, Business and Technology Program. ISBT
encourages students to study the effects of new
technologies and their by asking "what if"
instead of "why."
ISBT recently purcased a Virtual Control Room, a
virtual simulator that replicates biotechnology
and various energy forms. La Salle is one of the
first schools to incoprorate such technology in
the classroom.
The ISBT major offers students the choice of
concentrating in three distinct areas of study:
-Energy and natural resources, the first
concentration, focuses on how elements of the
earth are connected and how they affect everyday
life.
-Information and knowledge management is the
second concentration. It focuses on robotics,
artificial intelligence, and computer networks.
-The third concentration is biotechnology. This
program allows students to study medicine,
agriculture, genetics and pharmaceuticals.
Teri Olsen, '07
•'"Me reason I chose ISBT was to give myself the skills necessary to
choose from any number of possible career paths. I liked the small class
sizes, diversity of classes offered, the great accessibility of the ISBT
staff and their sincere willingness to help us along the way "
Mark Byrnes, ISBT Senior
^^laj2£l




Dr. Nancy Jones, Ph.D
Chair
Dr. Susan Borkowski, Ph.D
Dr. WilHam L. Wearer, Ph.D
Prof. Marsha Timmerman
.ciilating Figures
The Mathmatics program offers three
courses of study; a Bachelor of Arts degree,
a Bachelor of Science degree, and a dual
Mathmatics-Education degree. The B.A.
in Mathmatics requires twelve courses and
the B.S. requires eighteen courses.
The Mathmatics program offers various
courses, including algebra, trigonometiy,
calculus, geometries, mathmatical
technology, and a history of mathmatics,
to name a few.
The Infomiational Technolog}' program
requires students complete seventeen
courses for a Bachelor of Science degree,
Students must take an introduction to
information technology', which covers
hardware and software components, the
Internet, and help desk software and
concepts. Upper level IT courees include
computer architecture, applied operating






Honor Society: Kappa Mu
Epsilon
'
freally enjoy working in math and worldng witli otliers on matli,










Dr. Joseph T. Catanio
Assistant Professor
Richard A. DiDio, Ph.D.
Associate Professor









Gar} E Michalek. Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Michael A. Redmond. Ph.D.
Associate Professor






So what, exactly, is philosophy? Marc Moreau, chair
of the Philosphy department, says philosophy is "a
deep part of the Catholic tradition. It's what our
lives are all about and how we can improve them."
According to the philosophy website, "Philosophy is
the pursuit of a meaningful life." It says, "Since a
meaningful life is a life lived in touch with reality,
philosophers develop strategies for breaking through
the delusions and self-deceptions that keep us
human beings from seeing things as they really
are".
Since a meaningful life is authentic and full of
purpose, philosophers tr}' to home in on the
things that really matter in life, the important
things whose pursuit makes life worthwhile.
Since a meaningful life is a good and humane
life, philosophers study human nature, the
nature of goodness, and the many masks that
evil wears.
"Philosophy is the ultimate reality check."
Thilosophy is the love of knowledge which fits in nicely with my chosen future career








Marc A. Moreau, Ph.D.
Chair




Frederick Van Fleteren, Ph.D.
Professor




Robert J. Dobie, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
S. Joel Carver, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Joseph A. Volpe, Jr., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
The Political Science major requires students to complete sixteen courses. One of the first
classes Political Science majors must take is POL 151, Principles of American Government.
This course provides an ovei-view of the principles, institutions, and decision-making
processes of American Government. The course focuses on the foundations of the American
constitutional order and the development of contemporar}' American government at the
national level.
Topics are approached in a critical and analytical way, seeking to understand the tradeoffs
inherent in particular democratic choices. Historical, comparative, and anahtical
methods are employed. Required of all political science majors and minors.
political science majors must take two senior seminars. POL 480, the first seminar, is a
study of the methods of research and scholarly writing. Students complete research and
reports on individual assignments. POL 481, the second seminar, requires students to
conduct supervised research and writing on a major topic. There are %'eekly presentation
and group discussions of individual papers. Students must submit a written thesis.
From La Salle's Political Science website
t cRbse political science to help me understand what exactly is happening in
our world. It is necessary for people to pay attention to politics, for politics has








Joseph V. Brogan, Ph.D.
Associate Professor





The Psychology Department at La Salle University
epitomizes an ideal educational community.
The facult)' consists of some of the most genuine,
considerate, and brilliant professors, and the
educational experience that psycholog}' majors
are exposed to is priceless. Over the course of
four years, I have become friends with many of
my fellow psychology classmates and feel that
majoring in psycholog)' allowed a special
camaraderie to develop within the students in the
major. I truly believe that I have formed
friendships that will last my entire lifetime.
As you look around campus, you will almost
always see psychology students interacting with
each other. Whether it be for fun or to study for
one of Dr. Falcone's Statistics exams, to attempt to
underetand the role of ion channels in action
potentials for Dr. Wilson's Physiological test, or to
try to remember the year that G. Stanley Hall
organized a conference at Clark University for Br.
Burke's History and Systems Midterm (which we
all know was I909), psychology students truly
display La Sallian values.
Vincent A. Tarducci, '06
^ ^want to go into Forensic 's Psychology. I like working in
psychology and with people. ^ •
- Chrissy Jones, 'O6
^oAt^adi.
Program, began: 1954
Honor Society: Psi Chi
Sharon Lee Armstrong, Ph.D.
Joseph F. Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D.,
Lynn H. ColHns, Ph.D.
Joseph A. Diorio. Jr., Ph.D.
David J. Falcone, Ph.D.
Randy Fingerhut, Ph.D.
Frank L. Gardner, Ph.D.
Jennifer Block Lerner. Ph.D.
Thomas N. McCarthy, Ph.D.
Kelly S. McClure, Ph.D.
Mary Ellen McMonigle,
Ph.D.,
Diane P. F. Montague,
Ph.D.,
Simon M. Moon, Ph.D.
Erin L. O'Hea, Ph.D.
Kevin C. Riley, Ph.D.
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La Salle's Public Administration program
focuses on preparing our students to
manage in the public (government) and
non-profit sectors. Some of the topics
covered include budgeting, ethics, policy
analysis, human resources, and crisis
management. Through the various
courses, students become prepared for
work after school. Students recieve
information from primary sources like
Dr. Sestak, a former Vice Admiral with
experience in Iraq and Afghanastan.
who also served as Director of Defense
Policy reporting to the National Security'
Council under President Clinton.
Whether our students enter govemment
as political appointees or civil sen^ants.
Public Administration trains them to be
outstanding public seiTants.
-Elizabeth Cerkez '09
Eventually, I want to work for either a non-profit organization or a local
government. Public Administration gives me the opportunity to learn skills
such as Accounting and Economics in addition offering classes on political














This semester marks the end of an era. After over 10
years of leading the Religion Department, Dr. Kelly is
stepping down as Religion Chair at the end of the
semester. Even though he may be stepping down, he will
remain on the La Salle faculty.
After graduating from La Salle with a GPA of 4.0, Dr.
Kelly entered the Christian Brothers. From there, he
served on the faculty of West Catholic in Philadelphia
and Calvert Hall in Baltimore. From there, he earned
degrees from Lumen Vitae in Brussels and Louvain
University. Dr. Kelly became Assistant Professor of
Religion in 1972.
By 1976, Dr. Kelly was promoted to Associate Professor
of Religion. Shortly after, he won the Lindback Award
for Excellence in Teaching (1977). He served as visiting
scholar at Oxford University in 1978-1979-
By 198I, Dr. Kelly was elevated to Professor of
Religion. By 1988, he was named visiting scholar
of St. Norbert College. By 1994, Dr. Kelly became
Chair of the Religion Department. In 1996, he also
sei-ved as Director of the Graduate Religion
Program. He held this dual position until Fr.
Frank Berna, O.F.M., assumed the Graduate
Religion Directorehip.
During his tenure at La Salle, Dr. Kelly had several
books published. His most recent book will be
released in late May, 2006. He also is a leading
scholar on the German theologian D. Bonhoeffer.
As Religion Chair, he has been the advisor to
countless Religion majors.
Even though he is still going to be on staff, his
leadership will be missed greatly.
Information courtesy of La Salle University
Archives.
^.eked Religion because I've always had a facination with it. It's a great
major. I plan on going to the seminary with hope of becoming a priest.
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The Social Work Program at La Salle
Unviersity has its roots in the tradition and
mission of the Christian Brothers. The
Social Work Program supports the
University's mission to pursue the "free
search for truth by teaching its students the
basic skills, knowledge, and values that they
will need for a life of human dignity."
The Program seeks to establish an
atmosphere in which community members
may openly bear witness to their convictions
on world peace and social justice. Students
integrate Lasallian values with the theory,
skills, and values of the social work
profession.
Building upon the liberal arts
foundation of the unversit}', the
Program prepares students for
generalist social work practice in the
urban communit)'.
What is generalist social work practice?
It is the collaborative process that




empowerment and the promotion of
social and economic justice.
From the 2005-06 Undergraduate
Catalog
%4i4aeU-
As a freshman, I've only taken one Social Work class so far,
however, I really Hked it. It helps that my teacher used to be a
social worker, so she is able to give us personal experiences
and a real viewpoint.





Bonni Zetick, Ph.D., LSW
Director
Assisant Professor






Taking a new approach this year, Sociology majors
joined the Criminal Justice and Social Work majoi's
to establish an integrated umbrella student
organization called the Social Transformation
Society (STS). Among other activities, STS members
did fund-raising to provide some relief to poor
families. They also organized a career day wherein
two professionals from each discipline talked to
students about preparation for their future careers.
A senior Sociology' major did an internship with the
Opportunities Industrialization Centers International
Bridges program, the intern received the skills needed
for a career in international development. The
academic year saw a number of students inducted
into Alpha Kappa Delta, the International Sociology
Honor Society, as well as a good number of seniors
dual majoring in Psychology, Criminal Justice,
English, and International Economics, With the
sociological advantage, one of the dual majors will
study law at Notre Dame University; another will
pursue a Master's in education at Immaculata
University; and still another will work for the
Deutsche Bank in Tok}'0, Japan,(OICI). Bv taking part in the OICI's Building Global
• •! chose sociology because I wanted to learn about the forces that drive society. I














Over the past six years, the key strategy of the School of Business at
La Salle has been the creation of Corporate Partnerships. The
[partnership initiatives of the School of Business directly influence
Ihow our faculty teach our future business leaders and how o^
partners benefit from our graduates.
,
By focusing on innovative technologies, global wo
environments, and leadership development, our faculty place hi|
emphasis on providing practical education and care






The La Salle University School of Business recently celebrai,
25th Anniversary of the MBA program, a program that h









This year the Accounting Department
celebrated the 40th anniversary of our
Accounting Awards Dinner. The department
awarded the first Danielle Leonard Memorial
Scholarship, which was set up by the Leonard
family in memory of their daughter, Danielle
Leonard, an accounting major and member
of the Class of 2006.
Seven students and six facult\' were honored
with awards at the dinner. The Pennsylvania
Institute of Certified Public Accountants Award
was given to senior Nadya Popil. Matthew
Schaeffer, class of 2006, was awarded the
Becker Conviser CPA Review Scholarship.
Stephanie Kozlecki, junior, received the Jack
Keen Award. The Michael A. DeAngelis
Scholarship was given to three juniors:
Heather Boudwin, Christina Coho, and Joseph
McCall.
Michael Giunta, sophomore; Kristy Heller,
sophomore; Sandra Jule, junior; Taylour
Lauri, junior; James Sinclair, sophomore; and
Jamie Udinson, sophomore; received the
Accounting Faculty Award. And finally, the
first Danielle Leonard Memorial Scholarship





•irhose Accounting because of the availability of jobs. You will always be
able to get an accounting job.
Matt Harron, '07 9 9
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Mary Jeanne Welsh, PtiD, CPA
Chair, Assistant Professor
Susan C. Borkowski, PhD
Professor
Scott E. Stickel, PhD, CPA
Professor
John F. Reardon, MBA, EdD
Emeritus
Joseph G. Markmann
Accounting Alumni Endowed Chair
Paul R. Brazina, MBA, CPA, CMA
Assistant Professor






Bruce A. Leauby, PhD, CPA, CMA, CFE
Associate Professor
Alvino Massimini, MBA, CPA
Assistant Professor
Krisdn G. Wentzel, PhD
Assistant Professor
John D. Zook, MBA, CPA/PFS
Assistant Professor
Finance plays a central and critical role in the
functioning of the economy. All enterprises need to
finance their strategic undertakings as well as their
ongoing operations. Individuals, likewise, need to
plan for important future events. The study of
Finance provides students with the knowledge and
tools necessary to work and thrive in today's dynamic,
global financial environment.
Students of finance typically follow career paths in
financial management (such as working in the
finance department of a corporation or government
unit, or working in a consulting firm), investments
(brokerage, portfolio management, security
analysis), or financial services (working in a bank or
an insurance company).
The curriculum of the Finance Department is
uniquely designed to meet the needs of students
wishing to pursue any of these career paths.
Understanding the importance of linking theor\'
and practice, the Department recommends that
students consider joining Gamma Iota Sigma
(the Risk Management and Insurance Club)
and/or the Investment Club (where students
manage an actual investment fund). In addition,
internship or co-op opportunities are available for
Finance majors.







'e always been good in math and numbers; this is the direction I
wanted to go. I hope to become a stock broker.














Management Infomiation Systems (MIS)
focuses on designing computer systems to
help people do their work better. It involves
bridging the gap between technology and
the people who use it by converting user
requirements into cost-effective computer
and infomiation systems and finding ways
to make users and systems more productive.
Infomiation systems have always been
significant in the management of
organizations.
My La Salle education will help me to achieve my management goals. Having the
background of designing computer information systems, I'll truly be an asset to
any organization. 9 9
- Marie Wanner, '08
The use of computers continues to evolve
from machines which could calculate and
produce simple reports to distributed
multiprocessors with powerful individual
work-stations for the end-user. At La Salle,
students are prepared for jobs in the
managemnt of infomiational systems.
-Courtesy La Salle Website

































Frank Lo Pinto, PhD.
Assistant Professor






Anne M. Walsh, PhD.
Associate Professor
Many people believe that marketing consists
only of advertising and personal selling.
Although marketing includes these activities,
the purpose of marketing in an organization is
much broader; the purpose of marketing is to
create and retain satisfied customer.
Marketing begins by understanding consumer
behavior, discovering customers' needs and
then developing programs to satisfy those
needs.
The decisions made in creating marketing
programs are essential to the success of any
organization. Which customer groups shall we
serve? What kind of products and services will
we offer? How should they be priced, promoted,
and distributed to the customer? The
fundamental marketing concept is that
organizations can achieve their goals by
satisfying consumer needs.
Courtsey of Marketing website
•Mm a marketing major because of Dr. Jiang's guidanc^ 9


















Organizational Management majors study the
"human" side of business. Ultimately all business
decisions are made by people. Organizational
Management majors learn how to manage an
organization's human resources to maximize its
profitabilit)' and enhance employee satisfaction.
Organizational Management majors learn how
organizations influence, and are influenced by,
their strategy, business environments, technology,
social norms, size, and life stages. They learn how
to recruit, select, train, appraise, compensate, and
manage a diverse, talented work force in a
competitive global environment.
•l Mose to be an organizational management major because I knew it would
























Frank Lo Pinto, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor






consistent witn Lasaiiian values, tne Mission or tne bcnooi or
Nursing is to provide excellent education programs to develop
culturally and clinically competent, caring nursing and health
science professionals and to prepare each student for a life of
continued learning. Undergraduate and graduate students
engage in educational programs that develop appreciation of
the autonomy, dignity, spirituality, complexity, and diversity of
the people they serve. Students think critically, communicate
effectively, and possess a comprehensive body of knowled^
about the health status of individuals, families, groups!"




A new addition to La Salle's Nui-sing Programs is
attracting a lot of attention these days: The new
"patient" is the High-Fidelit}' Simulator, a
technologically-advanced, computerized manikin
in the Learning Resource Center. The manikin
provides a novel teaching method for nurses and
other clinicians to learn skills, gain experience,
and develop abilities in both routine and
emergency situations.
La Salle Nursing, among many top-flight schools
offering the advanced technolog)' in its graduate
and undergraduate programs, will build clinical
scenarios that students may encounter in actual
nursing environments.
Simulation technology has been an effective
educational tool that has resulted in significant
improvement for teaching in clinical areas and
in research. According to Maiy Lou Gies, B.S.N.
,
M.S.N., coordinator of the Nursing Learning
Center, the new simulator "has added a new
dimension to the scope of our clinical training."
From La Salle's Nursing Explorer, 2005 Edition
ng a nursing major is cliallenging but knowing liow much you are iielping
people physically and emotionally makes the experience so rewarding. You just
have to make the good stuff ou tweigh the bad stuff and just keep getting














































Starting in 1999 with only five students, La Salle's
Nutrition Program now has more than 50 students.
Students are taught the three areas of nutrition,
clinical, community and food managemant, by
porfessors who have had significant amounts of
experience in their specialtu areas and contine to
practice while teaching -all of whom are Registered
Dieticians. According to Jule Anne Henstenburg
explains, "We are practicing in an ever changing
enviorment. New Nutrition research is constantly
increasing our knowledge about positive role of
nutrition in disease prevention and management,
and as practicing dietitians, we are able to pass the
new information directly to our students, adding
enormous value to their education."
La Salle is only one of 40 schools in the countn' to
have a Coordinated Program in Dietetics. After
meeting a GPA requirement, students can be admited
to the program in their junior year. Instead of
completing a one-year internship post graduation,
students in the coordinated program complete their
internship during their senior year in preperation for
the dietitian exam.
Jule Anne Henstenburg, Prof
t Ws interesting how food effects the body and mind. It's
not just about fruits and vegetables. ^ ^
-Michelle Davidson, '09
Jule Anne Henstenburg, MS, RD, CSP
Liz Emery MS, RD, CNSD, LDN
Susan Adams, MS, RD
The goal of the Speech-Language-Hearing Science Program at La Salle University is to
provide an accredited program in Vi'hich students are prepared to function as qualified
speech-language pathologists. The Program is designed to equip students to meet
requirements for certification by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association and for
licensure by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Graduates earn a Master of Science Degree.
Also, the Program provides theoretical and clinical experiences that prepare students for
leadership roles to meet the health, educational, and social needs of individuals with
communication and swallowing disorders in the contexts of families, communities, and
society.
Courtsey of Speech-Language-Hearing website
^ fiter I graduate, I would like to work with hearing impaired children at a
school or hospital. I'm new to the SLHS program and I definitely still have alot
to learn, but the professors I've met so far are great and I'm really looking




Program began in 2000.
Barbara Amster Ph.D., CCC/SLP, SLHS Director
Evelyn R. Klein Ph.D., CCC/SLP, Assistant Professor
Cesar Ruiz MA, CCC/SLP, Assistant Professor
Jennifer Kleinow, PhD, Assistant Professor
Joan Luckhurst, PhD, CCC/SLP, Assistant Professor
James Mancinelli, MS, CCC/SLP, University Clinical
Coordinator / Supervisor
msjkriainexnaa^i'it
.chool of Nursing Celebrates New Name & Updat*
On Wednesday, March 22, 2006, faculty, staff, and alumni of La Salle's School of Nursing
celebrated its recent name change to the School of Nursing and Health Sciences. The new name
was conceived in order to include existing programs in Nutrition and Speech-Language-Hearing.
The ceremony was held in the Hayman Center Mezzanine and was lead by the Dean of the School
of Nursing and Health Sciences, Dr. Zane Robinson Wolf. Dr. Wolf opened the ceremony by
recounting a brief history of the nursing program; explaining its growth into what is now the
School of Nursing and Health Sciences. Dr. Wolf remarked that the name change "symbolizes the
complexity of the school and university". She went on to commend those who had a large part in
the development of the program, describing her staff and advisory board as "creative and never
boring".
La Salle Provost Dr. Richard A. Nigro then stressed the importance of change in the identity of the
school, stating that "identities have to change, even if we don't want them to". He mentioned that
a school must work on changing its curriculum before jumping to change the name of the
program, and thinks La Salle succeeded in doing that.
The rest of the ceremony consisted of brief updates from the directors of each program of the
School of Nursing and Health Sciences. All of the directors were proud of what their respective
program had to offer, and were optimistic about the future of the school as a whole. Dr. Diane M.
Wieland, director of the undergraduate nursing program remarked that "we have a lot to be proud
of here at La Salle."
The program ended with closing remaks by Dr. Janice M. Beitz who kept the audience laughing
with a cheer she had created about the nursing program, emphasizing its many strong points. As
Mary Ellen Miller, associate director of the Public Health program declared, Wednesday night
marked a "momentous occasion" for the revamped nursing program. The faculty and staff were
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AASL leads a month long
celebration of Black History
LSU's finest leave Easter treats for
LSU's youngest Service trip draws "A Line in the
Sand" PEERS show us that Petting and




The SGA Basketball Marathon



























Over winter break, several
members of AASL attended










visited La Salle in February to
speak about political
awareness. He provided
insight on developing a sound
political career and advised
students who were interested
in entering the world of
politics.
Dr. Kenneth Dossar visited La
Salle from Temple during black
history month. He spoke about
Brazil and it's relationship to
Africa and her past. This event
was organized by Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc. Mu Upsilon
Chapter.
In Honor of Mrs, farke
Throughout the entire month of
February the front seat of each
shuttle was converted into a
memorial in honor of Rosa
Parks. These displays
included flowers, a plaque, a
picuture and a quote from this
historical civil rights figure.
A Celebration of
Black History
Ut Your Voica 3e Heard
State Representative John Myers
spoke at La Salle during Black History
month. His speech encounged young
African Americans to become more
interested in politics, and to realize
the importance of voting and letting



















































Christine Arens, Maegan Neill,
Tara Bevivino, Traci Barisciano,
Tessy Sherlock, Erin Pritchard,
Jessica Quilter, Jaclyn Almeida,
Katie Metzelaar, Elise Rickerl,
Kerry Maybaum, Jen Porter,
Siobhan McDaniel, Meg
Kristiniak, Jen Kallen, Laura
Baker, Lauren McGovern, Tara
Yoos, Chrissy Salvatore, Cally
Knight, Maria Carollo, Danielle
Hamra, Colleen Cavanaugh, Jes
Steltz, Amanda Perticone, Susie
Conneen, Colleen Walsh, Julie
Mesaric, Natalie Seal, Theresa
Fortunate, Lindsay Wright,
Olivia Walls, Lauren Kane, Mary
Beth Garrity, Siobhan English,
Jen White, Lindsay McKernan,
Leigh Ann Duca, Kara Gargiulo,
Staph Salvatore, Jamie Nyce,
Brandy Jones, Kirsten
FItz-Maurice, Danielle Forsythe,
Erin McCabe, Monica Mabutas,
Kristina Agbayani
ALPHA THETA ALPHA
Christina Patti, Camilla Correal,
Fatima Mehmedagic, Samantha
Farrell, Lauren Hoffman, Amy





PInkerton, Fiona Duffy, Karl
Jackson, Jennifer Hewlett,
Elizabeth Holody, Sylena
Marmo, Jaclyn Fossett, Bradea






Katie Austin, Dana Dickenson,
Erin Oakes, Jennifer
Hernandez, Katherine Pearce,
Kristen Smith, Tori Ivlns-Voce
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Kristen Herman, Latasha Morton, Michelle Talisesky, Maggie Regan, Amanda Cleaver, Pete
Scalici, Camille Senior, Hillary Pautz, Amy Kaufman, Rochelle Ulrich, Pam Giroux
"The American Marketing Association lias helped me tremendously. It has allowed
me to meet new people, get to know the marketing professors better, and to obtain an
internship and co-op. It has been a great experience to be president of this
organization and I am glad I was a part of it" -Amy Kaufman '06 f
"Even though I am not a marketing major, being a part of this organization has helped
me learn aspects of the business field that I would not have learned in a classroom"
-Pam Giroux '06 «
AA
Mike Diaz, Victor DeCouto,
Anin Banh, Wilfred Caberto,
Simon Larano, Diem K.
Pham, Celine N. Brown,



















Malecki, Dan Feld, Kyle
Zingle
AMBASSADORS EASTER EGG HUNT
(^ C\\
BACKF*
Kaylin Morrissey, Taylor Auclair, Keith Cialino
Jessica Phelan, Joe Pelone, Eric, Alex, Steve
Mary, Bridget, Ashley





















Price, Dr David Cichowicz,
Dr Thomas Straub,
Lyn-Danne Blahovec,
Wai-Sum Li, Jillian Moser
#%i r^ ^w
Bernadette Melido, Nicole Maier,
Jessica Phelan, Amanda Koehler,
Christine Morris, Mary Ellen
Huss, Amanda Walker, Elena
Babiasz, Adrlenne Flick, Brendan




Not shown: Stacy Aguilar, Erika
Braun, Erin Breerwood, Emily
Brennan, Mike Davis, Chiara De
Leon, Marlita Dennis, Kim Farley,
Lauren Hauhn, Kristin Heigold,
Emily Irish, Ashley Mancuso,
Grace Motley, Margaret Purack,
Tory Ridge, Christina Shepard,
Steven Szablewski, Lauren
Welte, Kimberly Wilson, Monika
Wojtowicz, Carolyn Wolfe,
Michelle Zeigler






























Kristen Gilgen, Melinda Kritsikokas,
Jillian Pintye, Giovanna Finnocchio.
Mr. Belding, Alicia Pennacchia,
Lauren McGuire, Christina
IVlcCarthy, Natesha Wray, Adrienne
Flick, Patty Guidetti, Aimee Haring,
Sam Sacchetti
Not Shown: Briana Chang, Patty
Mangel, Christine Lim, Amy Berger,
Carolyn Lake, Gabrielle Joiner,
Stephanie Conway, Kristen
Burdette, Maureen Smith, Adriana
Ariza, Maria DiKun, Erin Lenox,
Katie Cooper, Tina Ambs, Joy
Natwick, Natasha Rossi, Rose Lee,
Enkida Behaj, Margaret Purack,
Amanda Juszczuk, Erin Hennessy,
Christina DiPaolo, Janette Hendrix,
Gabriella Sacidor, Amelia Wright,
Lauren Yabut, Lauren Hauhn
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Tyler Shields, Ryan Meisser,
Shawn Dotterer, Christopher
Vokolos, Christopher Flite,




Medoro, John McAleese, Scott
McManamon, Christopher
Massa, Nicholas Smith, Kevin
Provost, Jason Dillon, Dennis
Smith
Not Shown: Salvatore Scalora,
Patrick Tuffy, Daniel Abato,
Thomas Dougherty, David J
Lorditch, Paul Panepinto,






























Nader Ata, Norm Simms,
Bridget Boyle
Not Shown: Dave Sullivan,
Madeline Wedge
Kate Muller, Mike Farrell,
Advisor Becky Messa,
Nicole Wilson








Kim Campeau, Amber Gruver,
Ashley Flower, Erin Bal<es, Angela
Saracino, Carrie Pisula, Alexandra
Saputelli, Amanda Haeffner,
Michelle Bauer, Alexandra Trignani,
Kate Casalotti, Julie Madeline, Jess
Holzinger, Jen Eaton, Amanda M
artin, Jill Dechen, Kaitlyn Wood,
Jen Houseman, Laura Gilchrist,
Amy Keenan, Colleen Kane,
Brittany Buckwalter, Jillian Moore,
Katie McNamara, Erin Brackin,
Christine Muscarella, Kelly Bessler,
Silvia Pereira, Caitlin Immerman,
Gelmarik Martinez, Annette
Strittmatter, Nicole Malone, Shelby
Thome, Megan Huffnagle, Michelle
Baker, Maureen Zeigler, Andrea
Stagliano, Dannielle Oberdick,
Laura Guerrini, Jess Werdmann,
Erin Warren, Kate Eaton, Anna
Thomasson, Katelyn Joyce,
Michelle Zeigler, Jen Gigantino
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Monika Wojtowicz. Gabrielle
Mattalliano, Ellen Gerhis, Kristin Mach,
Michelle Cerrigone, KAtie Adams,
Christina Connelly. Katie Turner, Maria
Schokman, Erika Braun, Ashley
Dautrich, Beth Fofrich, KAtie Kuhls,
Elizabeth Monagle, Anna Matiolli, Vicki
Lee, Bridget Konczyk, Juliana Prey,
Megan Lange, Alexis DeSalva, Jenneh
Bockari, Heather McKinney, Kathryn
Knapp, Lindsay Gaylord, Crystal
Faires, Christina Lumbis, Sarah
Frangos, Beth Finnegan, Lauren
Sanguinetti, Colleen Decker, Fariza
Sobiev, Jessica Micek, Kelly Murray,
Jenn Walheim, Lisa Comet, Agata
Smagacz, Karolina Galecki, Laura
Violi, Kate Dougherty, Colleen Walker,
Cassie Logue, Jennifer Scozzafava,
Joy Herrmann, Sara Shrine, Karin
Poley, Ashlee Lamson, Meghan
Gaffney, Vinnie Caputo, Courtneay
Cipolone, Kerry Finnegan, Stefanie
Parsons, Caitlin Byrne, Brittany
























Coach Sabol, Dennis Fay,
Brian Fay, Kevin Fay






Chris Sabol, Brad Forsyth
INTRAFRATERNITY-
SORORITY COUNCIL
Ryan Meisser, J.J. Berenato,
Sam Farrell, John McAleese,
Leo Midure, Nicholas Smith,
Shawn Doterer, Stephen Allen,
Owen Hannah, Jeff Quigley, Jim
Juliano, Bill Hash, pat Golden,
Donato Tocci, Mike
Scheuermann, Jon Finch, Matt
McGuire, Marcus Westbrook,
Miles Murdaugh, Katie McDevitt,
Camila Correal, Erin Pritchard,
Maegan Neill, Agata Smagacz,
Heather McKinney, Meghan
Gaffney, Kim Gampeau, Laura
Guerrinl, Joy Natwick, Aimee
Haring, Desiree Fernandez,





Jason Triglia, JP Petrilla,
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Felix Manzi, Colin Hayden,
Anthony Machamer, Scott
Baietti, Elizabeth, Sarah
Katzianer, Jon Andrews, Sarah
Litton. Dino Dedic, Dominic
Grosso, Chnstopher Ciufo,
Matthew Vananzi, Greg Allen,
Mark Swift, Joe Ciaudelli,
Theresa DeLaurentis, Doug
Phelan, Drew Silich, Robert
McGinley, Sheri Gallagher,
Caitlin Immerman, Zacharie
Cornet, Kevin Gianfortune, Roy
Pantaleon, Abby McKeown










Raman Isaac, Hao Vuong,
Peter Morawski
LA SALLE 56
Jeff Landis, Tim Moore,









Hart, Bridget Hoyle, Chris
McBride, Caria Rapp,
Ben Rosehart, Christina
Stolfo, Jo Anna Van
Thuyne
Dr. Dolores Lehr (advisor),
Julie D'Emilia, Amy Comstocl<,










Ciaudelli, Patrick Beaty, Xiang
Gao, Andrew Cannon, Michal
Wilczewski, Brother Joesph
Grabenstein, Timothy Main













Kevin Kinslow , Suzanne








































ed States has received
^
immigrants from around the
world who have found
opportunity and safe have^
In a new land. The labor,
values, and beliefs from
ughout the world have
sformed the United
ies from a loose groupj
Inies into one of the
ling democracies in the
world today. From its j
iding to the present, tri
!ed States remains a
on of immigrants
grounded in the firm belief
;
newcomers offer new




fisher on the Journey of \
the llh6 in the Sand
Stories frSrt the US/IViexico Border
presented by:
CathoWc ReWef 36\rv\cee
THE MASQUE CHRISTMAS PARTY & XMASOl
Nik Kozel. Allison Wendling, Katie Lantz,
Gwen Tuxbury, Elisa Cannizzaro, Anthony
Chwastyk. Dino Dedic, Amy Nickerson,
Chris McBride, Lou Perseghin, Katie
Williams, Dan Kenworthy, Raven Valdes,
Pam Woodward, Pam McDonald, Pat
McDonald, Mark Costello, Jo Anna Van
Thuyne, Sara Allen, Greg Allen, David
Sullivan, Dave Amodei, Melissa Mongi,
Megan McGee, Ryan Barry, Tricia DeMeno,
Kellie Woodhouse, Kate Pendola, Alyssa
Oshiro, Kelly Lazarowski, Andrew Weber,
Andrew Cannon, George Rohonczy, Mary
Nubia, Jenn Shipp, Liz Cerkez, Jen Colletta,
Heather DeWar, Courtney Bowers, Jaime
Konieczny, Caroline Pisula, Eric Delgado,
Sabrina Wilhelm, Darrnell Williams, Anish
Chamakala, John Sehi, Sarah Litton, Mike
Glanzmann, Christina Eater, Joe Ciaudelli,
Doug Phelan, Amanda Brothman, Serena
Sams, Sarah Michalczyk, Elisa
Schlafhauser, Sam Scavuzzo, Lori




Ana Alexandre, Jaclyn Almeida,
Jennifer Angersbach, Lisa Ballistreri
Erin Barone, IVlichelle Bauer, Beverij
Brown, Steplianie Buchko, Regina
Campbell, iVIarie Cantwell, Candice
Clay, Jennifer Corbett, Daniel
D'Angelo, Denise-Mary Fitzpatrick,
Meghan Foster, Anthony GIgantino,
Jillian Goetz, William Katzmar Jr.,
Kevin Lagowski, Carolyn Lemongelli
Jillian Lemongelli, Danielle Leonard,
Tracy Loh, Hannah Loper, Erin Leigf
McNulty, Anastasia Melissaratos,
Melisa Meyer, Colleen Mullarkey,
Kitty Mullin, Talisi Mwal, Marco
Onorato, Jennifer Poyner, Katharine
Prokop, Louis Russo, Angela
Saracino, Jennifer Schork, Matthew
Shaffer, Nicholas Sipics, Meghan
Swartz, Steven Szablewski, Vincent
Tarducci, Jr., Mary Tramel, Timothy
Ward, Jr., Marcus Westbrook
NEO-AFRICAN DRUMS AND DA!
Raul Surdez, Mike Davis, Arii
Rodriguez, Diane Fernandez,
Sandra Faico, Angelica Mota
Not-Shown: Lina Maria Garcia,
Sandra Velez, Brian Rivera,







This one woman play about the Mirabal sisters'
fight to end the Trujillo dictatorship in the
Dominican Republic illustrated a historic moment










PEER'S KISSING AND PETTING
T
PEER EDUCAT
Mike Davis, Stefanie Paltjon, Andy Beverly
(co-advisor), Ryan Meisser, Aaron Spence,
Amanda Perez, Steve Szablewski, Rashan
Cook. Marta Waraksa, Miles Murdaugh,
Lauren Sanguinetti, Megan Donnelly,
Karolina Galecki, Steve Levit, George
Rohonczy, Andy Weingarten, Paul Giardino,
Jacquelyn Smolarek, Justin Bettis, John
O'Reilly, Elisabeth Field, Erin Brennan, Katie
Carroll, Mary Tramel, Leyla Erasian, Jen
Sammartino, Bridget Daughton, Sarah
Bischoff, Joy Natwick, Stephanie Viano,
Katie Williams, John Riley, Sarah Katzianer,
Ryan Walsh, Susie Guerin, Nona Kane,
Chrissy Malizzia, Krisy Lee, Kelly
Lazarowski, Kelly Bessler, Jen Welsh, Matt
Venanzi, Lauren Ann McGuire, Rukisha
Hodge, David Rivera, Angle Stanger,
Angelica Mota
Not Shov\/n: Lane Neubauer (Advisor), Britni
Buffalino, Vanessa Broome, Jen Cash.
Rachel Davis, Margaret Faia, Patty Farley,
Giovanna Finocchio, Sasha Jamieson,
































































Finch, Pete Scalici, Pat
Spicer, Ian Hyder, Zack
Zysk, Mike Scheuermann,
Steve Ceichon, Jay
Devine, James Clark, Mike
Dreher, Fr. Frank Berna,
Eric Delgado, Jeff Shall,
Mike O'Callaghan, Ryan
Werner, Matt McGuire




Jeff Quigley, Jon Demuria, Joe
Mishak, Mario Corrado, Ryan
Scott, Chris Dunne
IVIidcile Row: Jason Triglia,
Dennis Carey, Bill Smart, Gerry
Prodoehl, Shane Donnelly,
Craig Raezer, Eric Falcheir
Front Row: Alejandro Hagan,
Nick Murphy, Anthony Aldorasi,
Joe Polizzi, Matt Harron, Garrett
Bancroft, Dan BLum, Jeff
Lamonica
Not Shown: Brother Gerry
Molyneaux, Dr. Vincent Kling,
Dr. Geoff Kelly, Ryan Muth,
Grant Pluta, Kevin Vogel, Mike
Wright, Luke Fragnito, Mike
Frobergh, Theodore Jabara,






















Ricardo Johnson, Luke Bollerman, Christopher Vokolos,
Colette Nicoletto, Joseph Miles, Michael Lefthand, Katie
Daniels, Erin Oakes, Rejeanne Richard, Claire Davis, Anthony
Aldorasi, Tina Lumbis, Chris McKeever, James Carcilli,
Candance Cannon, Jordan Feld, Christopher Donnelly, James
Emme, Kristina Agbayani, Jon Andrews, Ben Traino, Sean
Hand, Emily Arceneaux, Jim Rossi, Meredith Dreger, Lasella
Hall, Suzanne Guerin, Amanda Perticone
2006 BASK^TBAU*







(Advisor), Sean Houlihan, Stephanie ;
Mattiola, Warren Koguc, Michelle
D'Argenio, Michael Lefthand, Michael
Antonelli, Kiera McDonagh, Nichole, '
Megan Kristiniak, Christina Cloud, Matt'
















Ed Friess, Mike Rodden, Christine Kerwin,
Andrea IVIclVlunn, Ben Rosehart, Adam Bac
Mil<e stringer, Jared Mondelli, Matt Juliano
Antliony Bonagura, Mil<e Petty, Matt Nader
Keitli Cialino, Sam Fran Scavuzzo, Sarah
Katz, Nicl< Murphy, Mil<e VIso, Katie Williart
Not Shown: Pete Willis, Cory Anotado, Sha
Skinner, Mike McDonald, Mark Mullelly, St«
Struse, Nik Slabinski, Pat Hogan, Jack
Donnelly, Mike Berry, Karen Kepner, Merec
Dreger, Mike Dougherty, Lisa Serpiello, Jef
Landis, Eric Delgado, Andrew Neumann,
Ryan Costello, George Giles, Taylor Capak
Dave Amodei, Gwen Tuxbury, Louis O'Brie
George Beerschank, Michael Kidd, Liz
Tabasko, Paul Tsikitas, Matt DeLucia, Kevii
Feeney, Brandon Davidow, Travis Carson,
Joe Karasch, Tom Ranalli, Gerry Prodoehl,
Chris Sonnak, JP Shultz, Aaron Spence,
Sean Ahern, Frank Visco, Sean Houlihan, F
Rafferty, Drew Stephan, Mike Muller, Nate
Adams, James Keough, Ray Porrecca, Lis£
Fahy, Mark Ricciardi, Stuart Romanek, Nat
Adams, James Keough, Mike Davis, Angle i
Carbo, Jackie Amatucci, Katie Ranshaw Bis
John Jordan, Dana Lopez, Gina Monturo














Joan Miller, Katy Missimer,
Grace Motley, Colleen
O'Brien, Bridget O'Donnell,






Chair of the Democratic
National Committee), Ross
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Put this in the Memory Bahi
It was a night of firsts for the La Salle
Explorers when they faced the
Lafayette Leopards in the 15th annual
Liberty Bell Classic Championship
game on Tuesday, April 1 1 , 2006. Not
only was it the first appearance for
both teams in the championship game,
but it was also the Explorers' first
opportunity to play under the lights at
Citizens Bank Park.
Before the game. La Salle's
outfielder/pitcher Dennis Burge spoke
of another first, which was to hear the
famous PA announcer Dan Baker say
his name over the loudspeaker.
"It'll be really exciting and an honor,"
said Burge. "I've heard him announce
great players playing for the Phils and
Eagles and it'll be really cool to hear
him announce me and my teammates'
names."
While each player in uniform on both
sides was able to walk away from the
game with that experience, only Burge
will be able to say that his game-tying
double in the bottom of the ninth
would help propel the Explorers to an
improbable come-from behind 6-5
victory.
La Salle catcher Rich Prall went 3-5,
with his third single scoring Burge
with the winning run. The Explorers'
bench emptied and they mobbed each
other at home plate to celebrate their
first Liberty Bell Classic
Championship.
Designated hitter Mike Dertouzos will
also never forget the night he rang the
Bell at Citizens Bank Park. With La
Salle down 3-0 in the bottom of the
second, Dertouzos crushed a two-run
homer on the first pitch he saw from
Lafayette starter Steve Roberts.
Dertouzos' shot easily cleared the
flowerbed over the Legg Mason sign
in left field, and the red white and blue
lights on the Liberty Bell rang just
as if Pat Burrell had answered the
call. John Rickards also scored on
the blast, after reaching on an error
by the Leopards' shortstop Ian Law.
La Salle starter Brandon Geib
struggled in the first inning, as the
Leopards loaded the bases with one
out. With Geib falling behind in the
pitch count, that allowed the
Leopards to wait for their pitches
and build a 2-0 lead in the first
behind three singles and a sacrifice
fly. They would add another
unearned run in the second, and
after Dertouzos home run, added a
run in both the fourth and fifth,
stretching their lead to 5-2.
After two previous groundouts to
second base. La Salle catcher Rich
Prall hit an RBI single to right field,
scoring Mike Essery to cut the
deficit to two in the bottom of the
fifth inning. But nothing could
compare to the game-winner in the
ninth.







For the Explorer fans that are among
the class of 2006, those graduates
can certainly hold their heads high.
After all, what a year it was for the
La Salle Men's Basketball team.
It started with the unlikely return of
senior forward Steven Smith, who
decided to forgo the NBA draft and
return to La Salle for his final year of
NCAA eligibility. Smith would
again put up astounding numbers in
2005-2006, averaging 20 points and
eight rebounds a game, en route to
his second-straight Atlantic- 10
Player of the Year award. He was
honored with numerous local and
national awards along with a fellow
senior, guard Jermaine Thomas.
When the season commenced, the
Explorers started on an incredible
hot streak, winning their first seven
games in a row, and garnering their
first AP TOP 25 vote since 1999.
The streak included a BIG 5 Classic
win over Drexel on December 3rd,
and a riveting December 18th
four-overtime win against Central
Connecticut State. The Explorers
won the contest by one point, and the
stunning finish (which ended on a
instant replay reviewed, 3-point foul)
was played over and over by ESPN's
SportsCenter. The streak ended
against #2 Villanova after La Salle
earned the right to play in the first
match up of two undefeated Big 5
teams since 1981.
One of the most memorable games
of the season was the team's
February 4th win over Temple. With
the Tom Gola Arena sold-out for
only the third time in school history,
the Explorers defeated
Hall-of-Famer John Cheney's squad
62-56. Not only was the arena a
mad house throughout the game, but
it was also La Salle's first Big 5 win
since 2002.
The Explorers would go on to finish
18-10(1 0-7) on the year, and end the
season as the third-place team in the
Atlantic- 10. It was their best finish
in the conference since La Salle
joined in 1995. Looking ahead to
the future, although the Explorers
will lose Smith, Thomas, and senior
center Lewis Fadipe, this year's
recruiting class is one of the best in
school history. Including transfers.
Hoop Scoop ranks the class #19 in
their Top Recruiting Classes of
2006.
While many in the La Salle class of
2006 likely won't use their blue and
gold paint, or foam Explorer sword
as much as they used to, all seniors
can take pride in the fact that they
may have been part of La Salle
Basketball history. 2005-2006 may





High Energy, High Hopes for Plevretes
The high energy at La Salle's
triumphant men's home basketball game
on Saturday. Feb. 18 created a perfect
setting for WEXP Radio's Mike Petty to
present the family of injured football
player Preston Plevretes with a letter
detailing the results of a fundraiser in
his name. During the first time-out in
the second half of the game, WEXP
Assistant Director of Sports
Programming, sophomore
communication/history major Petty, met
at half-court with Preston's father. Ted,
and his younger brother, Perry, to
inform them of the more than $1,000
raised.
Petty created the fundraiser for Plevretes
as a sports-themed community service
project for WEXP Sports. Petty said
that, although he doesn't personally
know Plevretes, he became close with
the entire football team while covering
its games for WEXP and the Collegian.
He came up with the idea to raffle off
prize baskets to raise money for
Plevretes' family.
Plevretes suffered severe brain injuries
resulting from a hit during La Salle's
Nov. 5 football game against Duquesne
University. He underwent surgery to
relieve pressure and blood on his brain
at Mercy Hospital in Pittsburgh. He has
since been treated at the Kessler
Institute for Rehabilitation, Morristown
Memorial Hospital and JFK Johnson
Rehabilitation Institute, all located in
New Jersey. Plevretes is now staying at
the Children's Specialized Hospital, the
largest pediatric rehabilitative center in
the United States, also located in New
Jersey. The Children's Specialized
Hospital offers an impatient Brain
Injury Program for patients from infancy
to 21 years.
Petty asked sponsors to donate goods
for the raffle so that all of the proceeds
could go directly to Plevretes' family.
WEXP sent letters and made calls to
fans, parents, local businesses and
college & professional sports teams.
Petty said the response was "extremely
quick" and "very gracious."
Items collected were divided into four
themed baskets: an Autograph Basket,
which included a football signed by the
2006 Super Bowl champions, the
Pittsburgh Steelers; an Entertainment
Basket, which included a dinner cruise
for two on the Spirit of Philadelphia; a
School Spirit Basket, which included a
camera and blue fleece blanket; and a
Sports Fan Basket, which included 24
tickets to six different teams' games.
WEXP sold raffle tickets on campus
and at men's and women's home
basketball games. The winners were
selected after the men's basketball
game against St. Bonaventure on Feb.
15.
"For most of us who have been looking
to help out in any way possible, it was
a great idea not only to raise money,
but to let Preston and his family know
that his friends and peers have not
forgotten about him and will continue
to pray for his recovery," said
sophomore Mike Rose, who won the
School Spirit basket.
Former football head coach Ph
Longo regularly visits Plevretes an
sends e-mails to over 140 facult
students and staff who have requeste
to receive updates on his conditioi
He said that Plevretes works regularl
with physical, occupational an
speech therapists and a psychiatri
specialist. Longo notified th
Plevretes family about the WEX
fundraiser and invited them t
Saturday's basketball game. Te
Plevretes said that they plan "to us
the money to open an account f(
Preston to use when he's better
Perry Plevretes, a senior in hig
school, said that he will be enrolled ,
La Salle next year.
Petty said that the Plevretes wi
receive their check soon. He is happ
with the results of the fundraiser.
"I am so proud of all of our donor
students. La Salle staff, and especial
the members of WEXP Sports. Yc
could tell that [Preston's] family w;
sincerely happy. They've bee
through so much, it felt great to c




This year, the La Salle Explorers say
goodbye to three memorable men who
will be spoken about for many years to
come as the building blocks of the
Men's Basketball resurgence. The three
seniors, Lewis Fadipe, Jermaine
Thomas, and Steven Smith, have seen
the program suffer through losing
seasons, coaching changes, and
scandals, but were finally able to taste
a winning season this past year. Their
perseverance has helped the Explorer
program turn around from a national
punch-line into a budding force to be
reckoned with.
When Fadipe, the 6-10' Center
originally from Lagos, Nigeria, came to
La Salle it was unknown whether he
would be able to develop the skills
necessary to play at the Division 1
level. After recooperating from a
freshman year injury, Fadipe saw his
role with the Explorers grow with each
passing year. This year, he started all
but two games and was the team leader
in shots blocked, with 34. Perhaps his
most memorable moment as an
Explorer came in the 2004-2005
season, when he blocked 2 consecutive
shots in the last 10 seconds of an
overtime game against Xavier, securing
an upset victory over the visiting
Musketeers. His best game this season
came on November 30, as he scored 9
points, had 9 rebounds and 5 blocks in
the Explorers victory over Mt. Saint
Mary's. Known for his hard style of
play and fierce determination, Fadipe
will certainly be missed by Explorer
fans.
For four years, Jermaine Thomas has
been overlooked by those who follow
Atlantic 10 basketball casually. To the
astute observer, however, it is clear
Thomas is a unique player, who usually
has a big part of Explorer success.
Thomas' breakout year was 2004-2005,
when he played with a torn ligament
on his left hand. Playing through the
pain, Thomas carried a weary team to the
end. In the Atlantic 10 Tournament upset
against UMass, Thomas scored 18
points. This season, he was the Explorers
3rd leading scorer with 12.3 points per
game as well as the team leader in assists
and steals. He scored 20 points in a win
over Duquesne. He sat for only three
minutes against Central Connecticut
State in a game that went into 4
Overtimes. In his 4 years at La Salle, he
has been a quiet leader, a deadly shooter,
and an overall class act.
Steven Smith's La Salle story can only
be summarized, never fully understood,
unless you saw him play. Lightly
recruited out of High School, Smith
came to La Salle as an academic redshirt.
In his freshman and sophomore years he
became a force to be reckoned with in
the Atlantic 10, despite being on losing
squads. During the tumultuous summer
of 2004, Smith stayed at La Salle and his
patience was rewarded with an Atlantic
10 Player of the Year. Surprising to
many. Smith returned to 20th & Olney
for the 2005-2006 season, putting off his
professional career. He once again
repeated as Atlantic 10 Player of the
Year, and was largely responsible for
putting an end to La Salle's decade long
losing streak. He scored a cai'eer high 4
1
points in the 4 Overtime game against
Central Connecticut State, playing all but
1 minute in the Explorers evenmal
triumph. In his final game at Tom Gola
Arena, he turned in one of his finest
performances, scoring 26 points and
grabbing 16 rebounds while committing
no turnovers in the win over the St. Louis
Billikens. He leaves La Salle 7th in all
time points scored and 5th in all time
rebounds. But most of all, Steven Smith
restored pride in the program and gave
people something to cheer about when it




















































































Crty 6 AlkStar T&sm. Emit/ Simone ard MBor\ G&qpr
A- 1 /Jl Rookb ^^3r<i ^rtney Wdco(\
I- J
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Jh\s Page: Colleen Nesbitt, Ellen Axelsen, Amy Dalyrymple, Diana Wurst, Jillian
Moser and E. Axelsen, Laura Farley, Amy Comstock. Opposite Page: Christy Miller,
























IvIAAC Offerei/G Flayer of the Year: Michael Jurrp
fliiiade|3hia Inquirer A;ademic All-Football: Lou Russo and Mark Mxaca
Football Gazette All American: Ka^in Sulii/an (First-Team), Corey Watkins (Second-Team)








































This Page: Coach Longo, A. Perlozzo, Dwayne Lodge, Steve Mair, Warren Reid, Josh
Brumfield, Zach Greaver. Opposite Page.Bernie Cevis, Michael Jump, Marcus Ayers,


























































































































































^cwc Seven All-Star Team: ^remy Ortiz 3rA Ryan
Moseley
A- 1 Second Team: Jeremy Ortiz 3fY\ Ryan Moseley
Th\s Page: Matt Kelly, Josh France, Andrew Perez, Jim Davis, Dusan Vujovic,
Ryan Moseley, Jeremy Ortiz. Opposite Page: Mil<e Lehr, Andrew Bernhard, Scott









































A- 1 All-Conference bocond Team: Carolyn Judge
A- 1 Ai-Rookie '\&m\. Christa Pominic
ftiiladelphia Inquirer Academic All-^ea Volleyball Team: Abby
Means
This Page: Abby Means, Brittany Hanley, Caitlin Conner, Stephanie Owen, Kristen
Kelsey, Carolyn Judge and S. Owen. Opposite Page: Kara Branz, Christa





























































Academic Al-Corrference Team: Ryan Moseby
A- 1 fvtet Outstanding Performer of the Year: 'oean Quigby
Atlantic 1 Al-Conference: Sean Quigley, John Sutler, Joe Pare
































A- 1 Women's Cros6 Country Champions
WICCCA Al-Academic Team hN3fd
WIOOCA Al-Academic Team: Rachel Papin
Philade|liia Inquirer All-Academic Team: Rachel Papin, Cardyr] Lipo/sky
Co3[h of the Year: Charles Torpey
A-
1
NrCcd&reojs. KacM Papin, Christa Pummer, C3ro\yc\ Lipo/sky, Nicob OPea,
Karen Proub<, Paniele Schopf
A-
1
Nz^&rcw. NrCcderewe. Team: Rachel Papin
A- 1 Most Outstanding Performer of the Year: Rachel Papin
Collage Sports Information Prectors of America ESPN The Magazine Academic















































































^\q 5 Sportsmanship Award: Shaune McLaughlin
3ig 5 First Team: Crista Ricketts
^^ 5 Most Impro/ed: C3c\&o& Y\\(^\Nec
^\q 5 All-Academic Team: Meghan M
A- 1 Most Impro/ed Player of the Year: C2f\Gc\& Vwc^'^ec
A- 1 First Team fV^r^ec&rm. Oc'Bl^ Ricketts
A- 1 ^cond Team AII-€onference: Pa^ineia Payie

















us basketball Writers h&doc. /^I-Pistnct Team: St^en Smith
/^l-^ig 5 First Team: Sta/en Smith
l^\q 5 Secord Team: Jermaine Tiomas
A- 1 Flayer of the Year: Steven Smith
A- 1 AI-€onferem:e First Team: St^en Smith
A- 1 Al Oor^QC&vc^ Honorable Mention: Jermaine Tiomas































Liberty ^ell Classic Champions
iia Ai-Piamond Fve Team of the Year
ftiiladeiphia Ai-Piamond Fve Team: Gearqc Hudock, Rich Prall,
Dan Waters, Jdnn Rickards
fliiladelphia Ai-Piamord F^e Cosdn of the Year: Lee Sa^erio
ftiiladelphia Irquirer Academic AIL/Vea Team: Dan Waters
A-
1
M-Codererw First Team: Rich Prall
A- 1 All-Conference Rookie Team: Prew Gerhart












































fliilade(3hia Irquirer Asademb /^l-Area Team Kat Prakcp
A- 1 /^M^bnference Second Team KrbtenPa/b
A-IOAIKM'erencel-bncTabbMentbn: Emifc/^^xzek
A- 1 Most Inpro/ed ?\3^gc of the Year Kat Prokop



















fliiladslphia Irquirer Academic All-/Vea Team: Marco Owc^w
A- 1 N:3.d0rac All-Conference Team: W\3Ccd Oox^Xjo
4'
f'^^^I P^ r-f^^H^1 1
i '^ ^^^^^Hj^






1 ^^^^^1^^fj [l- 1i Ij^^H^9^fl is91i ^^^I^^^^^H l^^lHi^^H
Semo^: "^feincf. In a po4iU»n, lOMk, an, cyiade altaue
oik&ii- ol the. iame- iet M- claii-; o^ tw lelaimcf, to-
ienio'i, ciUjeH4.. l/licufe, Al&ie = oM ."
Qcm<yiaiiilcdiMiA- GlaAA, o^ '06, tke dkdicmxj/uf-
jmaI caileQ. mA- old. Hnd In, leaUtii, cue- ane- aid.
Me kaae jmaI c(mppleted omdkeA Ise^n-ckma/ikm
ou^ UveA-. '^i/iit it oaaA, kmd&iaa/den,, tken
(yiade, ick<^ a4iA m&Ai n,ece4dli^ kkjA ickcxd,
(jAooMcdkui,, cdl oj meie i4'n^pmiaini it&pA, m Uj^.
^fieaJzmcj, &j- old, tkink o^ cdl tke, UimcjA, iAj,& ccu^
ioif, oae kaae- ieen. i4Je icuu- tke, twm oi tke
Milennuun, a lalnat land chi, MaM-, and tke nMe
o^Af7u. ^MAi imacjme kcm^- iiAaH(f£, it w-ould Ida
ij- we dtitl Uvea- Un, tke- en<z, we- weAe mAM into-;
(j<iA. uxmld itul he anxie^ a doUa/i, oae wjmld
itiilm in tke Cold nJa/i, ami nxMe- oi {4A- ujm4A/i
kcuie eaeA, uMitcJiea '^li&naA, . ^o- wJden aeo-pte
call uA. aid da not take itaian inAutt, take it oA
a c&m-ptiment. Kememmn. eue/iMtkina uje, kaae
lived IpA, and eAjeMitkina we wM, liae tan-. Alio
lememm^ when pea^ue, oaU u4- old, we one
neatuf, not tkat old, we itiU kaife ia- muck Uj^
ta live. liJe kxuie^ manM mane- mnckmanJiA- to-
poAA and do- man^ tkinc^ ta iee - maulieaaA,






The Year in Review
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n ^^^^^^Hb'i /. ^
y^MemcPUam
In November 2005, the University experienced the tragedy of losing a bright, young member in the
LasalUan community. Danielle Leonard, a senior Accounting major who is best known for being
passionate, smart, giving and unique will forever be missed. The loss hit campus hard since many
members of the community had the opportunity of knowing the twenty-one year old.
Leonard grew up in Media, PA with her parents, two older brothers and a younger sister. Following in
the footsteps of her father, Tom, '70 and two brothers, Tom Jr., '96 and Ryan, '00, Leonard decided to
attend La Salle as well. After one year as a Communication major, Leonard switched to Accounting,
where she uncovered her strong abilities and found her niche.
Accounting came naturally to Leonard. According to Paul R. Brazina, Interim Dean of the School of
Business, "She was unusually talented in Auditing, and in many instances, her essays exceeded my most I
optimistic solutions."
Leonard interned last summer at PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and already had been offered a full-time
position there after graduation. She received the Accounting Faculty Award at the end of her sophomorel
year and the Jack Keen Memorial Scholarship at the end of her junior year. In April 2006, Leonard was
posthumously inducted into Beta Gamma Sigma.
Although Leonard will be deeply missed, friends and family will remember her through the loving, fun,
and caring memories that remain. Leonard's parents are starting a scholarship fund in her name here at
La Salle University.
Courtesy of the School of Business Explorei
AvudkeA. Jlo^ JlaAxilllaM
Eduardo Cangiano
O44A Jlaimlla^^ Q&mA4iMMd4f UM^
aUa- touched kif the p^idAlinx:^ a^
IkeM wiieci oneA^
BMrt 'b\Qm\(i\a\ Coordinator 0^ Tutormg
Services ^m \(/\& Nzad^mc Discoveruj
]o(^n C, O'Neiii, retired pm^Q550f of
Mc(t^erwatic5
Howard Wi^nn, SecMriti^ aT\d Safetijj
Dr, Nicfolas F, Angerosa, Associate
Professor of Foreign Langiyiages
Brotl^cr Wiliiam Garve^i, F5C, Lecturer and
part-time facultiy) member
Barlie Kargbo, Scfeoi of NMrsing and
Ffeaiti^ Sciences stwdent
5ean K, Neal, Continuing Studies Sti/ident
]oan (Rosenwaid) Scott, former TrMStee &
av\ Art Museum benefactor
Dr, ]oi^n S, Penniy|, former Ci^airperson of
t^e b\o\oq\j\ Department
Jo^n Ci^ristopi^er Kieis, Professor of Englis(i
It was late April in his senior year at Hudson Catholic High School when
Eduardo Cangiano made the decision that La Salle University was in his
future. It seems that he wanted to continue the Lasallian education that had
so contributed to his development. He joined the Freshman Class of 2002
at La Salle in grand style, making many friends in St. Katherine Residence
Hall and in his School of Business classes. Sadly, he passed away in the
Spring Semester of his sophomore year. He continues to be missed by his
family and the many friends he made, both at Hudson Catholic and here at
La Salle.
Wf J!CM Aljj^iejci "lemu^Aan
Ring OMt wild belis, to t^e wild 5(?u),
T(ne filling ciowd, t(ie frostij lig(it;
T(ie year is dicing in t^e ngh:
Ring out wild bells, av]d let (h'm die,
Ring out tf\e old, mq in t(he new.
Ring, f]appvi bells, across t(^e snow;
Jf]e lyjear is going, let f\'m go;
Ring out tl^e false, ring in t^e true,
Ring out ti^e grief tf\at saps t^e mind
For tfose ti^at f\ere we see m more;
Ring oi/it the fend of ricio ar]d poor,
Ring in redress to all mani^ind.
Ring oi/tt a slowli] dicing cause,
And ancient forms of partij strife;
Ring in t^e nobler modes of life,
Wlt(^ sweeter manners, purer laws.
Ring oMt tf]e want t(^e care, t<he sin,
the fait(iless coldness of the times;
Ring OMt ring owt miy| moi/irnful ri^i^mes
But ring the fuller minstrel in,
Ring out false pride in place av\d blood,
the civic slander av\d the spite;
Ring in ti^e love of truti^ ay\d right,
Ring in ti^e common low of good.
Ring OMt old shapes of foul disease;
Ring OMt the narrowing iMst of gold;
Ring OMt t^e tfeusand wars of old,
Ring in tl^e tfeMsand ijears of peace,
Ring in the valiant man and free,
the larger heart, the i^indlier hand;
Ring OMt the darkness of the land,
Ring In the Christ that is to be.
The Year in Pictures
















nights in the townhouses - A
&B block. We always hung




"My favorite place in
Philadelphia...? Castle Roxx
in Manayunk, the only way a
La Salle student knows how
to start the week off...
inexpensive drinks and 20
cent wings."
Michael Antonelli, 06
"A favorite campus place of
mine was behind the Peale
House. A friend and I would
sit there sometimes and
just watch the lights from the
cars through the trees. That
place is seriously a hidden
treasure, to use a cliche. You
can get away from
computers, roommates and




My favorite spot on campus
s the Commuter Lounge, in
the basement of the Union,
'o most, it's nothing special,
ut to me as a commuter, it's
one of the funniest, most
honest, and best places to
hang out on campus."
Elizabeth Cerkez '09
"My favorite place at La Salle
is the yellow tables outside of
the Union. It's a cool place to
relax and hang out with
friends or study. It's a nice
central location."
Sam Fran Scavuzzo '09
"My favorite place on campus
is the ivy arches between the
tennis courts. It makes me
forget I'm in the city
sometimes."
Laura Hopkins '09
"My favorite place on campus
so far is the balcony in Olney
hall; it is very quiet there
during classes and you can
just relax and stretch your
legs while doing your work.
Also, you can just look over
and see who is coming in the






"Mrs. Emery was our favorite
teacher because she was
flexible with our lacrosse
schedule and she is just a
very intelligent woman and is





"Becky Messa and Louise
Guilano were the two most
influential people in my
college experience. They
created an open, accepting
and educational
environment in the UMAS
office that helped me grow as
a person throughout my four
years at LaSalle."
Joanne Brennan '06
"We loved La Salle because
all the faculty and staff were
personable and helpful. La




"Dr. Nancy Jones, Dr. William
Weaver and Marsha
Timmerman are the three
most influential people I
have ever met; their
commitment, passion and
overall dedication towards
educating others is the




"I'll most remember Brother
Emery Mollenhauer. I think
he gets a bad reputation for
being really strict or
intimidating, but I found
him hilarious and extremely
kind. He knows so much
about poets and the history
behind them; I learned a lot
from his classes."
Anna Roberts '06
"Dawn Fraser is a wondeiful
person to work with. She is a
very hard worker and a
pleasure to be around. She
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Membere of the POINT receive a gift from Dr. Cicala
The Motto
African American Students League
The Cross
Foster Care Tutoring ^^^^^^^^^^K^^^^^t^
The Star
Neighborhood Tutoring
pour tenir ensemble et par association award
St. Neumann Hall RA Staff
^kl^l
met. nwards
Lane Neubauer Peer Educator Award
Faculty/Staff Award - Myra McPhee
Lane Neubauer Peer Educator Awards
Student Award - Nicole Wilson
Peer
/Vvi/ards
Dfvfsfon of '>tixd.ent hfi™
Vicotor D. Brooks Award
idemic Excellence, Continuing Studies
rolyn Lemongelli
International Student Award
Academic Excellence and Service
Dino Dedic
Dennis Dougherty Memorial Schularship
Fraternity/Sorority Service & Leadership
LaSellaHall
Joseph F. Flubacher Award
Outstanding Leadership, Day Division
Katie Daniels
Brother Emery C. Mollenhauer Award
Commitment to Service, Peace, & Justice
Bonnie O'Neill
James A. Finnegan Memorial Award
Judeo-Christian Ideals of Social Justice
Elizabeth Myere-Edwards
JohnJ.McShain Award
Public Welfare, Day Di\'ision
Joanne Brennan
All of the award winners and their presenters
Coitimenceinent
Year Team
Senior year is fillGd with many mixed emotions: excitement, fear, happiness, sadness, and
optimism.
The Commencement Year Team in the Division of Student Affairs is charged with creating
social and educational programming for graduating students. The members of the
Commencement Year Team are staff members from the various units in the Division of
Student Affairs and some student members.
Students participate in the lOO Days To Go Dinner. Planned at a time when the students
have lOO days until their graduation, the dinner is a semi-formal event that includes a
sit-down meal, a slideshow presenting the memories of students, and DJ entertainment.
The dinner is significant because the students begin to realize they are about to make a
transition in their lives.
Commencement Week is the week between final exams and graduation. Traditionally.
Commencement Week provides our students the opportunity to engage in various social
activities geared to celebrate our students' educational joumcy. Throughout the week,
events are planned on- and off-campus: and guided by University Life. Community
Development. Administrative Services, the Office of University Advancement, and the
Alumni Association.
The Commencement Year Team works to enhance a relationship between the senior
students and the university community. Students are encouraged to continue their
relationship with La Salle after thcy graduate. The Office of Advancement and the Alumni
Association co-sponsor events during Commencement Week and a portion of the ticket
sales for Commencement Week contribute to the Senior Gift.
The programming for Commencement Week includes opportunities for students which are
purposefully and intentionally focused to guide students through their last undergraduate
experience at the University. In light of this goal, the Commencement Year Team also





Saturday: Barbecue at St. Neumann G
Sunday: Phillies Pre-^ame Party and,
Monday: Atlantic^City
Tuesday: Night In Phila
Wednesday: Hypnotist S!
~"

















SoHdayl May H, ZOOS
Studcht Cowmchccmcht Speaker Pew Rosehart
We have all gathered here today for a reason. Today is about
reflection on the past, appreciation and admiration of the
present, and hope and excitement for the future. Today is about
our accomplishments, our choices, and our dreams. Today is
about those people we hold close to our hearts, the people who
have helped inspire us to develop the passion for what we
believe in, and the people that have helped us progress on the
path of our life's journey. Today is about La Salle and all of us.
We each have our own definition of what La Salle means to us.
But I am certain that we can all relate to the following: When
anyone asks what makes La Salle special, almost always the
first answer you hear is the same: the people.
We heard this when we visited La Salle as high school students,
or when we came for Day One or when we transferred to La
Salle. We heard this when we signed up for graduate classes, or
when we were first introduced to our professors, or when the
eyes of an alum lit up at the thought of us also attending La
Salle. And during our time at La Salle, we have realized that
what they told us was right... that what makes La Salle special
is in fact, the people.
So I ask: who are the people at La Salle that mean the most to
us? Think of your best friends and roommates, classmates and
co-workers. Think of your professors, coaches, and mentors.
Think of the people you stayed up late at night with cramming
and sometimes procrastinating for exams; the people you spent
time with discussing and comparing ideas, beliefs, and
backgrounds. Think of the moments that challenged you and
were most painful for you, and how you got through those
tough times. Who helped you, who listened to your problems,
and who threw aside whatever was on their lap, to be there for
you?
Now when we were just starting out on our La Salle training
wheels... another common phrase we heard was "get involved."
We did this in several ways, to varying degrees. We grew into
leadership roles, we brought new ideas to light and we breathed
new life into causes we felt strongly about. We helped run
events for the surrounding community, we raised awareness as
well as charity donations, and we helped bridge gaps between
cultures, schools and time zones. We brought people together
for common goals. Together, we learned what we are
passionate about, what others are passionate about, and how to
share our passion with others.
So I ask: what are we passionate about? We are all passionate
for certain causes, for a number of reasons. Passion gives you
purpose, helps you validate why you act the way you do,
makes you explain why you stand for something when others
disagree. Passion gnaws at you when you feel the most popular
choice is not the best choice... and it encourages you to ask the
impertinent question because you believe it will bring growth
and progress. You cannot do anything meaningful unless you
have passion.
Getting involved is not just advice that should be solely for
your time here at La Salle. In your future endeavors, I urge you
to get involved. At the same time, don't forget where your
passion started and grew. Like the Explorers for Life that have
come before us. we have been changed forever by our time
here at La Salle. And so, think of the Explorers that will follow
after us. And for them remember La Salle, not just through
donations, but also in other ways such as giving back time and
advice to future Explorers and the community. By doing this,
you can continue to be involved at La Salle, in ways you won't ^
even begin to realize.
But please, follow your passion.
La Salle has changed us in more ways then we even realize.
From learning new ideas in and outside of the classroom, to|
spending time with people from numerous backgrounds, our:
memories here at La Salle will always be a part of who we are
and who we will become. Our paths have led us to La Salle
and to the people we were meant to meet and to develop the
dreams we hold deep in our minds and hearts. We have grown
as individuals and we have in turn helped the La Salle
community grow together.
As we continue to reflect on our time here at La Salle, and as
we share mixed emotions of excitement and caution of what
lies ahead, I encourage us to please thank the people that love
us, thank the people that mean the most to us, and thank the
people that have inspired us and challenged us to grow. ..the
people we have lived with, worked with, sat in class with,
learned from and with. Treasure them. Remember these
people. And also remember that La Salle will always serve as a
reminder of how passionate people working together can
achieve progress.
May God bless us on this day and forever. Thank you.
Excerpts from Ben Rosehart's speech
Honorary Pcgree Recipients
l^untzie Ellis Churchill
World Affairs Council of Philadelphia
Philosophy Professor Corneha Tsakiridou presented
Buntzie Ellis Churchill with an honorary degree in
recognition of her accomplishments and dedication to
service. During the presentation, Professor Tsakiridou
said, "Ms. Churchill's passion to make Philadelphia
known to the world has been made both evident and
effective. She has helped Philadelphia become a player
on the world stage. In the course of this effort, what's
most impressive is her ability to relate equally well with
world leaders and inner city students."
First introduced to the World Affairs Council while a
student at Philadelphia High School for Girls, Churchill
was inspired by the work of the organization. So
inspired, she enrolled in the University of Pennsylvania
to major in international relations.
Churchill has worked for the World Affairs Council
since 1964, when she joined the organization as Director
of Student and Teacher Programs. She was elected
President in 1983 and, during her tenure, Churchill has
established the Council as one of the most prestigious
and respected organizations in the area.
Established in 1949, the World Affairs Council of
Philadelphia is recognized as one of the top public
policy forums in the country. It fulfills its mission of
creating an informed citizenry on matters of national and
international significance through speaker events,
educational outreach in schools, and travel programs.
Recognized with numerous honors and awards for her
commitment to the community, Churchill is a member
of the Union League, Sunday Breakfast Club, the
Athenaeum, and Drexel University's Board of Trustees.
TI*wothy O'Toole, 77
Managing director of the londow Underground
Timothy O'Toole, 77 became Managing Director of the
London Underground, or the "Tube" as many know it, in
2003. The public transit system is responsible for
transporting 3 million passengers daily. In his second
year on the job, the Tube set an all-time record for
passenger and service volume and posted the
highest-ever passenger satisfaction scores. His
leadership in the coordination and the evacuation of
passengers and station staff in the aftermath of terrorist
attacks in July 2005 earned him accalades from the
British government, media and the public at large.
"The Queen has made (Mr. O'Toole) an honorary
commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British
Empire, and one media outlet declared him the second
most important person in London—his boss; the mayor
was first," said Brother Gerard Molyneaux, who
presented Mr. O'Toole with his honor. "I think La Salle
can proudly join both the Queen and the London media
in recognizing the outstanding leadership and
inspirational courage of Tim O'Toole."
Before moving to England, O'Toole held several
management positions at Consolidated Rail Corporation
(Conrail) in Philadelphia. He retired as President and
Chief Executive Officer after the Conrail was sold.
After that, he became Chairman of a capital campaign
for the Support Center of Child Advocates, a pro bono
effort that represents abused children in the courts, and
Finance Chairman for the Metropolitan Area YMCA of
Philadelphia.
O'Toole graduated maxima cum laude from La Salle in
1977, with a degree in English Literature. In his
acceptance speech, he said he often reflected on his
education at La Salle and his English Literature degree
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Andrea R, Adams, Cl^emistnyj, Business
AdmiKiistreftion Minor
Women's Ri/igbi^, C(iymicin Societuj
Pawl ]o^n Adeiizzi, Psi^cfelogiy)
Cfierry Hiii, N]
G ina Affototo, Criminai Justice & Socioiogy
Bensalem, PA
Sean C, N/\e.m, Digitai Arts & Mwitimedia
Design, Historic Minor
]en(?intown, PA




]acli^n Almeida, Political Science, Public
Relations & Spanislo Minors
Tabernacle, N]
Alp(na Sigma Tan, N5C5
Bridgette Anderson, MBA - Management
New Vorl^ Citi^, NY
C^ristopt^er M. Andrews, Religion
Dover, DE
La Salle Singers, WEXP, T(^e Masque
^Jennifer Angersbacfi, Digital Arts &
Multimedia Design & Engli5(^, ]apanese &
Computer Science Minors
Middletowi^, N]
Karate Club, NSCS, Anime Club, New Media
Club
Mic(iael Antfeni^ Antoneiii, Marketing &
Management, ISBT Minor
Deer Vafk, New Yori?
SIFE
Adriana C, Ariza, Management & Finance,
International Studies Minor




Robin Arrington-Tfempson, General Studies
P(^iladelp(oia, PA
Nader N, Ata, Religion, Spanish! & P(niiosop(ii^
East Windsor, N]
Explorers for Life, T(ie Project on ^Justice and
Societi)
''i,feY\daY\ J. Aurand, Communication,
Marfeting Minor
Hovertown, PA





Ci^ristine Balli, Elementar^i/Speciai Education,
American Studies Minor
Hazleton,PA
Lisa Ballistreri, Communication & Historic
West Deptford, N]
Circle K, Branc(i Out Day, Lambda Pi Eta,
NSCS, CARE
Erin bamne, Criminai Justice
Fairfax, VA
NSCS
Kevin Mic(iael Barry, Economics
Montvale, N]
Economics Association




Mlc(ieile Bauer, Communication, Marl^eting
Minor
Colmar, PA
Gamma Pf\\ Beta, NSCS, Lambda PI Eta
Rac(oel Ann Bausinger, Elementary/Special
Education & American Studies
Wiliiamsport, PA
Best Buddies, American Studies Association
Patricia R, Beaty, Computer Science
Abington, PA
La Salle Singers, lylMA5 Participant
Kelly A. Becl^mann, Social Wor^
P^iiadelp^iia, PA
Pf\\ Alp^a








Yorine C, Belizaire, Nutrition
P(iiladelp|!iia, PA
Collegian
Cf\arma Bell II, Digital Arts & Multimedia
Design, Marl?eting Minor
Wilmington, DE




Sean M, Bennett, Mari?eting
Easton, PA
American Marfeting Association, St. T^nomas
Moore Pre-Law Society, WEXP
Ant(nony Bianco, Communication, Italian
Minor
Pennsaul^en, N]
La Salic 56. Italian Club, WEXP, 5GA
Katl^ileen Biddle, Nursing
Garrison, NY
Amanda Blello, Criminal ^lustice & Sociology
Clementon, W
Keltic Bisceglia, Management & Mari^eting
Westwood, MA








Tim Boyle, Computer Science
PCiiladelplnla, PA
College Republicans, CADS, Expressions
M^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
Alissa Bradle^), CommMiniccftion, hAarket'mq Step^ai^ie Marie Qwc(\^o, Mari^etiing, Marie Daiy Cantweii, General Studies
Minor Psycfelogy Minor P(iiiadeip(oia, PA
Harrlsbwq, PA Mt, Laurel, N]
NSCS
NSCS, A\pf\a Sigma Lambda
:)cime5 Bradley, Fincfuce Liza Cardamone, Communication, Englisfn
c;ocilfont, PA Ellzbetl^ A, BMl^is, Accounting Minor
MeKi'5 Soccer Team P(illadelp(nla, PA Dunmore, PA
Honors Program lambda Pi Eta, Public Relations Club
Kristira Bradley, CrimlKial ]w5tice & Sociology
Broomall, PA Christine Burgess, Eiementary/Speciai Stepi^anie E. Cartier, German
Education & American Studies Hummelstown
Valerie Bradley, OrganizotioKiai Dyioamics Wasl^ington Twp„ N] Alliance
P(iiladelp(oia, PA
Madelyn BMrgoyne, Accounting Kate Casalotti, Secondary Education &
Hoveio Brady, ^Aar^et'mg Cl^erry Hill, N] History, Women Studies Minor
Davidsowilie Wayne, N]
Football Team C(iristina, Marie Burfe Biology Gamma P(ii Beta
]acqi/(elyM Brazlll, Elementary/Special
Education & American Studies
Hiiisborougli, N]
ACE, RSA, PI Lambda JIheta
Erin Qrennan, Psycliology, Art History Minor
Gienside, PA
Peer Educators, Psycfooiogy Club, PsI C(\\,
CARE, Alliance
Joanne Brennan, Elementary/Special
Education & American Studies
Avon by tf\e Sea, HI
Foster Care Tutoring, Project Mapcndo, Los
Ninos, SAVE, AIDS Dutreacio, Neig(^bor(iood
Tutoring
Gall Katloerine Brice, Elementary/Special
Education & American Studies
Lovaiiette, N]
RSA, American Studies Association, Education
Association
Beveriy Lynn Brown, Engli5(^, Communication
Minor
Croydon, PA
AIDS Outreach, Alliance, Ma(?e Peace w\tlh
Aminals, Explorer Yearbool?, NSCS, Brancfi
Out Day
Danielle Nicole Brown, Nursing
P^iladelploia, PA
Zac(nary K, Brown, Communication & EngilsCi
Earievilie, MD
La Salle Ambassadors, Retreat Planning
Committee
Daniel Bruce, Marl?eting & Management
Lansdale, PA
Ice Hocfey, American hharkeWnq Association







Caitiin E,. Byrne, Criminal Justice & Sociology,
Political Science Minor
Gaitloersburg, MD
Crew Team, Gamma Sigma Sigma









Keiiyann Campbell, Psyclioiogy, Criminal
Justice Minor
C^elten^am, PA
Psi C^i, CAOS, Bac(?PAC
Regina Campbell, Political Science &
Communication
Bensaiem, PA
NSCS, Political Science Honor Society,
Communication Honor Society
Sadiqa Nnefe Canad^, Nursing
P^iladelpl^iia, PA
Minority Student Nurse's Association, Sigma
Ti^eta Tau
Marilyn R. Candeioro, Communication,
Mari^eting Minor
Seweil, N^i
Eiisa N\ar\a Cannizaro, Inqhh, History Minor
Fayette City, PA
Ihe Masque, Explorers for Life, St, T^iomas
Moore Pre-Law Society




Cl^ristine Stefany Catanzaro, Accounting
Abington, PA
Softball
Christopher Chan\Ade\, U\arke\mq & Finance
Broomall, PA
lames V, Cioiarieiio III, Criminal :iustice &
Sociology, Phllosophvj Minor
Ci'ierry Hill, N)
Social for Social Transformation, Alpha Phi
Sigma, AlpCia Kappa Delta, Intramurais
Elaine Chlu, Criminal ]ustice
Giassboro, N]
Antfoni) C<h\Na5\^k, English & Pl^ilosopi^i)
Delran, N^
Men's Rugbi^, Judical board, Project
Appalac^ia Collegian, T(^e Masque
Cristlna M, Clanfrani, Social Wori^
Pfniladelp^la, PA
P^i Alp(ia, Soclefi) for Social Transformation






Gamma Sigma Sigma, Foster Care Tutoring,




Amanda R. Cleaver, bAarkeWnq, Digital Arts
and Multimedia Design Minor
Faston, PA
American Marfeting Association, Women's
Rugbij, AC€
Cforlstlna M, Cloud, ISBT
P(olladelplola, PA
5IFE, ISBT Club
'KellLj E, Coc(nlln, Nutrition
West C(oester, PA
Women's Lacrosse Team, Field Hoc(?ey Team,
Big Brot(oer/Big Sister




Ant^oniy) F, Coco, Accounting
P(oiladelp(nia, PA
Traci^ Lee Cognetta, Nursing, Psyci^ology
Minor
Manalapan, N]
PAL Voutii Center, Neig^iborfood Tutoring,
LOCK, Peer Educators, Opening Weekend
Team Leader
Susanna Marie Conneen, Marfeting &
Management
Ridley, PA
Alp(ia Sigma Tau, American Marl?etlng
Association, Beta Gamma Sigma, ACE
jTfemas Convery, Mar(?etlng
jClifton Heigte PA
(American Marketing Association, Football
Team
Brendan Conney, Biology, Engiis^i Minor
PCiiladelpiiia, PA
Aipi^a Epsilon Delta, Opening Wee(?end Team
Leader
lennfer Corbett, Criminal Justice & Sociology
P<A\\ade\p<f\\a, PA
NSCS, Alp(ia P(oi Sigma, Alp(ia Kappa Delta
]eff Crockett, Nursing
C<herr[/) Hill, N]
Calvin C. Crow III, Criminal Justice
Pennsaufen, N)
Football Team
Robert M, Cullen, Finance, Risi? Management
& Insurance Minor
P(iiladelp(nia, PA
Ftelene Curran, Public Relations, Engiisl^ Minor
P(^iladelp(iia, PA
Public Relations Club, Women in
Communication
Suzanne £lizabet(i Cwran, History
Danbury, CT
Resident Assistant, R5A, l4/v\A5 Participant
Rebecca Helene Currie, General Business,
Economics Minor
Pi'illadeip^ila, PA
Paul F, Dale, Englisfn & History
Drexel Hill, PA
Amy E, Dalrymple, Communication
Hanover, PA
Field Hocl^ey Team
Stepioanie Daly, Communication, Music Minor
New Milford, CT
WEXP, Women's Rugby




Step^ien Walter D'Angelo, Digital Arts &
Multimedia Design, Computer Science &
Information Tec(^nology Minors
Nort(oeast P(iiladelp(^ia, PA
Katie Ann Daniels, Communication,
international Studies Minor
Lancaster, PA
Student's Government Association, Gamma
Sigma Sigma, GAELS
Amanda Bct(n DaSilva, Criminal Justice &
Sociology Minor
New Bedford, AAA
Resident Assistant, Peer Educators, Women's
Crew Team
Claire Marie Davis, Digital Arts & Multimedia
Design & Art History, Communication Minor
l/lpton, AAA
Student's Governement Association, Project
Applaci^iia, Los Ninos, Neigl^bor to Nelgl^bor,
Community Assistant
Kristen E, Davis, Nutrition
Ridley, PA
Women's Lacrosse Team, Big Brother/Big
Sister
S(nani Davis, Business Administration,
Economics Minor
P(^iladelp(iia, PA




Ligiane deCarva\iho, U\ark&\nq, Spanisin Minor
P(^iladelp(iia, PA
Dino Dedic, Finance, Economics &
International Studies Minors
Bi(iac, Bosnia and Herzegovina
]azz & Pep Bands, Honors Board, T^e
Masque, Project Appalacl'iia
Antfiony ]osep(n DiCasteinuovo, Management
Wasi'iington Twp, N]
Alp(ia P(ni Delta, Resident Assistant




Lindse^i Dobec^, Crimit^al ]i/i5tice
SCiamol?i/i, PA
Society for Social Justice Neigl^borloood
TwtoriKig, C^eer Team





]o(nn Comer DoKinelly, Mass Communication
Ardmore, PA
WEXP
S^ane Patricia Donneiit^, Communication,
Politicai Science Minor
Ridlei), PA
Sigma P^i Lambda, Film Club, IF5C
Kyren C, Dooleij III, Finance, AccoMnting Minor
Lacei) Twp, Wl
William Andrew Drust, Communication,
P^ilosop^u) Minor
Edwardsville, PA
Collegian, WEXP, Sigma PCii Epsilon, CEE5
Leigfi Ann Dwca Social Wor^
Esteil Manor, N]
Alpl^a Sigma Tai/i, PCii Alpl^a
Fiona A, Duffiy), Nursing
Warrington
Alpl^a Tfneta Alp(^a, LOCK
Lauren C. Eisele, Communication, £nglis(i
Minor
Egg Harbor Twp„ N]
Public Relations Club, La Salle Ambassadors,
Women in Communication, Women's Rugbi^





Women's Rugbu), La Salle 56
Lisa Marie Faloiy), Biologi) & Englisi^
Media, PA
CARE, X)p&o!\\on Smile, Alp(ia Epsilon Delta,
Biologic Club, WEXP
Tfemas P, Fanelle, Communication
Haddon Hts„ N]
Intramurals
T(ioma5.Step(nen Farragl^er, III, Englisl^i
Ploiladelpl^ia, PA
Kevin Casei^ Feenei), Communication
P^iladelp(iiia, PA
La Salle 56, WEXP
Daniel Feld, Secondare) Education & Englisfn
Haddon Hts,, N]




]ames ]. Fiedler, Accounting
Pfniladelpl^ia, PA
Cloristina M, Finfenfoofer, Communication,
Englisl^ Minor
P(iiladelpiiiia, PA
Kerrb) Finnegan, Criminal Justice, Education
Minor
Huntington, NV
Gamma Sigma Sigma, GAELS
Denise-Marii M, Fitzpatrici?, Nursing
West Deptford, n:i
NSC5, Pee^ Educators, LOCK, PAL, Opening
Wee(?end Team Leader








Gamma P^i Beta, Psi CH, N5CS
Ti^omas Franccino, ]r.. Accounting, Mar(?eting
Minor
Pioiladelpi^ia, PA










Ice Hocfeiy), WEXP, Intramurals
]onat(nan Galdierl, Marfeting
Randolpfi, N}
Lacrosse, P(ol y^appa l</\e\a, American
Marfeting Association, Intramurals
Adam K, Gallag(!ier, Histori), P(iilosop(ii^ Minor
Lincroft, N]








William Salvatore Galtieri, Biology, Englis(i
Writing Minor
Somerset, N]
k\p<ha C</\\ Rfe, Alpfia Epsilon Delta, Resident
Assistant
Leaio Marie Gambino, Speech Language &
Hearing, Psi^cfiologi) Minor
Fallsington, PA
National Student's Speec^i Language &
Hearing Association
Psi CH
Y^ara Nicole Gargiulo, Communication
Palisades Parl^, N^












Ccirli^n GcNaqlhan, Commi/inicotion &
Pliiladelpi^ia PA




Katie Alleen Gettings, Nursing
Erial
Aipfia Sigma Tau
Kelt(i Glamserardino, Criminal Justice
Egg Harbor Twp„ N]
Men's Lacrosse
Regina M, Giebel, Nursing
Eastfoampton, N]
Dance Team, SNAP, HOSA
Antfeny ]05ep(i Gigantino, Political Science,
Historiy) Minor
Green Brool?, N]
Poiiticus, NSCS, Dean's List, Collegian, Histories,
RSA, Student Political Association
Pamela N\\c<he\e, Giroux, Managment &
Finance, International Studies Minor
Vorrl^ees, N]
Gamma Sigma Sigma, American Mar(?eting
Association




Scott R, Golden, Accounting
Tampa, FL
Men's Soccer Team
Lisa Goldman, Finance & Mari^eting, Spanisfo
Minor
P(^iladelp(^ia, PA
Alp(na T(oeta Alpl^a, Beta Gamma Sigma
Karen Anne Golla, Nursing
Pi^iiadeip^ia PA
Honors Program, SNAP, Resident Student
Association
Mariel V. Gonzalez, Nursing
Wilmington, DE
SNAP
Todd E, Gorl^am, Political Science, Business
Adrwinistratlon Minor
Basiling Ridge, HI
Judicial Board, Young Democrats, AASL, St,
Tfemas Moore Pre-Law Society), Football Team
Jessica Grabows(?i, Finance, Ris(? Management
& Insurance Minor
Pl^iladelp(iia, PA
American Marketing Association, Gamma Iota
Sigma
Andrew Scott Grace, Nursing
Detroit, Ml





Minoriti) Student Nursing Association






Allison M, Guzows(?i, Marfeting
Stoten Island, NY







Gamma Sigma Sigma, Project Appalac(nia,
Foster Care Tutoring
LaSella Hall, Histori), Leadersinip & Global
Mnderstanding Minor
Dma^a, NE
Ph\ Beta Sigma, AASL, Student's Government
Association, Gospel Cfoir, Blacl^ Caucus






Sarafi C, Harris, Elementariy)/Special Education
Boonsboro, MD
Karate Club, American Studies Association
Katfileen Mary Hauqf\eyj, Social Wor^
Ricinboro, PA
PW Aip^ia
Jessica C. Haijes, Nursing
Drexel Hill, PA
Sigma T^eta Tau




Neig^bor(nood Tutoring, Women's Rugbi^
Jennifer L, Hernandez, Communication
Clifton, NJ
A\pf\a Tioeta Aipfna
Jennifer Li^nn Hewlett, Psi^cfologi), Life
Science Minor
Hampstead, MD
Alpfia J^eta Alpioa, LOCK, Foster Care
Tutoring, Qrancf\ Out Day
Alicia Mic(nelle Hill, Management
P(iiladelp(nia, PA
Jessica Holzinger, Finance & Management
Qetf]\ef\em, PA
Gamma P^\ Beta, SIFE
Jo^n L, Horcf\er, Jr„ ISBT
Holland, PA
Baseball Team, Resident Assistant, Intramurais
Robert House, ISBT
West 'r\a\ien, CT
Ice Hoci^ey, Resident Assistant
Bridget Hoijie, Communication
Pennsaul?en, NJ
Lamda Pi Eta, La Salle 56, Women's Crew
Team




Steven Hwmiston, Information Teclinologi),
History Minor
Did Bridge, NJ
Aipl^a Pf\\ Delta, Intramurals
Raman Isaac, I5I3T, BMSitness Mimor
Pf\\\ade\pf\\a, PA
CA05, Sinoto^an Karcrte Club
Rema Iwola, Sociologi^, iKiternational Studies
Minor
To^yo, Papain
R5A, Sociology Honors Societi^








Gospel C(ioir, AASL, MMAS Dance Ministry





Heatl^ier Denise ^o^nson. Organizational
Dynamics
Pl^iladelp^ia, PA
Denise T, ^ones, Business
P<f\\\ade\pHQ, PA
Sara ]ones, Speeds-Language Pat(oology,
Psycfology Minor
Fairfax Station, VA
Women's Crew Team, National 5peec<h
lanquaqe Hearing Association





WEXP, La Salle 56, Collegian
Linda E, Kamnii^, Nursing, Psyc^iology Minor
Pl'iiladelpCiia, PA
Student Nurses Association, GAELS, Psi Cloi,
Alploa Sigma Lambda, h\pf\a Epsilon
llona Kane, Biology, History Minor
Holland, PA
Project Appalacliia, Peer Educators, AipiSa
Epsilon Delta, Opening Wee(^cnd Team Leader,
CARE
Tfomas Frances Kane, General Studies
P(^iladelp(Sia, PA
Ice Hocfey




Peer Educators, Big Brotl!ier/Big Sister
Adam 1. Kartzman, Marfeting
RandolpiS, N]
Piiii Kappa Jheta
William A, Kotzmar, Jr., Accounting
Nort(Seast P(Siladelp(oia, PA
NSC5
Margaret M, Keenan, Communication
Ivyland, PA
Association of Women in Communication,
Intramurais
Colleen Marie Kelly, Communication,
Psycfelogy Minor
Sloamong, N]
Association for Women in Communication,




Elizabet(S Kev\nvj, £nglis(S, Communication
Minor
PCiiladelploia, PA
Women's Rugby, Honors Board
Elise D, Keppler, Nursing
Sfnaron Hill, PA
lf\e Masque, CARE, SNAP
Cloristine Lynn Kerwin, Biology
P(iiladeip(nia, PA











Motti^ew G, Kilty, Management
P(niladelp(iia, PA
Kevin ]o^n Kinei^, Marfeting & Management
Allentown, PA
Football Team
Cloristop^ier A, King, ISBT Business
Administration Minor
P<n\ladelp<A\a, PA




Association, ]azz & Pep Band
Dana Koch, Biology, Business Administration
Minor
lanqhome, PA
Women's Tennis Team, LOCK, h\<hle\\c Relations
Council, N\ake Peace wit(n Animals, Intramurais
Joseph Konopl^a, ISBT
P(niladelp(iia, PA
Homeless OutreaciS, CARE, ISBT Club
hSeqhan Elizabet(i Korp, Communication,
Political Science Minor
CoXa5a\Aq\Aa, PA





Nicolas Gustov Kozel, Marl^eting & History
Ghent, W
'the Masque, Explorer Vearbool?, American
Marfeting Association, Resident Student
Association
Melinda Kritsifel^as, Finance, Risi?
Management & Inswance Minor
Bayvilie, N]
Delta P(ii Epsilon, Gamma Iota Sigma, SIFE
Kristop(oer G. Krupa, Public Relations,
Psycfelogy Minor
Levittown, PA
William R, Kucfiinsl^y, Jr., Management
Information Systems
Brigantine N^
Football Team, Italian Club
Hilary Ku(in, Elementary/Special Education <
Arr\erlcav\ Studies
Warrington, PA
MattlSew ], Kulpa, III, Accounting
P(iiladelp(iia, PA
Jeffrey S, Laird, Communication
Drexel Hill, PA
Men's Crew Team, La Salle Ambassadors,
Collegian, PR Club
'/J
Kevin ^osep^ Lcigow5(?i, CommmcaWon
New Castle, DE
La Salle 56, N5C5, Lambda Pi Eta






Krisb) Lee, AccoMnting & Finance & Marfeting,
International Studies Minor
Somers Point N]
Peer Educators, Foster Care TMtoring, Opening
Weel^end Team Leader
Lauren Elizabet(n Lee, Elementarij/Speclai
Education & American Studies
Morristown, H)
Veronica Renee Lee-AAontgomeri), Social Wori^
Pi!iiladelp(iia, PA
PW Beta Alp(na, National Association of Social
Wori?
Kotrina Leibel, CommMnicotion, Engiislo Minor
Exton, PA
Women in Communication, Public Relations
Club
Carolyn Lemongelli, Organizational Dijnamics
P(iiladclp(^ia, PA
NSCS, Aipi^a Sigma Lambda
Gillian Lemongelli, Accounting
P(niladelp(iia, PA
Beta Gamma Sigma, NSCS
Erin Marie Lenox, Communication
Wfnippani), N)
Delta P(^i Epsiion, ]azz & Pep Band
Danielle Marie Leonard, Accounting
Media, PA




Bridget List, Environmental Science, Geologij &
Business Minors
Lititz, PA
Environmental Science & Geoiogi) Club





AA5L, Foster Care Tutoring, Biologi^ Club,
LaCijcle
Nafeis^ia 1. Little, Nursing
P(niladelp(iia, PA
Sigma Tloeta Tau
]amie L, Litzner, Criminal Justice
P(^iladelp(iia, PA
Alpfe Sigma Tau
William 5, Loc(?ard, Accounting & Finance
East Norriton, PA
Men's Crew Team, Accounting Association
Traci) lo<h, Criminal Justice & Engiisi^
Maple Shade. HI
Societal for Social Transformation, RSA, Alp^a
P</\\ Sigma, NSCS
^anna<h Loper, Communication & English
Cralei), PA
La Salle 56, NSCS, LaCijcle, Collegian, Grimoire,
Public Relations Club, Association of Women in
Communication
Emiii/t L, MacFarland, Political Science, Digital
Arts & Multimedia Design Minor
Bridgeton, N]
Felicia M, Maiseij, Englis(i, Histori) & PsL^cfologi^
& Religion Minors
P(iiladelp(^ia, PA
Grimoire, Peer Educators, Mu Sigma Mpsilon,
GAELS, LaLa
C^iristina Malizzia, Biologi) & Engiisin
Ci'iurc^iviiie, PA
Ma^e Peace wit(i Animals, Peer Educators,
Opening Wee(?end Team Leader, Project





Haiujna Martian, Organizational Dijnamics
Lviv, \Akrdme
Xhkrdman Student Club
Meridijjtio Ann Mascio, Mathematics, Ris^
Management & Insurance Minor
P(^iladclp(nia, PA
Kappa Mu Epsiion, Gamma Iota Sigma, LOCK
Samant^a 1, Masco, Biology)
Carbondale, PA
Women's Rugbij, Italian Club, WEXP, Biologiy] Club
Mic(iael S. Massimiani, I5BT, Business Minor
Nort(ieast P(!iiladelp(iia, PA
Alp(ia Pf\\ Delta, Intramurals






Erin E, McCabe, Social Wor^
Morristown, N]




Kathleen M, McCormici?, Communication
Audubon, PA
Gamma P<n\ Beta, Pan Hellenic Council, Explorers
for Life, Resident Student Asssociation, Intramurals
Kara l^nn McCullouy.', N\.ji K^yx.j^.
li^terKiatioKial Studies MiKior
Sfneffield lake, 0(^io
Exploreif Yearbool?, Resident Student





Dennis ], McGowan, Accounting & Finance
Lansdaie, PA
Accounting Association
Kotlileen McGowan, Engiisl^ & Poiiticai Science
Drexel Hili, PA
Resident Assistant, TEAM La Sailians
Kevin Gerard McGowan, Criminal ^lustice
SoMtCiburij, CT
Swim Team
Kevin McHale, Bioiogi^, Histon^ Minor
Sea Isle Citi^, N)
Men's Rugbiy|, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Project
Appalac(!iia, ttOSA, Biologbj Club
Melissa Hope McKeown, Eiementari^/Speclai
Education, American Studies Minor
P(iiladelp(iia, PA
AIDS Outreacfn, Alliance, Neigioborfiood
Tutoring, SAVE, Big Brot(^er/Big Sister
Andrea McMunn, Biologiy) & Englis(o,
C^iemistry Minor
Egg Harbor Citij, N]
CARE, WEXP, Operation Smile, Alpl^a Epsilon




Gamma PCii Beta, Pen(qellenic Council, SNAP
224
Amber Lee McNuIti^, Cliemlstri^/Bloc^iemistriy)
Huimeville, PA
C(ii^mian Societi), Soup Kitclien
Erin LeigCi McNuIti^, Marfeting
Palermo, N]
Women's Soccer, American Marfeting
Association, Big Brot(ier/Big Sister, NSCS
Kerri Meder, Nursing
Erden(^eim
lennifer A, Mee(^an, Accounting & Finance
Huntingdon Vallei^
^eanette Meizinger, Criminal Justice &
Sociologi^
PlhWadelph'u PA







American Marfeting Association, NSCS
Bob Mer(?(^, Secondare^ Education & Historic
Egg Harbor Twp„ N]
Football Team
Melissa Meyer, Matl^emotics, Computer
Science Minor
Sici^lerville, N]
Alliance, SAVE, Aids Dutreaci^, NSCS, Alp(oa
Epsilon Delta
Nicole Marie Minner, Communication & Englisl^
P(^iladelp(iia, PA
Alpi^a T^ieta Alpi^a
Tl'ieresa Marie Mintzer, Elementary/Special
Education, American Studies Minor
Wayne, PA





Jared Antfony Mondelli, ISBT
Audubon, N]
WEXP




Vici^i Montoni, Criminal :iustice & Sociology
Kotloleen Moira Moran, Speecf^ language
Hearing Science, Psycfology Minor
N5HU\
Megan Marie Moran, Biology, Religion Minor
Lansdowne, PA
Dean's List
latasha Sherreta Morton, Mar(?eting, Ris(^
Management & Insurance Minor
Abington, PA
American Mar(?eting Association, SIFE, AASL,
RSA, Gamma lota Sigma
Mic^ele A. Morton, Nursing
Broo(?lyn, NY
Sigma Ti^eta Tau
Jonathan Ryan Moseley, Computer Science
Nassau, N.P, liahamas
Soccer learn, Track & Field Team, AASL
Nate Moss, ISBT MIS Minor
P(iiladelp(^ia, PA
Football Team, ISBT Club
Grace Motley, Nursing
Hatfield, PA
Women's Rugby, SNAP, Gamma Sigma Sigma,
Circle K, Resident Assistant
Colleen Bridget Mullari?ey, Engiisi^i,
Communication & Latin & Religion Minors
Havertown, PA
Collegian, Explorer, GAELS, Honors Prograrft,
NSCS
Joseph R, Mullin, Management
Pi'iiiadeipi^la, PA
RSA, Crew Team, Ihe Masque, Late Nigi^t La
Salle Staff
Kitty Mullin, Elementary/Secondary Education
& American Studies
NSCS, American Studies Association
Miles Jon Murdaug^, Psycfelogy, Criminal
Justice Minor
Yorl^, PA
Phi Beta Sigma, AASL, Day ONE Host, Opening
Wee(?end Team Leader, Peer Educator,
Intramurals
Ruth hAuth, Mass Communication
Croydon
Sigma Ph\ lambda. Collegian
Taiisi Mwai, Psycfoiogy, Education Minor
Nairobi, Kenya
Psi Chi, NSCS
Kelly Marie Myers, Communication
Aberdeen, MD
Gospel CCioir, Association for Women in
Communication
WISMM,^m
Ilizabetfn kfin Mirers-Edwards, Social Worl^, Mic(nael Patrick O'Brien, N\anaqemev\\ Karoline Orzecfiows^i, Psi^c^^ioiogi^ & Criminal
.GM Minor Marlton, N^i l\M\\ce
3al1-imore, MD P^i Kappa T(ieta Voorfiees, N]
iocial ]M5l"ice CorMmittee, Project Mapendo, PsLjcfeiogij Club, Criminal Justice Club, Pf\\
MioKial Student Partnersi^ips, Homciess Lisa M, Dci^lal^, Finance & Marfeting Sigma Pi
)Mtreac(i, Societij for Social TransformatioKi Maple S<hade, VD
k\p</\a Sigma Tan Micl^oiei Owens, Accounting
'>a\eema^ 13, Nai^ior, Nursing Pioiiadelpi^ia, PA
^(JiiiadelpWa, PA Caitlin O'Connell, Elementari)/5pecial
Education Paul A, Panepinto, Criminal Justice,
(aitli^n Nelson, Coryimunication, Mari?eting Pl^iladeipi'iia, PA Psi^cfoiogi) Minor
v\inor P(iiladelp(iia, PA
/incasvilla CT hf\\c(f\ae\ ], O'Donnell, Public Administration Delta Sigma P(ii, Explorers for Life, Peer
\\p<ha '{<f\e\a Alp(^a Lafai^ette Hill, PA
Notional Student Partners(^ips
Educators, College Republicans
(erri Newton, Criminal Justice Stefanie Nicole Parsons, Criminal Justice &
^(^iiadcip^iia, PA '}enna Dqozarek, Nursing Socioiogi^
Soutl^ P(niladclp(iia, PA Lodi, N]
(evin Nguijen, Finance Gamma Sigma Sigma
'(iiladelp(^ia, PA Katie 0'Gradiy|, Social Wor^, LOi/l Minor
.a Salle 5(^oto(?an Karate, CADS, AA5IA, ADP P(iiladelp(iia, PA Nanci) Potton, Nursing
.eadcrsl^ip Council, ADP Peer Advisor Los Ninos, Societi^ for Social Transformation, Morton, PA
National Student Partncrs(^ips, P<f\\ k\pf\a SNAP, Women's Crew Team, Notional Student
oanna Rose Nicodemo, CorwrMunication, Partners(^ips
y\arfeting Minor A5(^leiy) Alexis UWeam lordan, Finance
iewell, N] Loudonville, NV Sinoron Povlic(ni?o, Elementary/Special
lance learn Beta Gamma Sigma Society) Educotion, American Studies Minor
Riciooboro, PA
ndsoi) M, Nicoletto, Nursing
rinnominson, N]
.0 Salle Ambassadors, SNAP, Soup Kitcfien




Edword 1. Norris Jr., Accounting
'(lilodelpfilo, PA
lennifer Marie Nowosiels^i, Accounting
'(aiiadeipi^io, PA
^eer Educators, Opening Weekend Team
_eader
)amie A, Ni/tce, Finance, Risi? Management i
v\5waY\ce Minor
5t, Peters, PA
Mpi^o Sigma Tau, 5IFE, Gamma Iota Sigma
Erin K, Oafes, PsL^cfelogi^, Criminal Justice
Minor
°(^iladelp(nio, PA
5GA, Aip^io T^ieto h\pka
Danielle Dberdic^, Mari?eting, LGM Minor
Middletown
aamma P<f\\ Beta
Jo(nn J, O'Brien, Mattiemotics, Risi?
Management & Insurance Minor
P(iiladelp(iia, PA
Honors Program











Veronica (Bonnie) O'Neill, Religion, Education
Minor
West Grove, PA
St, Francis Soup Kitc^ien, Project Mapendo,
Los Ninos, Project Appoioc^ia, T^e Project on
Justice & SocietL^
Marco A, Dnorato, MIS, Internotionol Business
& Mor(?eting Minors
P(iiladclp(iia, PA
Men's Tennis Team, Italian Club, Beta Gamma
Sigma, Dean's List, Society for Information
Management, NSCS
Cl^ristiana C, Dnu, Nursing
Mboise Imo State, Nigeria
Rose-Andree Drelien, Sociol Wori^
P</\\\ade\pHa, PA
Silvia R, Pemm, Biologu), History) Minor
Carteret, NJ
Gamma Pf\\ beta, Honors Program, Writng
Fellow, Aipi^a Epsiion Delto, Biologij Club












Kat(iri^Ki G. Petrozzml, ElementavujISpeclal
EdMccftion, Historic Minor
West Windsor, N^
Amanda Philip, Economics & Finance
Cape Mao), N]
Women's Rugby
Caroline B, Piswla, Accounting
PIniiadeipCiia, PA
Gamma Pl^i Beta, T(ie Masqi/ie of La Saile
Tfemas Antimony Plici^, Computer Science &
Mat(hematics
Philadelplnla, PA
La Saile Singers, L^MAS Music Ministry
Grant Piuta, Criminal Justice
Pfniladelpliiia, PA
Sigma P(ni lambda
Cforistine Mary Poilocl^, Sociology & English
Spanish Minor
P(niiadeip(ola, PA
SAVE, Peer Educators, Honors Board
C^ristopCier Pompeo, ISBT, Pfilbsoplhvj Minor
Seilersville, PA
La Salle Jazz & Pep Bands, WEXP
Raymond ], Porreca III, Communication
Lansdale, PA
WEXP, Collegian, CAOS
Amber A, Porterfleld, Nursing
Wlllingboro, N]
SNAP
Sandra francesca Porzilli, Communclation,
Plniiosopl^y Minor
Trenton, N]
P(iilosop(!iy Club, Students for a Free Tibet
Danielle Renee Po\jjner, Psycfnoiogy,
Communication & IQ\A Minors
Reading, PA
LaCycle, LaLa




Stephen ], Prew, Accounting
W(olte(iowse Station, N]
Jeffrey Prigge, Accounting & Finance
P(]l\ade\pf\\a, PA
Men's Soccer Team, La Salle Ambassadors,
Honors Program, Writing Fellow
Katharine A, Profep, C(^emistry
Towaco, N]
Women's Lacrosse Team, Women's Field
Hoc(^ey Team, Honors Program, NSCS,
C^ymian Society
Valerie R, Pron, Elementary/Special Education
Media, PA
Dance Team, Honors Program






Ice Hocl^ey, Resident Assistant
David Quartullo, Criminal Justice
P(oiladeip(iia, PA
Explorers for Life, Campus Crusade for Clorist
Jessica Anne Quilter, Political Science,
American Studies Minor
Seaville, N]
Aipfia Sigma Tau, 5t, Tl^omas More Pre-Law
Society, SIFE
Mlc(naei Quinn, Elementary/Special Education
Norristown, PA
Aimee Raatzs, Nursing, Psycfeiogy Minor
Levittown, PA
SNAP
Nlcfelas M, Ragno, Biology, P(^iiosop(^y Minor
P(iiladelp(iia, PA
Alpfe Pf]\ Delta, Karate Club
5tepf\ame Randazzo, Social \Nork English
Minor
Cfiester Heig(^ts, PA




Heidi Jane Ratcliffc, Psyc(iology, Political
Science Minor
Warminster, PA
-Psycfioiogy Club, Psi Cfil
Jennifer RauscCier, Nursing
P(^iladelp(ila, PA
Field Hocl^ey Team, Atl^letics Relations Council,
Sigma Ti^ieta Tau
SMlyj Ray, Englisli & Religion
Huntington Beacio, CA
Writing Fellows
Adam Reed, Finance, RMI Minor
Doylestown, PA
Rugby Team, La Saile Ambassadors, American
Marketing Association, Intramurals
Maggie Regan, Marfeting, Digital Arts &
Multimedia Design Minor
Narragansetr, Rl
Women's Rugby, American Marfeting
Association
Jessica Reifer, Biology & Psycl^oiogy
C(iarles Town, WV
Peer Educators, Operation Smile, AIDS
DiAtreach Alpfia Epsilon Delta, SAVE













Genevieve Roats, Communication, Englis(i
Minor
P(iiladelp(^ia, PA
Viridiana Anafoi Robies Perez, Biology,
Psycfology Minor
New Jersey
CARE, Biology Club, Operation Smile
C(^ristine Roci^, Elementary/Special Education
P(^iladelp(oia, PA
Neigi^bor(^ood Tutoring, La Salle Mentoring
Program
Arii Rodriguez, frenclh, Italian & Mari^eting
Minors
Camden, UJ
DLAS, L,A.TLN.S„ Branci^ Out Orientation
Weel^end Team Leader





Cam Nicole Rogers, Elemei^tari^/Special
EdMCotioio, PsL^cfologiy) Minor
Mt, Laurel, N]




Alexa ], Roop, Accoi/inting, Business
Adminisfrotion MiKior
Bli/ie Bell, PA




WEXP, La Salle 56, La Salle Ambassadors,
Collegian, Honors Board, MMA5 Participant




Louis D. Russo, Finance & Mar(?eting
Marlton, N]
Football Team, At(oletics Relations Council, Big
Brot(^er/Big Sister, NSCS, American Marketing
Association
N\at\f\ew M, Ri^an, Finance Art Historic Minor
Cons(io^oc(?en, PA






Stepi^anie Marie Salvatore, Communication
Ric^boro, PA
Alp(^a Sigma Tan
lean Kin(?ler Samoyan, Nursing
Woodbury, N]
Angela M. Saracino, Communication, Engiistn
Minor
Huntingdon Valleu), PA
Gamma P(oi Beta, Italian Club, Lambda Pi Eta,
NSCS, Resident Assistant
Donna E. Saracino, English
PWIadelp(^ia, PA
Grimoire, Dean's List
George P, Sarianos, Accounting
Lansdale, PA
Beta Gamma Sigma, Beta Alpi^a
Tammi) Marie Scfoina, Accounting
Somerdale, N]
Accounting Association







SNAP, CARE, Opening Weefend Team Leader
Jennifer Sc(iori?, Communication & Psiy)c(aologij
P(^iladelp(^ia, PA
Gamma PW Beta, Psi C(h\, NSCS
Rijan Scott, Management
SaLjreville, N]
Sigma Pln\ lambda, Neigl^bori^ood Tutoring
Constance B, Screnci, Communication
Sea Isle City, N]
Intramurals
Edward T Scully, Jr., Criminal Justice &
Sociology
P(iiladclp(iia, PA
Daniel F. Serpentine, Jr., Accounting
P(iiladelpWa, PA
Accounting Association
Lisa Serpiello, Digital Arts & Multimedia Design
Willow Grove, PA
Project Appaiacloia
Matthew 5f\affer, Accounting, Finance Minor
Harrisburg, PA
Beta Alpha, NSCS, S(^i Club
Jeffrey M, Si^ail, Englisin & CommMnication
P(iiladelp(^ia, PA
Sigma P(^i Epsilon, :)udicial Board, Resident
Assistant, Project Appaiac^ia
Anne N\a\Ara Sfioviin, Elementary/Special
Education, American Studies Minor
Erial, N]
Women's Soccer Team, WEXP
Renee Monique Sic(?els, Marketing
P(niladelp(^ia, PA
Norman Corei/j Simms, History
Silver Spring
Delta Sigma P(ii, Explorers for Life, La Salle
Historical Society
Adam J. Simon, Biology & Psychology
Free(iold, N]
Men's Soccer Team, Alpf\a Pf\\ Delta
Emily L, Simone, Nursing
Lebanon, PA
Field Hoc(?ey Team
Nicfiolas Sipics, Management & Marketing
Wi^itel^all, PA
Football Team, Atl^letic Relations Council,
NSCS, American Marketing Association
Kristen M, Smitio, Nursing
Horslnam, PA
AlpCia TInetoi Alp(ia, LOCK, Intramurals




T(nomci5 3m\/j[iA, (\cco\Av\\\v\q & fmame
Pf\\\ade\pf\\a, PA
Swim Team, Gamma Iota Sigma
lof]i^ A. SKii^der, IV, MIS
Holmdei, n:i
Swim Team, P(ni Kappa Jf]eta
Wv\e55a Rose Snyder, Biologi), Edi/tcation
Minor
Pf\\\ade\pf\\a, PA




Patrick Spicer, Accounting & Finance
Lower Moreland, PA
Sigma P(ni Epsilon, IFSC
5tep(\am Stampone, Eiementari^/Special
Education, American Studies Minor
Pf]i\ade\p^\a, PA






Kim Vvette Stanley, Communication, Engiisfi
Minor
P^iiadelp(iia, PA
Drew Stepfian, Englisii & Communication
Nort^boro, AAA
Collegian, Poiiticus, WEXP
^ason Step(iens, Ciiemistry & Biocioemistry
Marlton, N]
Baseball Team, RSA
Klana Sterling, Marfeting, HealtCi Care
Administration Minor
Wi^ite Plains, NV
La Salle Gospel Cl^ioir, Step Team, AASL, Big
Brother/Big Sister
Qetf\ Yvonne Stevenson, Psychology
Elfins Parl^, PA




Annette Strittmatter, Biology, Religion Minor
Yorl?, PA





Peer Educators, N5CS, Aip(ia Sigma Tau
Nicole Alyssa Swetra, Finance & Marfeting
Galloway, N]
Aip^a Jf\eta A\pf\a, Honors Program
Steven Szablewsi^i, Nursing, Psycfoiogy Minor
Bensalem, PA
Peer Educators, N5C5, SNAP, Project
Appalacfnia, Neig(ibor(iood Tutoring, Opening
Weefend Team Leader
Stephanie A, Szwibors^i, Nursing
5et^\ef\em, PA
BAN50
Vincent A, Tarducci, Jr., Psycfology
P(iiiadelp(^ia, PA
Psycfelogy Club, Psi-C(oi, St, Tfemas Moore
Pre-Law Society, NSCS
Ryan J. Jarrant, Computer Science,
Matioematics Minor
Warminster, PA
Men's Soccer Team, Men's Rugby
Cara N\ar\e Tarricone, Communication,
Spanisl^ Minor
lA/ington, NV
La Salle 56, la Salle Singers
Ca'Ad'jjCe Taylor, Psyciooiogy, Communication
Minor
New Castle, DE
La Salle Gospel C(ooir
Mary Kate Taylor, Nursing
Fis^town, PA
Courtney Ann Tereszcu^, Finance, Accounting
Minor
P(]\\ade\pf]\a, PA
Tennis Team, Alplna T(neta Alpl^a, Atiiletic
Relations Committee
]ames Terry IV, Digital Arts & Multimedia
Design, Communication Minor
P(niladelp(oia, PA
CADS, AASL, DLAS, Intramurals
Gregory Roland Tloomas, Criminal JiAsWce &
Sociology
New Bedford, MA
A\p(]a Kappa Delta, A\pf\a P^\ Sigma, Society
for Social Transformation






Roci^elie TInompson Draper, Finance,
Economics Minor
PennsaMfen,N]
Mottloew W, Tiedefen, Accounting
Pennsaufen, N]
Crew Team, Accounting Association ^
]a5minc Tilson, Mar(?eting
m, PA
Mary S. Tramel, Psyci'ioiogy & Art History
Dale City, VA
SAVE, PEER Educators, RSA, Psi Cf\\, Los Ninos,
NSCS, Judicial Board
Ja5on IflqWa, I5BT Digital Arts & Multimedia
Design Minor
Levittown, PA
Sigma PI'ii Lambda, IFSC, RSA
Brian Trost, Finance & Management
P(oiiadeip^ia, PA
Paul Andrew Tsi^itas, Communication
Coiiingswood, N]
WEXP, Collegian, Film Club
Alexander L. Tsifouras, Management
P(^iladelp(^ia, PA
Alpi'ia P^i Delta
Potrici? T Tuffy, Nursing, Biology Minor
Jeni^intown, PA
Men's Rugby, Delta Sigma P^i
Lauren As^ileij Turner Psyc(iologi), Criminal
Justice Minor
Diney, MD
La Saile Ambassadors, Psi Ci^i, 5t, Tfomas
Moore Pre-Law Societi^, AA5L, Criminal Justice
Association
SaiamoLu EisieTura^), Nursing




Lauren Mici'ieiie Veasey, Psycfioiogi)
Riverton, N]
Aipi'ia T(ieta Aip(^a
Matthew Robert Venanzi, Computer Science &
information Tcc^noiogy, ISusiness Minor
Baltimore, MD
La Salle Ambassadors, laiz & Pep Bands,
Honors Program, LYNC, MMAS Participant
Angela Marie Verrastro, Mar(?eting
West Hazelton, PA
Dance Team, American Marfeting Association
Patricia I, Viglione, MBA-Management
P(^iladelp(iia, PA
Catma L, Vitagliano, Psijcl^oiogi^
Killingwort(^, CT
Psi C^i, Psi^clnoiogi^ Club
Betsiy) Wagner, Histori/i
P(iiladelp(iia, PA
Nerrisa Waite, Digital Arts & Multimedia
Design, Marfeting Minor
Cl^ester, PA
Alp(^a Jfieta Alp(ia, Brancfi Out
Ami) L, Wall^er, Communication, Mar(?eting
Minor
Qet<h\ef\em, PA
Branch Out, La Salle Singers, Communitij
Assistant
Lee ], Walter, Nursing
Nortl^ Brunswicl^, N^
Patrick Francis Walsio, Criminal ]ustice &
Sociologij
P^iladelpCiia, PA
/\\pf\a Kappa Delta, Alp(^a P^\ Sigma, Society
for Social Transformation, Men's Rugby Club
Timotfiy Potricl? Ward, Jr., Mar(?eting
Holland, PA




William Watl^ins, C(iemistriy), Education Minor
Slatington, PA
Swimming Team
Allison Wendling, Communication, Psycfeiogy
Minor
Drexel Hill, PA





Marcus Ezell Westbrooi^, History, Political
Science Minor
Rota, Spain
P^i Beta Sigma, NSCS, AASL
Megan Danielle Wf^iteseii, Criminal Justice
Pi^iladeipi'iia, PA
Society for Social Transformation, Ma^e
Peace wM Animals, Community Assistant
Amy Wiencfew5(?i, Elementary/Special





T(ie Masque of La Salle, MAAAS Music Ministry,
Lector, EM
April L Williams, Accounting & Finance
Piiiiladelp(iia, PA
Lauren Williams, Social \Nork
Dvcrbrooi? Pari?, P(iiladclp(iia, PA
Alonza Winfield, Criminal ]u5tice. Sociology &
P(^ilo5op|iiy
P(^iladelp(iia, PA
CAOS, AASL, Traci? & Field Team
Felicia M, Woseley, Marfeting & MIS,
Economics Minor
Wl^eotiey Heigi^ts, NY
Foster Care Tutoring, Big Brot(oers/Big Sisters
Diane Woyciecfewsi^i, Psycfeiogy
Blac(?wood, N]
Neig(ibor(!iood Tutoring, Writing Fellow,
Community Assistant
Amelia Wrig(^t, Psyc(iology, Criminal Justice
Minor
Holland, PA
Delta P^\ Epsiion, Psycl^ology Club, Psi Cf\\,
Alliance




Ibralhm Yagci, Finance & Marketing
Silverdale, PA
:iulic Hiaing Yaung, Nursing
P^iladelp(iia, PA
Academic Discovery Program Leadersl^ip
Council, Academic Discovery Program Peer
Advising Leader, La Salle Singers, BAN50,
AASIA
Brian C, Yeager, Commication, History Minor
Marlton, N]
Ice Hocl?ey, La Salle 56, SGA, GAELS
Jonatfian Youmans, Digital Arts and
Multimcda Design & Fine Arts
Tinton Falls, N^
Sigma P(^i Epsiion
Kristin Zappile, Elementary/Special Education,
American Studies Minor
Linwood, N]
Neig(ibor(nood Tutoring, Resident Assistant
Ci^ristina Ziccardi, Elementary/Special
Education, American Studies Minor
Admissions Campus Explorer
Kyle tosep(i Zingle, Marketing & Management
Willow Grove, PA
Delta Sigma Pf\'\, la Salle Ambassador, Men's
basketball Team, La Salle Atl^letics Committee,
IFSC
2006 Patron Ads
Courtneay Cipolone - Congrats! For your next journey-Good Luck- Love Mom
Courtneay Cipolone - To the 2006 "POLAR BEAR" Congrats & my best Mike A.
Courtneay Cipolone - We're very PROUD of you good job Love Michael & Kaitlyn
Fiona Duffy - Congratulations & Best Wishes Love, Mom, Dad, RPD, & Deirdre
Amanda B. DaSilva - You have made us so proud! Love, Mom, Dad, & AJ
Stephanie Carter - We're so happy for you and your success at La Salle University
Jennifer Rauscher - You Go Jen! You did it! Yeah Love Kathy, Rob, Matt, and Ry
Anthony Coco - Much happiness & success. We love you, Mom Bob & Nick
Anthony Coco - You are my shining star! Luck and Success. Love, G-Mom
Jared Mondelli - Congratulations & Good Luck! Love, Joanne & Vince
Jared Mondelli - Congratulations, Sweetness! I love You! Love, Gina
Suzanne Curran - Pray & Take Risks! Love, Tara, Sean, and Elise
Grant Pluta - Congratulations-you finally did it! We're proud!
Stephanie Salvatore - You made it Steph! We're so proud of you! Mom & Dad
Stephanie Salvatore - Congrats & Good Luck! Love, Chris, Nick, & Michelle
Dino Dedic - The Sky is the Limit! We Love You
Erin McCabe - It's your time to fly Congrats! Love Aunt Kathy
Erin McCabe - All you hard work has paid off! Love Mel, Leo, Anna
Erin McCabe - "You are my Sunshine" We're so proud love Mom & Dad
George James Hudock III - We are very proud of you! Love Mom, Dad, and Megan
Maria A. Dikun - Congratulations, Maria! Love, Krysta & Brandi
Lindsay Nicoletto - What a joy and privilege. Always lead the way!
Lindsay Nicoletto - God Bless You Love PopPop and MomMom
Brian Trost - Congratulations and Best Wishes! Love, Mom
James Terry IV - Congratulations, We Love you! Mom & Dad
Kevin McGowan - Always live you dreams. Love the Pucos!
Kevin McGowan - Laugh often and appreciate life! Love, Mo, UK, Bri, & Tom
Kevin McGowan - Always be yourself, the guy we love! Love Nana & Grandpa
Kevin McGowan - To every end there's a new beginning! Mom, Sean, & Katie
Kevin J. Kinek - You've come a long way from CTK. Love Mom and Dad
Vincent Tarducci Jr. - We are so proud of all your accomplishments Dad and Christine!
Vincent Tarducci Jr. - The 4 years flew by so fast. To our great brother!
Vincent Tarducci Jr. - You set the mark for your siblings. Love, Matt, Nick & Joseph
Vincent Tarducci Jr. - I'm proud to be the "wind beneath your wings" Gran
Vincent Tarducci Jr. - Continue to be the hero of your next hour. Luv, Mom
Ilona Kane - Great Job! Good Luck! Love, Mom, Dad, Colleen, Mikey, & Kerriann
Suzanne Curran (Auntie Suzy) - 1 love you to the moon and back. Love, Liam bub
Suzanne Curran (Q-tini) - Wishing you lots of success! God Bless You!
Sara Camilli - Lucky students will be taught by you! Love, Mom & Dad.
2006 Patron Ads ^
Heidi Ratcliffe - Salutations you did it in style. Mum and Dad
Heidi Ratcliffe (One Eye) - Well done. Congratulations - it's in the genes. Gigi
Nick Sipics - Good luck and don't forget to call! Erin and Ken
Nick Sipics - Congrats! The fun has just begun! Katrina and Lee
Tracy Loh - You have made us so very proud, we love you.
Tracy Loh - 1 could not be prouder of you. Love, Gram
Jeff Laird - "Oh, the places you'll go!" We love you - Mom Dad DD
Christina M. Jones - Congratulations. We are very proud of you
Ashley A. Jordan - Our love & admiration for a job well done. Be happy
Jared A. Mondelli - Congratulations cousin! Love, Francie
Lamera L. Ferguson - We love you & are very proud of you Mom-Dad & Nicole
Elise Danielle Keppler - We are so very proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad and Nana
Lauren Willams - The secret to a rich life is to have more beginnings than endings. . .Love Mom
Veronica R. Lee-Montgomery - Congratulations & much success! Love DHS co-workers
Daniel Gregory Bruce - Congratulations! We are proud of you! Love Mom & Dad
Timothy Mark Boyle - Mom and Dad wish you every success in Grad School
Timothy Mark Boyle - Your computer buddies are so proud of you Uncle Tim
Timothy Mark Boyle - You overcame much to be here Congrats! Your Bro's.
James Bradley - We're proud of you. Your future is very bright. Mom & Dad
Krystin L. Wynne - Mom and Dad love you and toast your accomplishment.
Krystin L. Wynne - Congrats on your graduation. Love, Steve, Jackie & Tom
Harold Grant - You have grown into a bright, dynamic man with a wonderful sense of humor. You're
going to make an important contribution wherever you go! God Bless You!
Zach Brown - Go with God! Our Gifts: Roots & Wings! Our Love, Mom & Dad
Zach Brown - Kudos! But I'm "The Good Son"! Love, Josh and Rachael
Zach Brown - Congratulations! We're All so Proud! Love, ENU Grads!
Kathryn Mullin - Kitty, we love you and are so proud of you! You've Earned It! Mom and Dad
The Girls of 1901 and The Boys of A5 - Congratulations! The World is Yours! Make it Happen!
Tom - Congratulations! Best of luck in all you do! Mr & Mrs V
Steven M Baccari - Congratulations to our Grandson Steven. We love you. Grandmom & Grandpop
Steven M Baccari - Our Big Brother - We love you and are very proud of you. #1 Nurse you will be.
Michael Lefthand - Stay Focused! The world is waiting for you! Love, Mom
Michael Lefthand - You did it. Congrats! We are so proud of you. Bri, Mom, Rose
Lisa Craig - You did it! We're very proud of you! Love, Dad & Mom
Lisa Craig - Congrats on your graduation! Best wishes for the future. GM & GP
Lisa Craig - No more tookany-yay! Proud of you buddie. Sue & Dave
Lisa Craig - Way to go, shortie! Anthony
Jennifer Rauscher (Jen) - Congrats on your accomplishments in Nursing and at La Salle. Mom & Dad
Jennifer Rauscher (Jen) - You are a great sister, nurse and friend. I love you. Amy
^A: La Salle Radio would like to
comratulate the class of 200&
indudihg these members of WEXP:
SeanAhem MattJuliano






George Giles Paul TsikHas
Willis
WEXP Class of2006
"May ijou be foor iv^
W/tLs-^rtw-iA^, rich 1\a, loLessLiA^s,
sLow to nuitefi ei^^Htues, c\yidK. tc
"But ncl^ orfoor, c\ydck. or slow,
v\A.ai\ uou. teiA^w V'jc/dfdv^ but
hnppL.iA.ess, froi^ thLs otny
fonviiKd."
Colleen Mullarkey
To (uir bab\' sisler, keep on doing a jS%£^
wonderful job. You'll do something great with
.
vour life, you have alread)' made us so proud.*
We have watched you grew up and can't believe ^ve'll I.-
be watching vou graduate already. May you find
happiness and success in all that you do.
*• r,i,t>,-iri Love,
Ann & Joe, Pat, John & Marybeth
A & all of vour nieces and nephews^^^^
Colleen Mullarkey
ConQratulat'ione Dana
on recewhQ your 3ache\or'e Ve^vee and beet
w'lehee ae you be^in your Master's ?w<yra\x\.
Love,
Mom, Dad. Keith Kelly
Dana Listen




Route 9H - Ghent, New York
5 1 8 828-3326 - Fax 5 1 8 822- 1 502
Banquet Facilities
CONGRATUATIONS SpIKE!!
Love, Mom + Dad
AND ALL OF US HERE AT KoZEL'S
Nikola,s G. Kozel
Congratulations Charma Keqena 3e\\ W
Class of 2006!!!!!
We are all so very proud of you and all of your accomplislinients. You
are such an extraordinary daughter, granddaughter, sister, niece,
cousin and we all love you with all of our heart!!! Thank you for being
a wonderful example and role model to ever\'one for displaying how
lots of love, detennination and a positive spirit, can mold into a
dynamic and successful person. Thank you for completing Girl Scouts,
because that is where we met one of your La Salle Guardian Angels. Dr.
Nancy Jones, who is outstanding in even' way!!! Also, thank you for
being part of the year book staff, because that is where you met Dawn
Fraser, who is a wonderful inspiration too.
We Love Chamia and continue to pray for eveiy success possible for you
always! GreatJob Channa!
Mommy, Brittany, Rickey, Mom Mom, Aunt ChenJ, Aunt Charlotte.
Uncle Chuck, Juanita, Andrew, Chelsea, Elnora. Joshua and Jocelyn
and the rest of your relatives!
Charma Bell
Go4i>cjA4dulatixmi GlaM^ oj J2006




PO Box 1 100 • Route 9, Latham, NY 121 10





Ancfre^, gootberfotirye^rs bqve p^st g n4 yo" 4i<l it) Yoa'reg USglle gr34ug'te'
r'oa gre oar light, oar hope, oorpritte, gD4 oar first to gr54a3"te 3 foarye^r a Diversity.
Congrgta lotions'
Ne. knew from go e^rlyiige thgtyoci b54 bigb expectations for yourself. Yoa bavegl'wgys
trive4 for perfection gn4 excellence. Sacb 4evo"tioO will be yoar beacon gn4 will gcii4e yoci
30 yoar joarney tbroagb life. Wbenyoa're climbing mountains, 3n4 boal4ers in yoarwgy
tbregten to slow yoa 4own, remember to focus, bregtbe, 3n4 n)ost of 3II 4on't give ap.
Jecgase when yoa regcb the top yoa will soqr like g bir4.'
Andrea Lynn McMunn
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HSsUI;..'.:i'." -.TI^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
3ar role 3s yoarpgrents continues to sabsi4e 3s yoa bcconrje more self 3ssare4 gn4
n4epen4ent. We w^ntyoa to know thgt no matter bow 4 im oar light becomes in yoar
travels; the light jn oar hearts will foreversbine \.o gai4e yoa. We will be yoar lighthoase
n the storm. AD4re3, yoa gre g begutifal, confi4ent, intelligent, yoang WOMAI^J We 3 re
)onore4 to be yoarpg rents, 4elighte4 to shgre in yoar joarney, 3n4 proa4 to bgve been
?grt of yoar evolation from 3 teenggerto g wom^n 3n4 now g L^Sglle gt^4a3te.
In the immortal wor4s of Dr.Saess, 'Oh the places yoa'll go. Yoar on yoarwgy.'
Love, Mom, Dg4, C9D4ice, C3rmell3,& Babbg
An4reg, while 1 hgve known yoa form^nyyegrs now, 1 never coai4 hgve imggine4 tbgt we
:oal4 sbgre so many memories 3n4 goo4 times together Yoa bgve given me love thgt 1
i/ill never forget 3n4 1 hope 1 C3n continue to 4o the sgme foryoa. Congtgta lotions on





CDY\qm\\A\Q\\0Y\5 on all of ^ow accom pi l5(i merits
a\ la Salle Mniverslti^!
WE ARE PROMD OF yOMll
Wit(^ love,
Mom, Dad, t(ne girls. t(^e wfele familiTi
Nicholas Sipics
Paul Albert Panepinto:
One of our greatest pleasures has been watching you grow
From a tiny tot to the young man we know.
You're witty and handsome with brown eyes, too;
All the girls flirt with you!
If a higher degree is what you desire.
Get down to it and set the world on fire!
Good luck, success and happy days;
May God bless you in many ways.
Love and warmest wishes,
Nana and Pop-Pop
Our little boy has grown to become a young man on his
way to a successful career! Good luck to a cool dude!
Love you, Pops
Congratulations, Paul! I wish you success and joy!
Love you forever, Lynn
If you can dream it, you can do it! So proud of you, now
and always!
With love. Mom and Dad
Paul A. Panepinto
Son, congratulations on your
completion on achieving your
B.S.R.N. Your compassion and
kindness will shine through
brightly. We love you and are so





Best Wishes to the Class of2006
Most Especially to our "Caboose '\ Suzy Curran
"Lasty but certainly not least!
"
With Love, Dad andMom
Valy Dawn, Kiely, Abby; Paty Coleen, Molly, Kevin;
Sean, Tara, Elise; Kevin, Maureen, Liam;




You have always been and always
will be a special part of our lives.
All roads lead to
You continue to make us "Success"
very proud of all you do
Courtneay E. CIpolone \ and so happy to be your
Godparents.
Be the best you can
and remember we will







't seems like only yesterday you were starting kindergarten... now you're graduating
om college! I'm sure that the road that you have traveled wasn't always easy and I
now that your assignments may have also been hard. But, now look at what you
lave accomplished in the past four years... you have worked very hard to achieve
our degree. Job Well Done!! God has blessed you tremendously. I just want you to
now that I love you very much and I am so very proud of you. I know that you will be
uccessful at all that you do. Congratulations!
Love Aimiji, Vmr Mom & pur ketkr K^rem
Congrats on doing what we knew you would. Now go be the test nurse out there, l^jecause you're already the best
woman any man couJd have in his life.
We. l»o£- tpu, (InoM. and Siom (^pankij,)
Congratulations to my only granddaughter. I'm proud of you.
Ijiye, Grandina R&ie
To our sister, you have come so far. It has been a pleasure watching you blossom into an all around terrific persoa
This accomplishment only adds to how wonderful you truly are. Wishing you all the happiness your heart and
hands can hold.
cMakomflkeAMA ami Mt^Iiaei
Muffin, you have conquered another stepping stone in life. Continue to move forward
& keep smiling. I'm very proud of you.
GffdBhi. Aunt Carrie
Know ye that the Lord he is God: it is he that hath made us, and not ourselves; we are his people, and the sheep ofhis
pasture. (Psakns lOttS)
Dearest Sadiqa, Your diligence and determination have truly been an inspiration to us all May you continue to
receive your life blessing with such grace and fortitude. God Bless and Keep Yoa
Jloite,, Awd Jlinda, llnde. ^Un awi JliUle. Willie.
Congratulations! We are both proud of you and know how happy you are to finally
reach this point. You didn't let anything or anyone stop you and you succeeded. This
IS just the beginning of many more successes to come. Happy graduation and we
love you...
Rflheem am Narim
With heartfelt joy and pride, I write this congratulatory message. I've watched you as you have prepared for tills day.
1 take pride in sharing with you one of my greatest blessings in Branden Jr. and in your achievement. This will
strengthen his life now; put your hard work and caring nature to work in the heath profession! Tmst in the Lord
with all your heart, and lean not until you own underetanding in all your ways. Acknowledge him, and he will
'\ direct your path. Once again, congratulations!
'
* Xme. ifm. Mi-. MickelU
Just think if you had just played it safe, you would never have accomplished such a
thing as graduating from college. See what a little risk taking and sacrifices can get
you... Congratulations and I wish you great good luck in all that you do.
Vdur CeuUnJoien Canadif Ciaa /?/ "05"
You are a phenomenal young woman who knows what she wants and how to go about getting it. Please wTite a







TO THE Class of 2006








With Love, Dad, Mom, Heather, Isabelle
Celebrate your Academic Success
with Confidence and God's Guidance
Make a Difference in the World
ft)
O
Travel Poetry Values Order
CCNCjRaTlH^TICNSff WeRE VUVXW
THaX YCU CC5MP1ETEP THE ECUR
YEaRSff We >VI$H you a IWPPY,
ETEaiTHY, aNP Sl^CCESSEliM irEE„ ?llaY
YOli BE CJljrPEP IN /HZ YOtIR
PECISICNS ERCM THE CNE IIP ^n?C?VE „
WE >VI11 7iX\m\% ICVE YCU,
^OM, "Dap, Jeremy & Gr^npmcms
Adam Olesik











All your hai'd work has paid off. And although you'll be
looking toward many more days of study, our wish for
you is that you will enjoy great accomplishments in
medical school, and a future filled with much happiness.
We love you! Mom and Dad
Kevin McHale
DOCHELLE CANTIVEDOcS
Funny how iime flies
That, in a blink of an eye,
You are just a baby girl
Now you are a beautiful woman
entering a new chapter of your life.
CONGDATULATlONcS!
WE ADE SO PDOUD OF YOU!
ALL THE LOVE,
DADDY, MOMMY,
KEFffl, MADK & KENA
Rochelle Cantiveros
Thackray Crane Rental, Inc.
2071 Byberry Road • Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19116
Phone (215) 464-1600 -Tall Free 1-800-34-CRANE • Fax (215) 464-2020
HtdjauUc Cram Rtnlai.
WcTthouse Slcragt
yau^ £cmn^fatAe^ andtAepve^ldentofJ/iacd^a^ &ume Menia£a£an^uM
^mi>i enlhefamlfy laant ta ceng^uUu£ate ^eu an ^mi^ g^adiiat/enfrom £aSa££e
llnlue^U^.




To the Class of 2006
From the School of Business
Dean Paul R. Brazina
Faculty
Staff
Remember to Come Back













and La SaCCe !Keigfi6or[iood[Nursing Center
Theresa Marie Mintzer
Dear Puddy
We are so gladyou came out ofyour
shell (or hamper, or cooler, or drawer)!
We are very proud ofyou andyour many
accomplishments. May yourfuture hold
all the blessingsyou so truly deserve.
All our love,
Mom & Dad ..
L^
Theresa Marie Mintzer
I'LL BE TEACHING YOUR CHILDREN!
Bobby Merkh 2006
Bobby.




TO LA SALLE UNIVERSITY'S








WUW.M AN A> UN K BREWERY.COM
/ \
Pollack's Herbs & Vitamin Center
5925 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, PA 19141
215-549-4372
Conmfulstions to the bSslle Chss of 2006
La Salle tlniversltjj
BooHstore




Ogontz Avenue Revitalization Corporation
John E. Kitchen
Executive Director
1536 Haines Street Tel: (215) 549-9462 ext. 12
Philadelphia, PA 1 91 26 Fax: (21 5) 549-9796
www.ogontzave.org Email :jkitchen@ogontzave. org
(20 at.) Hot Utte
''* 1 (w uy Luge(20«(.)HgtaiffM Compliments of a Friend
iaaw uupsfi (m ^liKr.tit pw uitKtntt p«t via. Coj&on q.iI bt »'«Hril*o a\ i*ni
fli fcK^Mt. 3tap RHMt ivtu coOfXM >ft luUtJlvl^na iHmcI Vo» i cot/iM o*
tiiMtarwd a«<) w««r« prMHthMof Mlt'1c:«i1 fiy k*. Coriinraf muil pay «;fbw«tii* Ui.
« (ifomtluii Cwfjon «uy '«! b* wfuoducsd. coplsJ, pi^'cbiucl, ^d«cl i^i told
US. PA 5,41 A*^; 5, ?70,2d7: 8.316,023
$100":^ $100
Ida:*. ^ ficbwa ,
1 Ooua Donirti











































































(SPECIAUSTS IN BOILER PLANT EQUIPMENT]
868 SUSSEX BLVD.
































91^-20 North Second Street • Philadelphia PA 19123
I 21s..923 9^49 " f 215.923.9857 wArw.fyecatcring.com






• HOAGIE FUND RAISERS
142 Wesi Champlosl Ave
Phiia., PA 19120
J. P. RAINEY
y & COMPANY, mc












SALVATonC. TbNY & MAOOALCNA D'AmQCCO
215 546 3035
JOHN B. WARD and CO., INC.
Arborists Providing Fine Tree Care










China, Gla^swart & Flatware
Janilorials & CIsaning Supplias
Paper & Disposables
Kitchan Suppliei & Cookwars
Equipment & Furniture, New & Used
Kitchen Design
SIMMONS
Radio & Television Service Center
Specialists in Color, B. W., Stereos, VCR.
Computer Monitors, etc.
Open Tucs. - Sa[.
215-548-0818















16" St & Bellield Philadelphia, PA 19141
3716 Coral St & Castor Philadelphia, PA 19124
email: stelwagon@aol.com
Joseph Dugan, Inc.







3426 Conrad Streel. Philadelphia. PA 19129
Tel2l5.1H9.9<XI6 Fax 215.849.9005
gplaiiglit@ix.lielcom.com www gpk(;pa.com
EINSTEIN REGIONAL ORTHOPAEDIC SPECIALISTS
Appoincracat Location:
Q Albert Einstein Medics/ Center. 5501 Old Votk Road
WiUowcrcsl Building. 4* floot
Phikdelplxia. PA 19141
(215) 456-7900 VALET PARKING AVAIL,\BLE -J2.50
Q Einstein Phza, 201 Old York Road, Suite 202
Jenkmloun PA 19046
t215) 885-6979 PARKING AVAIL.\BLE
O Center One, 9880 Bustlelon Avenue. Suite 220
Philaddphia, PA 19115
(215) 827-1500 PARKING AVAILABLE
TEAM DISTRIBUTION
Printer Source is 100% ready to serve your needs the way you want and
expect - quick response, quick up tiine, no excuses, period. Whether you
are looking for a single printer, part or a Heet - Printer Sounx is ready!
CALL (215) 53»-31«« TODAY
38 North Belmont Ave Quake rtown, Pa 18951 Fax: 216-«3«-«>»4
E mail: sale5<3ips-usa com www os-usa com
Kelly & Massa Photography
Vincent Massa
Photographer

















PROCESSORS - BROKERS - WHOLESALERS
OF WASTEPAPER. GLASS, METAL & PL-VSTIC
508 E. Baltimore Ave.
Landsowne, PA 19050-2508
()! VI






ESH Home Inspection Services





Amencan Society o( Home Inspectors
PA Pest Managemerl Assoaalion
NJ Heme Inspect Lie.* 025400
Philadelphia be « 000023
OXFOIO l-ZGAL 416 5 BcTMuitoi Pike
P O. Box 597











Granny - Aunt Pattie - Aunt Duckie - Aunt Anne Marie & Uncle
Doug - Uncle Pete - Uncle Jerry & Aunt Cheryl - Kevin. Stephanie
& Sophia - Tish, Sean & Emma - Doug. Becki & Morgan - Elaine,
Art, Casey & Rachel - Francie & Rick - PJ. Nancy, Liam & Colin -
Dennis. Chrissy. Todd & Justin





I always said you were special. Look at all
you have accomplished, all you have done and
how far you have come. You have always
been my pride and joy. I am so very proud of
you. Success in all you do.
Love, Mom
A wish that every day for you will be
happy from the start.
And may you always have good luck and




YoiVe OJC0& a bng way!







Congratulations! We are very proud ofyou for all
that you have accomplished. We wish you success
in aU your future endeavors. You are a Treasure to
usalL
Mom & Dad
Donna, George, Matt, Shawn, Megan,
Alyssa & Brendan
Cheryl Gregg, Jessica, Marissa, Angela & Gregory
Monica, Dave, Ashleigh, Sarah, & David
Joe, Kristin & Joshua
Linda, Geoff & Christian
Meridyth A. Mascio
C0NGRATUy\TlC^6 LAJREN T>€ SlitRSTAR












Don 'tfollow where the path may lead.
Go instead where there is no path
and leave a traiL
We are so proud ofall
ofyour hard work.









^H:^^^4^ :^i^ :^40 :^40
f^^ MAY 2006
















11 V (font l^ow where to bccjin to
tell you fioiv proud we are oj you
and all of your accomplisfiments.
Ovuve done gOCW kid.
'Jbu aimed fiigfi and you got your
4.0 (Bravo to you!
We unsh only the Best for you and
no matter where you go, we zinlf Be
Behind you aff the way.
Congratulations homy!!! 'We love
you... munch-a-Bunch
(Mama & (faf ?coKP^(^\P\.
Allison Guzowski
CONNELL'S WINDOW TREATMENTS INC.
-A SHADE OF OlSTtNCTION-
WINOOW SHADES • VENETIAN BI-INDS
MINI BLINDS • VERTICAL BLINDS • PLEATED SHADES





















283 S Bridge Street. Phuadeu-hia. PA 19137
ISMP
Institute for Safe Medical Practices
1 800 Bayberry Road
Huntington Valley, PA 1 9006
215-947-7797
rv*'
find rest on your purneij
come worship at
fn\ Our Laciij of Hope
Si i" 5200 I'l 'Broud S(. lomi














4100 Presiaeniiai Boulevard. Pniiadeipnia. PA igi3i
www.hi-cilyline.com
email: bill.green@hicityline.com






MaJ Code JO 0206 cbl
Broad and O'ney







^b E. Bringhurst Siitci
Philadelphia. HA 19144
Apple Transportation Co., Inc. ^—JC





914.1 FAX I2I5I 476-2X58
i SUIUBEBT COFfE"







( & OOWKJMP, PC
Harry W. Kramer
.Managing Director
Nonh Poini Olficc Center








One Red Lion Road









6410 N. Broad Street Philadelphia, PA 19126
310 Second Street Pike, Southampton, PA 1 8966
215.927.5800 1.800.622.6410 Fax: 21 5.927.31 10
E-mail: infoOgoldsleinsfuneral.com
/kick's Jloasl ^ec^ GERMANTOWN WELDING CO.






























925 Harvest Drve, Suite 100 USA
Blue Bell, PA 19422 ^>u^wPi






"A GREAT NAME IN REAL ESTATE"





UELAND JUNKER MCCAULEY NICHOLSON
ARCHITECTURK PUNNING INTERIOR DESIGN EXHIBIT DESIGN















Count on Ransome CAT for
all of your equipment, rental




A round of applause
Aon congratulates the students of
La Salle University
for all of their hard work.
With the voice of 47,000 professionals,
including our Philadelphia-area consultants,
Aon commends you.
(Xtt (xjyUiit -to JVe+ivenvbc
Aon
Have your wedding in the unique Franklin Room. An elegant ballroom, with accommodations
for 2S0+, that features a beautiful view of the Ben Franklin Bridge and a spacious dance floor.
Fresh in-iouse hors d'oeuvres include Chicken Teriyaki or Bacon Wrapped Scallops.
Our many menu selections, such as Roast Sirloin or Honey Baked Ham, are available at a
carving station. Other entrees include our individually made Flounder Stuffed with Crabmeat
AFTER DINNER CORDIAL BAR,
as well as on-site ceremonies, we also offer special rates, and easy access, to area hotels.
We are handicapped accessible.
OUR WEDDING PACKAGES START AT S40PP.
For all your Catering Needs,
our packages start at $15PP.
Risk Management • Insurance & Re/nsurance Brokerage
• Human Capita/ & Management Consu/ting • Outsourc/ng
3rd cS. Spring Garden Streets
Phila., PA 19123
215-574-9240 fax:215-574-9281
Web: wwwfinragans-com E.'vWiL: philalnshOaoi com
Congratulations,
Drew gtephanf
\Ajith Love and T>ricle,
Mom, Oad, g'ean and CaJ-t
(and Gus, the Cdt:)
Bene^ih Ihe wk ofmn eniirely gre^l,




We are verij proMd of i^om, yo\A are
qdmq to make a wonderful \eac(hef,
Embrace \(f\e life aihead of yow,




May yowr dreams ta^e l^om
To tl^e comers of your smiles
To t(ie (oigl^est of your fopes
To t(ne windows of your opporfMnities
And to tl^e most special places your (leart (nas ever ^nown!
Vobir kindness and gentle passion glows all arownd yow,
We are truly proud of your extraordinary accomplisl^ments,
Voi/ir dedication and determination are qemme gidalitics tioot (oove Inelped
prepare you for t(oe future. Believe in yourself and ^now we will always be (\ere
for you. Never let t^ere be a moment wi^iere you forget you are always in our
tl'iougto and (^iow mucin we love you,
Fortuna buona nel futurol




From "Shark Attack" to the "Blues Brothers"
From "Luther Billis" to "Peel Slowly and See"
It has been a great journey so far.
May the road ahead be filled with many
more good times and much success.
We love you,
Mother, Dad, Irene and Marisa
Paul Andrew Tsikitas
© 2005 La Salle Univcrsilv
To the Class of 2006.
It has been our privilege to share your journey. You will remain in our hearts
and in our prayers always, and we know you will continue to apply and
expand your Lasallian learning for the greater good.
Class of 2006
ii 3 ^IIAJIILiy IIIJ«I
> . • «-A II "












I always saw myself working in on office. But it turned
out I like thinking on my feet, doing ten things at once.
I like managing a balance sheet impacting a $8.2 billion
company. And I definitely like the potential to advance
further than my friends climbing the corporate ladder.
It's a little surprising how much I enjoy if. But Enterprise
is a surprising place. They train me. Support me. Reward
me when I perform. Yet they let me do it my way, and




Or contact: Allison James,
Recruiting Supervisor
phone: (215) 946-1619, ext. 209
e-mail: allison.m.james@erac.com
EOE/MFDV










Mon-Thur 11 AM to 1 AM
fri-Sat 11 Am to 2 AM
Sun 11 AM to II PM
CHADWICK
A.T. CHADWICK COMPANY, INC.
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS










Come Grow With Us
Route Sales
You know us. We are the worlds number one favorite
convenient fun food company. We are also a division of
PepsiCo, a fortune 40 company and we have the largest
store - door sales force in the world.
Currently we have immediate openings for Route Sales
Representatives in the Philadelphia area. We are seeking
qualified candidates to join our Sales Team that possess the
following qualities:
Excellent Selling Skills |
I Good Communication Skills »
Solid Work History & Experience
Excellent Driving Record
Professional Appearance
Frito-Lay offers starting pay at approx. 35K/year to start
and averages approx. 45K with excellent growth potential
We also offer excellent benefits including medical, dental^^
vision, life insurance, pension, 401k, stock options and
much more.
Qualified candidates please call:
1-866-4-HIRING
(1-866-444-7464)


















Cmi \"ou belie\e four \eai-s ha\'e gone b\' so quickly? It seems like only
last week we were dropping you off at \'our freshman dorm. Remember
how the football team attacked our car, emptied it in 30 seconds and
had all your stuff in the room before 1 could park the car? We set up
your room, said our goodbyes ;ind you were off and running!
You flourished at school. You ha\'e worked so hard, ;uid you have done
so well. Look at your accomplishments over the p;ist short, four years.
You ha\'e become a strong, independent pereon who is ready to take on
the world.
We ai'e so proud of you and what you have achieved. Congratulations
on your graduation. Now go out into the world and make a difference.
Dad and Mom
eve you Kate!
Lcve, Lizzy, Joe &. Mirphy
Kathryn G. Petrozzini
Adriana
The key to happiness Is havlwg dreams.
The key to success is making them come true.
This is just the beginning of the wonderful
thingsM has planned for you.
We are very proud of ail that you have done.
Love, Mom and your family
Adriana C. Ariza V
Matt
You have gone from being "The Little Brother"
to the "Graduate". Congrats on all you have
accomplished. We know you will go on to
accomplish much more. We are so proud of
you and think you are great
Much success and love
Mom, Dad, Bill and Erin
Matthew J. Kilraln
Anthony,
We are so proud of you.
Congratulations on this great accomplishment you have achieved. As
this chapter in your life ends, another one begins. Always remember
that you can do anything you put your mind to. Deach for the stars
and follow your dreams and always allow God to guide you.
and I are so proud to be your parents.
May God bless you always.
Love,
Mom. Dad, Jen & Jessica
Anthony Gigantino
"And in the end, it's not the years in your life that count. It's the life in your years." -
Abraham Lincoln
"Every man should frame life so that at some future hour fact and his dreams meet."
- Victor Hugo
"The difference between a successful person and the others is NOT a lack of
knowledge but a lack of will." - Vince Lombardi
And to you, Adam,
Our hearts are filled with love and pride. You are about to face new challenges and realize
new achievements. Always believe in yourself because you have so much to offer. It will
be no surprise to us that your future will be filled with love, friends, accomphshments and
joy. The above quotes are simple messages from great people. Each was blessed with the
capacity to learn so much through living. We wish the same for you.
With love to you.
Mom, Dad, Matthew and Blue
Adam Kartzman
TTiank you Carl Wolf Studio!
The 2006 Explorer thanks
Mike Durinzf and the staff at
Carl Wolf Studio
Our Official Photographers for the 2006 Explorer
"heir generous contributions and professionalism helped to make our book a
success.





Sharon Mill. PA I9079-0727
800-969-I228
Colopfen
Volume 62 of t^e Explorer was printed bi^ ^ostens Publisi^ing Compavw^. Pf\\\ Klein served as t^e local representative to La
Salle Mniversiti^, Brenda Savino served as tf\e plant representative. Initial preparation, cover design ay\d final assenobliy)
were done at ]ostens' plant in State College, PennsLjivania, A total of SDO copies of ti^is bool^ were printed, T(ie 2DD6
Explorer consists of 256 pages of 1DD gloss enamel paper and printed in four-color process. Jtne book is sm\^tf]e sewn
wit(i (oead and foot bands and t(oc copier is fowr-color process litfe.
All senior portraits in tl^is bool? were taken bvj Carl Wolf Studio, Si^aron Hill, PennsLjIvania, Carl Wolf Studio tool? manui of
t(oe At(oletic pfotos as well, Several pictures were given to t(^e staff from tl^e La Salle Mniversiti^ Portal, and from Mnlversit^j
Communications, Staff pfotograp(iers tooi^ t(ne remainder,
T(oe 20D6 Explorer Staff consisted of Gwen Tuxburij, Editor In Ci^ief; Teri Disen and Elizabeth Cerkez, Academic Editors;
Cf\arma Bell, Student Life Editor, Kara McCulloMgl^, At!^letic Editor; Eleanor Walmsley and Sara^ Ma^uta, Seniors Editors;
Laura Hopkins, and Aaron Spence, Cor^i Anotado and Miles Umdauq^ of t(he la Salle Mniversitii Programming Center
also (helped. Cover design by Elizabetl^ Cerl^ez using Adobe P^otosfiop.
Layouts for t(oe 2DD6 Explorer were designed entirely using lostens' Vearteci^ Online Program. Jf\e 2DD6 Explorer is an
official publication of La Salle Mnlversity, Pi^iladeipfoia, Pennsylvania, and reproduction of an^ portion of ti^is book e\t<her
wCiole or in part, is prol^ibited witfeut the written consent of t^e Mniversity,
Inquiries about t(iis edition of the Explorer should be directed to La Salle Mniversity, Box 685, 1 9DD West Diney Ave,,
P(^iladelp(^ia, PA 19141-1199,
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